TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), SA/PC/DCI (7), WH (8)

LINC 4513 (IN 23316) 1359Z 29 JUN 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE PRECEDENCE
TO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) SGUAT INFO: DIR CITE: SLINC

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

1. ATTACKS ZACAPA AREA SCHEDULED 1000. TRYING GET MESSAGE CALLIGERIS TO STOP BUT URGE PUT STATEMENT ON TGW AND ALL OTHER CHANNELS STATING
   A. ACCEPTANCE IN PRINCIPLE TERMS LINC 1362 (IN 22435).
   B. INDICATING WILLINGNESS MEET CALLIGERIS.
   C. REQUESTING CEASE FIRE. SUGGEST TIME RECOGNIZING CALLIGERIS ALSO BEEN ASKED TO NAME TIME. IF BOTH DO CAN GET THEM TOGETHER.

2. ABOVE IMPORTANT AND HURRY.

END OF MESSAGE
LINC 4515 (IN 23411)

TO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) SHERWOOD
INFO: DIR (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) ONTRICH

Rybat PBSuccess

RE: LINC 4510 (IN 23336)
FOR CADICK

1. DO NOT BE INFLUENCED BY CRY OF HOAX AS WE SHALL RETAIN
POWER OF RETALIATION UNTIL CALLIGERIS POSITION IS SECURE.

2. REGRET WE UNABLE TO FULLY INFORM YOU OF EVERY DETAIL THEREFORE
YOU MUST KEEP CONFIDENCE THROUGHOUT THIS DIFFICULT PERIOD.

3. MODIFICATION OF USE OF A/C: YOU MAY RE-SUPPLY FIELD
FORCES TO EXTENT NECESSARY TO MAINTAIN EFFECTIVENESS WHILE AVOIDING
FINAL DECISION. USE ARMED FIGHTER A/C FOR RECON FOR DEFENSIVE
PURPOSES. INSTRUCT AIR AND GROUND TO BE PARTICULARLY ALERT FOR
WITHDRAWAL ENEMY UNITS TO ADAM AS SUCH ACTION WOULD VIOLATE
CEASE FIRE PRINCIPLE OF TROOPS IN PLACE. IMPORTANT THAT ENEMY
29 JUN 54
LINC 4515 (IN 23411)
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NOT TAKE ADVANTAGE OF CEASE-FIRE IN ANY WAY. REPORT VIOLATIONS BEFORE TAKING ACTION.

4. CLEAR ALL PLANS AND SIGNIFICANT ACTIONS WITH LINC UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.

5. REPORT YOUR COMPLIANCE REF MSG SOONEST.

END OF MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: WH (PBS)(1-3)
CC: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANitized 1998

LING 4516 (IN 23418) 16457 29 JUN 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE

TO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) SHERWOOD
INFO: DIR, (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE)
CITE: SLINC (ONTRICH)

RYBAT PBSUCCESS
RE: SHERWOOD 480 (IN 23400)
FOR JADICK.

1. SELECTION OF STRATEGIC TARGETS IS NOT A FIELD PREROGATIVE.
   YOU WILL BE INFORMED OF SELECTED TARGETS AND THEIR PRIORITY AS
   DETERMINED. MATAMOROS PROVED EXTREMELY EFFECTIVE TARGET FOR PSYCH
   EFFECT. TGW DAMAGED ONLY.

2. SHOULD HOSTILITIES BE RESUMED AFTER CEASE-FIRE PRESENT
   PLANS WILL PREVAIL UNLESS NEW FACTORS ARISE IN MEANTIME.

3. YOUR DIFFICULTIES ARE FULLY APPRECIATED HOWEVER SUCCESS
   WITHOUT ANNIHILATION OF INNOCENT PEOPLE MUST BE OUR OBJECTIVE.
   USE AVAILABLE TIME AFTER CEASE-FIRE TO TRAIN AND PREPARE FOR
   IMMEDIATE ACTION IN CASE OF TREACHERY.

END OF MESSAGE

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 29 JUN 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LINC 1531 (IN 23521)  21237 29 JUN 54  OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE PRECEDENCE
TO: DIR
INFO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) SHERWOOD

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

NO AMERICAN PERSONNEL PRESENTLY WITH CALLIGERIS IN
WSBURN'T.

END OF MESSAGE

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4)

LINC 4532 (IN 23544) 2250Z 29 JUN 54
TO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) SHERWOOD
INFO: DIR

RYBAT PBSUCCESS
FOR CADICK

FOLLOWING RECEIVED FROM GUAT

"1. HAVE HELD FOUR MEETINGS WITH THIS MORNING.
2. HE ASSURES ME HIS ONLY AMBITION IS OBTAIN CEASE FIRE
   AND END OF "USELESS" SLAUGHTER.
3. HE SENDING PLANE TO ZACAPA IN ATTEMPT LAND THERE AND
   DIRECTLY ENTER NEGOTIATIONS WITH CALLIGERIS. I WARNED HIM THAT
   PLANE MIGHT BE SHOT DOWN AND IT WOULD BE ADVISABLE TO WAGGLE
   WINGS ETC IF APPROACHED.
4. HE PREPARING ASKING FOR CEASE FIRE AND
   IMMEDIATE START DISCUSSIONS WITH CALLIGERIS.
5. MY IMPRESSION IS THAT GOVT HERE SO COMPLETELY SHAKEN
   THEY WILL MAKE ONLY HALF HEARTED ATTEMPT TO ESTABLISH ANY CONDITIONS.
6. ESSENCE HAS MANY MEN READY THOUGH THEY WITHOUT ARMS AT
   MOMENT. HOWEVER IRREGULARS FROM VIA CANALE CENTER MAY START
   MOVING IN IMMEDIATELY.

SECRE

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE COPY NOS.
29 JUN 54
LINC 4532 (IN 23544)
PAGE -2-

7. SAW SOME OF SALAMA PRISONERS. THEY HORRIBLY BEATEN. SEVERAL WERE ASSASSINATED BY GUARDS."

END OF MESSAGE
1. SUMMARY OF MATERIAL RECEIVED FROM RO'S 2000 JUNE 26 TO 1700 JUNE 29. OPERATORS 22, 24 AND 38 REPORTED.

2. IN MESSAGE OF 1937 JUNE 28 CASTILLO SAID HE NEEDED TWENTY THOUSAND QUETZALES URGENTLY. HE SAID WEATHER HAD IMPROVED AND THAT HE HAD PATROL JUST SOUTHWEST ZACA. AT 2020 CASTILLO WAS INFORMED BY THE FCP THAT CHACON WOULD AID MANEUVER BY ATTACKING ZACA FROM WEST. AT 2215 IT WAS REPORTED THAT HAD CRASHED AT ESQUIPULAS WITHOUT PERSONAL HARM.

3. THE FCP ADVISED RO-24 AND CHACON THAT HE SHOULD DESTROY RAILWAY LINE AND MARCH TOWARD ZACA MORNIN 29 JUNE. CHACON REPLIED AT 1230 THAT RAILWAY BRIDGE OVER TAMBOR RIVER BETWEEN OJENAS AND JICARDO MUST BE BLOWN TO AVOID RIGHT SUPPLY SHIPMENTS. HE ADDED THAT CONSIDERABLE NUMBER ENEMY FORCES ARE IN AREA ONE KILOMETER WEST REFORMA.
4. At 0600 June 29 Castillo was advised that the government junta wished to meet with him in defiance to discuss terms of cease fire. It was added that preparations for attack on Zacapa had been completed. Castillo replied that he would answer message at 1100.

5. Castillo was informed at 1220 that new junta had been formed and that cease fire desired. He was told to maintain position and mark most advanced position with large fire as signal receipt of order. Castillo replied at 1445 that he accepted with understanding that attendance did not bind him to come to agreement if conditions did not satisfy plans and ideals of liberation movement. Castillo added that P-47 was forced to land and plane destroyed. Pilot was sent to Ocotepeque.

End of message

CABLE SECRETARY AT COMMENT:

TELEPI issued to MISHK at 1900.
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 30 JUN 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LINC 4538 (IN 23563) 0034Z 30 JUN 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE
TO: DIR
RYBAT PBSUCCESS

1. FOLLOWING MESSAGE SENT TO CALLIGERIS BY HIS BASE
(MENTIONED BY PLAYDON TO ASCHAM)

"RESULT OF YOUR VALIANT EFFORTS THERE IS A NEW JUNTA.
MONZON IS CHIEF WITH SALAZAR AND VILLAN. MONZON WANTS CEASE-
FIRE TO PREVENT MORE BLOODSHED. YOU SAY WHAT HOUR OF TODAY.
SEND BY RADIO AND MONZON WILL BE INFORMED. MAINTAIN YOUR FORMER
POSITION SECURE PLACE. MAKE DEFENSES OVER THE ROAD TOWARD IPALA
FOR SECURITY. MAKE A HUGE FIRE MIDDLE OF THE ROAD YOUR MOST
ADVANCED POSITION IN ORDER TO SIGNAL THAT YOUR TROOPS HAVE
RECEIVED THE ORDER TO MAINTAIN POSITION. OBSERVATION PLANES
WILL FLY ALL DAY. ONCE THE CEASE-FIRE ORDER IS KNOWN WE WILL
SEND MATERIALS TO ADVANCE BASE. MEANWHILE PREPARE YOURSELF TO
TAKE A PLANE FOR MEETING WITH DON CARLOS AND THE JUNTA IN SALVADOR.
THE GROUP THANKS MONZON. THE VICTORY IS YOURS. PREVENT SHEDDING
OF BLOOD ONCE YOUR TROOPS STOPPED."

2. ONLY ANSWER SO FAR TO ABOVE FROM CALLIGERIS DICTATED
30 Jun 54

LINC 4538 (IN 23563)

PAGE 2

OVER TELEPHONE BY PLAYDON TO RILLY.

END OF MESSAGE
LINC 4541 (IN 23503)  04037 30 JUNE 54  OPERATIONAL  IMMEDIATE

TO: OPIM SHERWOOD  INFO: DIR, OPIM  CITE: - SLINC

RYBAT PR SUCCESS

RE: A. LINC 4540

B.

C. SHERWOOD 494 (IN 23581)

1. *REF A CANCELLED DUE DETAILED ARRANGEMENTS LAID ON BY
AMAMB GUAT ACT:; AS INVITED INTERMEDIATE. TOO LATE TO CHANGE.

2. PLS PASS FOLLOWING CALLIGERIS:

A. MEETING ARRANGED SAN SALV FOR 1200 LOCAL BETWEEN
CALLIGERIS AND JUNTA UNDER AUSPICES AMAMB AS INVITED
INTERMEDIATE.

B. JUNTA WHICH HAS AGREED TO MEETING BEING FLOWN FROM
GUAT CITY WITH AMAMB IN HIS PLANE.

C. SUGGESTED CALLIGERIS COME TEGU AND CONTACT AMAMB
ABOUT 0900 30 JUNE WHO KNOWS OF MEETING AND WILL
MAKE ARRANGEMENTS FLY CALLIGERIS TO SALV.
30 JUNE 54
SECRET
LINC 4541 (IN 23603)

PAGE 2

D. CALLIGERIS ADVISE IMMEDIATELY IF ARRANGEMENT AND
TIME SATISFACTORY.

END OF MESSAGE

*CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: THIS TRANSMISSION WAS CANCELED AT
THE REQUEST OF THE DIRECTOR.

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: TEMPO COPY OF THIS MESSAGE ISSUED MR.
WISNER (DD/P(L)) AT 0015 30 JUNE 54.
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 30 JUNE 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS)(1-3)
INFO: WH (4), DCI (5), D/DCI (6), DD/P (L)(7), SA/PG/DCI (8)

LING 45/3 (IN 23609) 05/32 30 JUN 54 ROUTINE
TO: SHERWOOD INFO: DIR
FOR LANGEVIN CITE: SLINC
RYBAT PBSUCCESS
RE: SHERWOOD 488 (IN 23517)

1. PAYMENT OF FUNDS AUTHORIZED.

2. PLAN EARLY MOVE TO ADAM BY YOUR STAFF TO TAKE OVER
   TGW AT WHICH TIME YOU MAY RETURN TO LING. AWAIT AUTHORIZATION.

3. IMPORTANT NEXT 24 HOURS TO BUILD UP CALLIGERIS AS
   POPULAR HERO, EXTOL VIRTUES OF JUSTICE, FREE SPEECH ETC.

4. WORDS CANNOT DESCRIBE THE SUPERB CONTRIBUTION YOU AND
   YOUR STAFF HAVE MADE TO THIS WORTHY CAUSE.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: MR. WISNER, DD/P, ISSUED TEMPO COPY
OF THIS MESSAGE AT 0200 30 JUNE 54.

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 50 JUNE 54

TO: PRITY DIR
INFO: PRITY SQUAT
RITEACH POSSUCCESS
FINAL OP SITREP NO 16

1. A. STRENGTH: 1530 ARMED IRREGULARS.

B. MOVEMENT: ALL OUT ATTACK ON ZACAPA SCHEDULED FOR 291000Z WAS CANCELLED BY ORDERS FROM LINC IN PREPARATION CEASE-FIRE ORDER. ALL TROOPS WERE ORDERED TO HOLD THEIR POSITIONS, PREPARE DEFENSES AND BE READY TO RESUME ATTACK IN EVENT OF TREACHERY BY THE ENEMY.

2. KUGORN: SHERWOOD CARRIED CEASE-FIRE MSG ALL DAY. LEAFLETS WERE DROPPED ON BOTH FRIENDLY AND ENEMY TROOPS ANNOUNCING CEASE-FIRE PREPARATIONS.

3. K PROGRAM:

COMPLIED WITH CONDITIONS ESTABLISHED BY SYNCARP FOR TERMINATING HOSTILITIES. IN THE FINAL HOUR, IT APPEARS THAT K PROGRAM SUCCESSFULLY CONTRIBUTED TO THE PROJECT.

4. ALL FOLLOWING MISSIONS WERE LAUNCHED BEFORE CAU-

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
30 June 54.

LINE 4545 (IN 25619)
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Cellation order received from Lincoln or were otherwise authorized:

Cargo drops: C 46 AM no reception team. Bombed truck Zacapa.

Cargo drop to advance forces Chiquimula. Fighter: F 32 AM

Zacapa. Provided air cover for field troops. Knocked out field


F 34 PM Zacapa. Bombed strafed area. No troop movement ob-

served. F 35 PM Zacapa. Target closed by weather.

5. General:

Possibility of hoax in peace negotiations dissipated

rapidly during period as result of positive action to

comply with Syncarp's conditions and plans to hold

negotiations in otfrogs on 30 June. In view of anticipated

early political solution to this operation, POSUCCESS passes

into after action period of consolidation. Therefore no further

SITREPS will be disseminated unless resumption of hostilities

should occur.

END OF MESSAGE

Cable Secretariat comment: EM, notified of receipt

of this message at 0500 30 June 54.
FOLLOWING IS SHERWOOD AND SAHARA WITHDRAWAL PLANS TO BE EXECUTED WHEN DIRECTED:

1. SHERWOOD
   A. TERMINATE ALL RADIO CIRCUITS EXCEPT GIMEK TO UTENSIL. WHEN SIG PLAN TOHOP DEACTIVATED CRYPTO PADS OP/B 72 AND OP/B 68 WILL BE USED. WILL ADVISE EXACT TIME TOHOP DEACTIVATION.
   B. IMMEDIATE DEPARTURE DUNAVANT, MIDDLECOTT, AND STATION ENGINEER. SHERWOOD WILL INFORM NOW TEGU RETURN MAN. FOR DEPARTURE.
   C. WITH OTHER THREE KUCLUB-PERSONNEL REMAIN ADDITIONAL SHORT PERIOD DOUBLE-CHECK STERILIZATION ALL EQUIPMENT, DESTROY CRYPTO MATERIALS AND PAPERS, AND FINAL TURNOVER EQUIPMENT WHEN DIRECTED.

2. SAHARA:
30 JUN 54
LINE 4558 (IN 23836)
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IMMEDIATE TURN OVER EQUIPMENT. GASSETT RETURN.

3. WHEN SHERWOOD ADVISED MAKE COMPLETE TURNOVER
REMAINDER PERSONNEL DEPART.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/LDCI (5), BD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/LDCI (8)

LINC 4562 (IN 23874) 24117 30 JUN 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE
PRECEDENCE
TO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) INFO: DIR SHERWOOD
CITE: SLINC

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

1. AIRCRAFT INVOLVED PBSUCCESS WERE
   A. 3 C-47S
   B. 6 F-47S
   C. 1 P-38
   D. 1 CESSNA 184
   E. 1 CESSNA 144

2. LOSSES HAVE BEEN 2 F-47S, ONE AT SOMERSET CRASH LANDING
   PLUS MIS Handling, THE OTHER BATTLE CASUALTY CRASHED AT
   CHIQUILA.

3. THREE OF SIX F-47S WERE PURCHASED F

SAME TRUE OF P-38.

4. OTHER F-47S AND CESSNA 144 PURCHASED BY SYNCARP.

5. CESSNA 138 TAKEN BY SYNCARP FOLLOWING CHANGE DEALING TITLE
   WITH UNDERSTANDING SHOULD BE GIVEN WHEN NO LONGER NEEDED.

6. 3 C-47S ONLY LOANED TO PROJECT AND NO OBLIGATIONS RE OTHER

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
30 JUN 54
LINC 4562 (IN 23870)

DISPOSITION INVOLVED.

7. RECOMMEND:
   A. SOONEST AFTER CALLIGERIS INSTALLED WSBURN'T 3 F-47S
      AND ONE OF CAT C-47S SHOULD BE TURNED OVER TO
      TO BE FLOWN TO AURORA. SUGGEST IF FEASIBLE THEY
      BE FLOWN BY
      IF POSSIBLE SHOULD HAVE HAD CONNECTION
      SYNCARP.
   B. P-38, REMAINING F-47 AND CESSNA 180 BE TURNED OVER
      WITH ASSURANCE THAT TWO MORE F-47S OR SOME EQUIVALENT
      WILL BE DELIVERED HIM BY SYNCARP SOONEST. IF STICKY ON
      THIS POINT OUT THAT IT IS TO HIS ADVANTAGE TO PERMIT CALLIGERIS
      TO MAKE SHOWING
   C. GIVE CESSNA 140 TO
   D. RETURN OTHER TWO C-47S TO ORIGINAL OWNERS.

8. PLS SEND COMMENTS. HAVE SHERWOOD 498(IN 23844).

9. IF AGREE AUTHORITY HERE-BY GIVEN TO COMPLETE ALL
    ARRANGEMENTS AS SOON AS LINC ADVISES NO LONGER ANY NEED HOLD
    IN RESERVE.

END OF MESSAGE
FOLLOWING MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM ASCHAM, ORDWAY AND WHITTING

"1. HEARTIEST CONGRATULATIONS UPON OUTCOME DEVELOPMENTS
   PAST FORTY-EIGHT HOURS. A GREAT VICTORY HAS BEEN WON. THIS
   VICTORY IS THE MORE NOTABLE BY VIRTUE OF THE EXTREME
   DIFFICULTIES OF THE OPERATION AND THE ODDS WHICH WERE RECOGNIZED
   TO BE AGAINST OUR CHANCES OF SUCCESS FROM THE OUTSET. THE
   ENERGY AND DEVOTION OF THE PERSONNEL AT LINC AND THE FIELD STATIONS
   HAS BEEN TRULY EXCEPTIONAL AND HAS SERVED AS AN INSPIRATION AND
   A CHALLENGE TO ALL OF US AT HQS."

2. YOUR FELLOW OFFICERS AT LINC PASS THE ABOVE TO YOU IN
   FIELD WHO REALLY DESERVE THE CREDIT FOR THIS OUTSTANDING
   ACHIEVEMENT AND WHO HAVE REALLY EARNED IT.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) SHERWOOD
INFO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) (ONTRICH), DIR
CITE: SLINC
PRECEDENCE
RYBAT PBSUCCESS

FOR CADICK:

1. WORD RECEIVED MTG BROKEN OFF DUE UNACCEPTABLE DEMANDS BOTH SIDES. CALLIGERIS APPARENTLY INSISTS ON RIGHT ENTERING ADAM LEADING HIS ARMY LIBERATION. MONZON DEMANDING REMAIN NUMBER ONE FOR 30 DAYS.

2. BOTH DEMANDS ARE UNREASONABLE. CALLIGERIS INSISTANCE ON TRIUMPHAL MARCH WOULD ANTAGONIZE ARMY UPON WHICH HE MUST LEAN FOR SUPPORT. MONZON'S POSITION STRENGTHENS WITH EACH HOUR THAT PASSES.

3. HQS EXPECTS CALLIGERIS MIGHT RETURN SOON TO SOMERSET OR TEGU AND DESIRES CADICK OR ONTRICH (WITH SKILLET) MAKE IMMEDIATE EFFORT TO TURN HIM AROUND AND GO BACK TO DTFRGS SOONEST FOR RESUMPTION OF DISCUSSIONS. FURTHER CALLIGERIS MUST BE TOLD UNLESS HE BECOMES REASONABLE HE WILL LOSE HIS FRIENDS QUICKLY.
4. Although everyone PBsuccess very anxious have calligeries succeed in final step same time cannot support hostilities between anti-communists. Request you impress upon him high moral principles involved which must not become sacrificed for vanity or personal interests.

   End of message
1. Proceed soonest by unofficial aircraft to offer your services as Skimmer representative to Calligeris team at DTFROGS. Upon arrival inform who should provide Wellbanks as intermediary between you and or JMBlug. to inform JMBlug of your presence.

2. Keep your status secure from press.

3. Endeavor to aid Syncarp in negotiations to avoid further breakdown. Our position is to support Calligeris in every reasonable demand and to ensure his ultimate victory.

END OF MESSAGE
1. OBJECTIVE ANALYSIS OF AIRCRAFT DISPOSITION PROBLEM BRINGS
OUT FOLLOWING:

A. EITHER ABSENCE OR PRESENCE OF SYNCARP AIRCRAFT GUARD
CITY CONSPICUOUS. AIRCRAFT COULD BEAR CLOSE SCRUTINY BUT WOULD
ONLY ENGENDER ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS WHICH COULD BE MOST EMBARRASSING.
I.E. HOW MANY A/C INVOLVED, WHERE OBTAINED, HOW ARMED, WHO FLEW,
WHO BOMBED THIS TARGET OR THAT TARGET, ETC. ACCEPTABLE ANSWERS TO
 THESE QUESTIONS WOULD REQUIRE ELABORATE STORY WHICH ALL WOULD HAVE
 TO STICK TO AND WHICH COULD STAND UP UNDER DETAILED INVESTIGATION
SURE TO FOLLOW. ON OTHER HAND IF THESE QUESTIONS WOULD NOT BE
ANSWERED ON MILITARY PEROGRATIVE THEN WHY LOOK FOR TROUBLE BY LETTING
 AIRCRAFT SHOW UP AT ALL.

B. USE OF AIR POWER THIS CAMPAIGN WHILE KEY TO SUCCESS
OF PROJECT WAS ALSO ONE OF MOST CONTROVERSIAL ISSUES. PRESS HAS
PLAYED UP BOMBING AND STRAFING OF OPEN CITIES AND IN GENERAL MADE IT LOOK LIKE SOME RUTHLESS FORCE WAS USING FLAMETHROWERS TO DISCIPLINE UNRULY CHILDREN. LET THIS ISSUE DIE IF POSSIBLE BY HAVING AIR POWER DISAPPEAR.

C. FEW IF ANY OUTSIDE PBSUCCESS AWARE FULL EXTENT OUR AIR POWER. MANY CONFLICTING STORIES IN PRESS AND FROM WSBURNT TARGETS. FEEL IT BETTER TO LET ISSUE REMAIN CONFUSED AND PERHAPS GROW INTO LEGEND OF WHAT HAPPENS WHEN LITTLE BOYS PLAY WITH COMMUNISM. ANY APPEARANCE AIRCRAFT AND PILOTS WOULD REPLACE AWESOME CONCEPTION WRATH FROM ON HIGH WITH RATHER SAD LOOKING AIRCRAFT AND RELATIVELY UNIMPOSING PILOT.

D. MANY COMPLICATED DETAILS ARE INVOLVED SUCH AS MAINTENANCE OF AIRCRAFT, FEELINGS ETC. ALL OF WHICH REQUIRE TIME WHILE WHATEVER IS TO BE DONE MUST BE DONE IMMEDIATELY.

2. IN VIEW ABOVE RECOMMEND THAT ALL PBPRIME CONNECTION WITH CALLIGERIS AIR SUPPORT BE IMMEDIATELY WIPE OUT BY FOLLOWING DISPOSITION AIRCRAFT:

A. PBS BE

B. THREE OPERATIONAL F 47 PLUS F 47 WRECK AND ALL SPARE PARTS AT SOMERSET BE
1 JUL 54
LINC 4585 (IN 24256)
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C. REMAINING OPERATIONAL F 47 ATTEMPT SELL TO IF BALKS AT PRICE OF $25,000, GIVE IT TO FREE IF NECESSARY.

D. IMMEDIATELY GIVE CALLIGERIS C 47 HE NOW USING. THIS WILL AVOID ANY COMPLICATIONS OVER ITS RETURN AND ALSO GIVE MENDOZA SOMEWHAT OF AN AIRFORCE FOR RETURN TO GUAT CITY.

E. CESSNA 180 TO BE GIVEN

F. CESSNA 140 TO BE GIVEN

G. REMAINING TWO C 47'S TO HANDLE MOVE TO AND RETURN TO ORIGINAL SOURCES.

3. ADVISE SOONEST AS FEEL WE ARE STRETCHING LUCK TO RETAIN PBPRIME CONTROL AIRCRAFT ANY LONGER AND ALSO GETTING NERVOUS.

END OF MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 2 JULY 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PSS)(1-3)
INFO: WH (4), DCI (5), D/DCI (6), DD/P (L)(7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

CIA HIGH LEVEL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE IN FULL 1996

LING 4593 (IN 24379) 0631Z 2 JULY 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE
TO: OPIM SHERWOOD INFO: DIR
RYBAT PBSUCCESS
FOR CADICK:
RE: SHERWOOD 512 (IN 24181), 514 (IN 24295)

1. WHILE AWAITING DEFINITIVE DEVELOPMENTS IN DTFROGS WE DESIRE TO ASSURE YOU ODYOE'S INTERESTS ARE IN MOST COMPETENT HANDS AND WHATEVER RESULTS THEREFROM WILL REPRESENT THEIR BEST EFFORTS ON BEHALF ODYOE WHICH WE ALL MUST THEN SUPPORT.

2. SKIMMER/SYNOCARP BASIS AGREEMENT CONTAINED NO MENTION OF COMMITMENT TO SUPPORT ANYONE PERSON FOR TOP POSITION ONLY TO ATTAIN ATTAIN OBJECTIVES OF FREEING COUNTRY. WHILE WE MAY DESIRE AND DO ALL POSSIBLE TO PLACE CALLIGERIS ON TOP THIS IS A POLICY MATTER ABOVE AND APART FROM PBSUCCESS JURISDICTION.

3. FOREGOING FOR YOUR GUIDANCE AS AT NO TIME SHOULD CALLIGERIS ASSUME THE "UNCONDITIONAL" NOR SHOULD STORAX CONFUSE FIGHTING FOR A "CAUSE" WITH FULFILLMENT OF POLITICAL ASPIRATIONS OF INDIVIDUALS. WE ARE NOW CONFRONTED WITH NECESSITY MAKING LIMITED CONCESSIONS OR FACING GREATER TRAGEDY. IT WOULD BE UNFORTUNATE IF EVERYTHING RESTED ON CALLIGERIS' "PLEASURE". END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT CONTENT: SECRET

COL. KING. WH. NOTIFIED OF RECEIPT OF THIS MESSAGE AT IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE Copy No. 0600 2 JULY.
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 2 JUL 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), SA/PC/DCI (7), WH (8)

SECRET

RELEASE IN FULL 1996

LINC 4607 (IN 24561) 15292 2 JUL 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE

TO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) SHERWOOD
INFO: DIR

RYBAT PBSUCCESS FOR LANGEVIN

1. WE ARE WITHOUT DETAILS EXCEPT PACT SIGNED AND CALLIGERIS WILL BE IN CHARGE ARMED FORCES FOR FIFTEEN DAYS WHILE MONZON HOLDS TOP POSITION. THIS SITUATION COULD BE EXPLOSIVE UNLESS PEOPLE ARE URGED TO ACCEPT IT AS GRAND GESTURE AND UNSELFISHNESS ON PART OF CALLIGERIS. OTHER POINTS SUGGESTED FOR WIND UP BROADCAST ARE:

A. APPEAL TO REASON, CALMNESS AND GOOD CONDUCT.
B. CALLIGERIS HERO OF COLD WAR AGAINST COMMUNISM.
C. PROOF LATINOS CAN PUT OWN HOUSE IN ORDER
D. REPEAT LOFTY PRINCIPLES OF MOVEMENT AND APPEAL FOR THEIR FULFILLMENT.
E. YOUR FAREWELL ADDRESS AS CLANDESTINITY NO LONGER REQUIRED ETC.

2. SO MARKS THE END OF FINEST EXAMPLE PP/RADIO EFFORT AND EFFECTIVENESS ON THE BOOKS. CONGRATULATIONS.

END OF MESSAGE

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE

Copy No.
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS)(1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LINC 4616 (IN 24631) 17217 2 JUL 54 PRIORITY
CITE: SLINC
RYBAT PBSUCCESS

MASTER

1. EFFECTIVE THIS DATE RECOMMEND ALL OPERATIONAL RESPONSIBILITY RESUMED BY WHD.

2. LINC TO LIQUIDATE SHERWOOD, SOMERSET, SLS/L AND Shara.
   LESS PBSUCCESS PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT, TO BE RETURNED TO ADMIN CONTROL OF WHD.

3. LINC TO REMAIN IN PRESENT STATUS UNTIL ABOUT 15 JULY
   WHILE LIQUIDATING ITS FIELD OPERATIONS AND PREPARING DEACTIVATION.

4. ALTHOUGH MANY UNRESOLVED PROBLEMS REMAIN IN THE FIELD
   OPERATIONALLY IT IS BELIEVED LINC HAS FULFILLED ITS PRIMARY
   MISSION.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ATTN: WH (PBS) (1-3), DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DC/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LINC 4632 (IN 23:747) 20497 2 JUL 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE PRECEDENCE
TO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) SHERWOOD
INFO: DIR, (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE)

RYBAT PBCSUCCESS
FOR CADICK

1. CALLIGERIS IS OFF AGAIN. DEPARTED DTFROGS AM 2 JULY AFTER AGREEING TO PROCEED ADAM WITH JUMB'LUG AT 1130 LOCAL. SAID HE WOULD RETURN PM 2 JULY OR AM 3 JULY.

2. IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT CALLIGERIS BE LOCATED AND SENT BACK DTFROGS SOONEST. FEEL MOST STRONGLY THAT HIS ENTRY ADAM MUST TAKE PLACE SOONEST.

3. JUMB'LUG ATTEMPTING LOCATE CALLIGERIS BY PHONE. IF YOU LOCATE CALLIGERIS MAKE ALL POSSIBLE EFFORTS TO BACK UP JUMB'LUG EXHORTATIONS BY PRESSURING CALLIGERIS TO RETURN SOONEST.

ADVISE.

END OF MESSAGE
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Copy No.
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 2 JUL 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
REPO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

2255Z 2 JUL 54

TO: DIR

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

FOLLOWING MESSAGES RECEIVED FROM SECANT BY BASE:

NUMBER 17

"I HAVE LEARNED OF THE PACT. ROAD SYSTEM IN ZACAPA IS IN DANGER ACCORDING TO NEWS BROADCAST RADIO THIS MORNING. THEY ARE NOT AWARE OF JUNTA AUTHORITY. I NEED URGENTLY LATEST ARRANGEMENT."

NUMBER 18

"PUT ME IN TOUCH WITH COLONEL CASTILLO. READY TO START ATTACK 0200 HOURS TO FULFIL PERSONAL ORDERS COLONEL. ENEMY IS ADVANCING RAPIDLY VADO HONDO QUEUAL. REPEQUE. AIR SUPPORT URGENTLY NEEDED. I NEED A PLANE TO GO PERSONALLY TO SAN SALVADOR."

NUMBER 19

ARMY OF LIBERATION DEMORALIZED BY LATEST NEWS. OFFICERS ZACAPA DISGUSTED. I REQUEST A PLANE HERE"

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:

A TEMPO COPY OF THIS MESSAGE ISSUED TO MR. WISNER, DD/P AT 1900 2 JUL 54

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE Copy No.
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 2 JUL 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P. (L) (6), PP/AMD (7), WH (8), SA/PC/DCI (9)

LINC 4638 (IN 24798) 2351Z 2 JUL 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE
PRECEDENCE

TO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) SHERWOOD
INFO: DIR
CITE: SLINC
RYGAT PBSUCCESS PBCABOOSE
RE: SHERWOOD 526 (IN 24797)
FOR BRODFROST

1. TURN OVER THREE OPERATIONAL F 47'S PLUS WRECKED F 47 TO
WHO MUST BE URGENTLY REQUESTED EXPLAIN PRESENCE OF
FOUR A/C

2. REMAINING F 47 MUST BE RETURNED SOONEST.
CAGLIGERIS MUST NOT USE ANY FIGHTER A/C TO ISOBURY AT THIS
TIME

3. TURN OVER P 38 TO
ON BEHALF CAGLIGERIS IMMEDIATELY. CAGLIGERIS MUST NOT
GET THIS AIRCRAFT.

S.F.C.R.E.T

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE Copy No
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4. TURN OVER TO CALLIGERIS C 47 HE NOW USING.
5. INSTRUCTIONS ON CESSNAS FORTHCOMING SOONEST.

END OF MESSAGE
LINC 4642 (IN 24815)          00382 3 JUL 54  OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE
TO:     DIR
    RYBAT PBSUCCESS PRCABOOSE
RE:     A. DIR 07639 (OUT 59420)
          B. SHERWOOD 526 (IN 24797)

1. RE PARA 1 REF A LINC HEARTILY CONCURS WITH PARA 1 REF 8 AND STRONGLY URGES THAT CESSNA 190 BE GIVEN WHO HAS DONE MAGNIFICENT JOB AND IT IS MOST UNLIKELY IN VIEW OF THAT HIS ROLE WILL GO UNNOTICED. HIS STORY WILL DO MUCH TO ALLAY OUTSIDE INTERVENTION AND INVASION CONCEPTS.

2. RE CESSNA 140 FIELD FEELS

HAS PERFORMED WORTHWHILE SERVICES AND IN VIEW OF RELATIVELY SMALL COST INVOLVED LINC FEELS FIELD JUDGMENT SHOULD BE DEFERRED TO. WILL END UP WITH P 38 PER LINC 4638 (IN 24798) AND SHOULD BE MUCH HAPPIER THAN WITH CESSNA 140.

END OF MESSAGE
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CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 3 JUL 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCl (4), D/DCl (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCl (8)

LINC 45HF (IN 24818) 00327 3 JUL 54 ROUTINE
TO: DIR
RYPAT PBSUCCESS
IMMEDIATE ACTION

FROM JEROME C. DUNBAR:

1. PLAYDON EXPECTED RETURN LINC ON 5 JULY AND SHORTLY THEREAFTER ASSIGN SADURUSAS OFFICER IN CHARGE OF DEACTIVATION THIS STATION.

2. WITH YOUR APPROVAL, I REQUEST RELIEF FROM PRESENT ASSIGNMENT AND DIVISION WITH ASSIGNMENT TO HQS OVERHEAD T/O EFFECTIVE 6 JULY.

3. ALSO EFFECTIVE 6 JULY, I WOULD APPRECIATE COMMENCING ANNUAL LEAVE OF 15 WORKING DAYS, REPORTING TO HQS THEREAFTER FOR REASSIGNMENT.

4. PLEASE ADVISE EARLIEST.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: OPIM SHERWOOD  INFO: OPIM DIR  CITE: SLING
RYBAC PBSUCCESS

1. RECENT MSGS FROM AGENT NET INDICATING MOVEMENTS OF ARMY TROOPS HAVE BEEN SENT TO HQS AND TO QUAT WITH JMBLUUG BEING REQUESTED TO TAKE IMMEDIATE STEPS TO HAVE JUNTA ORDER WITHDRAWAL THOSE TROOPS SOONEST. POSSIBLY BY TG9 AS WELL.

2. PRESUME YOU HAVE RECORDED OR HAVE SUFFICIENT KNOWLEDGE OF DTFROGS PROCEEDINGS AND AGREEMENT TO BROADCAST (SHERWOOD) SAME REPEATEDLY ADDING CALLIGERIS VICTORIOUS AND ALL HOSTILITIES HAVE CEASED. CALLING ON ALL FORCES TO WITHDRAW AND DISENGAGE AVOIDING ALL POSSIBILITIES OF FIGHTING. THIS SHOULD BE DONE SOONEST IF YOU STILL HAVE CAPABILITY.

3. ALSO CONSIDER ADVISING FIELD COMMANDERS TO SEND TRUCE PARTIES TO CONTACT LOCAL ARMY UNIT COMMANDERS TO EXPLAIN SITUATION AND/OR DETERMINE THEIR INTENTIONS, AS POSSIBLE CERTAIN ELEMENTS COULD BE UNDER COMMAND OF COMMUNIST OFFICERS WHO WOULD NOT RECOGNIZE MONITOR'S AUTHORITY.

END OF MESSAGE

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE  Copy No.
1. FOLLOWING SUMMARIZES ATTITUDE CALLIGERIS GROUP TOWARD SETTLEMENT AS RELAYED BE SEQUENCED:

A. ODYSSE LET THEM DOWN AS IS REFLECTED IN JMBLUG ACTION.

B. THEY DISTRUST MONZON COMPLETELY. POINT OUT NEVER ACTIVE THEIR CAUSE, HAS NO STATUS OR PRESTIGE WITH ARMY OFFICIALS, WAS ARBENZ TOOL. NOW SUPPORTED AND MANEUVERED BY THREE CLEVER, UNSCRUPULOUS POLITICIANS: EUEANIO SILVA PENI, ERNESTO VITERI AND "TOTO" GONZALEZ.

C. FOLLOWERS BITTER THAT CALLIGERIS DID NOT OBTAIN FULL POWER. SOME FEAR HE WILL BE ELIMINATED. OTHERS BLAME HIM FOR POOR BARGAIN AND CONSIDER DROPPING THEIR SUPPORT UNLESS HE MAKES POLITICAL COMEBACK.

D. AT PRESENT BELIEVE SALAZAR WILL VOTE WITH OLIVA FOR CALLIGERIS AS JUNTA HEAD BUT FAVOR MONZON'S EARLY REMOVAL TO DIPLOMATIC POST ABROAD.

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
2. SEQUIN ASKS IF SYNCARP WILLING ASSIST CALLIGERIS REGAIN
HIS POSITION, INCLUDING INSTRUCTION TO JMBUG FOR HIS SUPPORT
OR TRANSFER JMBUG IF HE DOES NOT SUPPORT.

3. SEQUIN DEPARTING

END OF MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 3 JUL 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LINC 4662 (IN 25011) 1810Z 3 JUL 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE
TO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) SHERWOOD
INFO: DIR
CITE: SLINC

RYBAT PBSUCCESS
RE: LINC 4647 (IN 24826)

1. FOR CADICK:
   A. FYI: RESULT OF ACTION TAKEN BY GUAT RE TROOP MOVEMENT, JUNTA IMMEDIATELY ORDERED ZACAPA COMMANDER TO SEND OFFICERS TO VADO HONDO AND QUEZALTEPEQUE AREAS AND ALL OTHERS TO ENSURE CESSATION ALL HOSTILITIES.
   B. REQUEST YOU KEEP CONTACT WITH RO'S UNTIL ASSURED ALL DANGER OF ATTACK IS REMOVED.

2. FOR DUNAVENT:
   A. REQUEST YOU ARRANGE LOCALLY TO KEEP KMFLUSH PERSONNEL AWAY UNTIL YOU AUTHORIZED TO DEACTIVATE STATION.

D (REQUEST YOU SUBMIT EVERY TWELVE HOURS A SITREP PROVIDING STATUS AGENT CIRCUITS AND FACTORS BEARING ON DEACTIVATION.)

NEXT TWENTY-FOUR HOURS SHOULD CLARIFY SITUATION.

END OF MESSAGE

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
TO: PRITY SHERWOOD  INFO: DIR, (PRITY)

BYBAT PB SUCCESS

FOR CADICK

RE: SHERWOOD 531 (IN 24848)

1. ATTEMPT RETURN MAJOR PORTION BSHOOPS GEAR TO

LEAVING SUFFICIENT AMOUNT TO MAKE

2. YOU DECIDE QUANTITIES TO BE LEFT FOR
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 3 JUL 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4), DG (5), D/DG (6), DD/P (L) (7), SA/PG/DG (8)

LINC 1666 (IN 25038)  2113Z 3 JUL 54  OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE PRECEDENCE

TO: (URGENT) SHERWOOD  INFO: DIR  CITE: SLINC
RYBAT PBSUCCESS
FOR BRODFROST

1. VIEW UNCERTAINTY SITUATION IN WBURNT HQS DESIRES MAINTAIN AIR CAPABILITY IN CONDITION SIX HOUR READINESS UNTIL 051200 AT WHICH TIME WILL ADVISE. THIS SUPERSEDES ALL PREVIOUS INSTRUCTION.

2. ADVISE WHETHER YOU ABLE COMPLY AND TO WHAT EXTENT.

END OF MESSAGE

SECRET

FILE
DO NOT REMOVE

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
LINC 4678 (IN 25145)  1619Z 4 JUL 54  OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE
TO:  DIR
RE:  A. DIR Ø7766 (OUT 59550)
     B. SHERWOOD 548. (IN 25140)
RYBAT PBC SUCCESS PBCABOOSE

1. THE FOLLOWING ADDITIONAL FACTORS HAVE ARISEN AND MUST
   BE CONSIDERED RE A/C DISPOSITION.
   A. OAS INSPECTION TEAM RETURNING PBPRIPEM.
   B. STORAX KEEPING

2. IN VIEW ABOVE PROPOSSE THE FOLLOWING FOR IMMEDIATE IMPLEMENTATION. PBC SUCCESS MUST CLEAR OUT.
   A. GIVE
      ADDITIONAL PAPER
     SALE CAN BE MADE IF ODACD WILL FEEL BETTER.
   B. HAVE ODACD-DEEARL MAKE SURVEY TO DETERMINE PROPER
      MILITARY SUPPORT FOR KMFLUSH AND WSBURNT AND ASSURE
      CALLICERIS THAT THEY WILL BE GIVEN AIR POWER THROUGH PROPER CHAN-

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE  Copy No.
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NELS WITH PROPER SUPPORT I.E. SPARES, TRAINING MISSIONS, ETC.
THE DECISION AS TO WHO SHOULD GET F-47'S OR F-51'S IS NOT
PBSUCCESS CONCERN.

C. GIVE P-38 TO CALLIGERIS FOR FUTURE DELIVERY TO
IF CALLIGERIS TAKES P-38 TO ADAM IT SHOULDN'T MAKE
ANY DIFFERENCE AS THIS WAS

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:
TEMPORARY COPY OF THIS MESSAGE WAS ISSUED TO
1230 4 JUL 54.
1. IT IS NECESSARY TO ESTABLISH SKIMMER CONTACT WITH CALLIHERS SOONEST TO RESOLVE A PLAUSIBLE AND PALATABLE EXPLANATION OF HIS AIR SUPPORT FOR LIBERATION MOVEMENT. SUGGEST EITHER ESQUIRE OR GLOVER BE USED AS LOCAL SKIMMER REPRESENTATIVE FOR THIS AND POSSIBLY OTHER SKIMMER MATTERS IN FUTURE. USE FOLLOWING LINE:

2. A. AS TO FIGHTER A/C, F-47'S HIS STORY SHOULD BE THAT ONE CRASH LANCED AT OR CUMULA AND SECOND (ASSUMING ONLY TWO) A/C WILL SHORTLY BE BROUGHT TO ADAM FROM UNDISCLOSED BASE WHERE NOW BEING HELD.

B. TO ENACT THIS STORY CALLIHERS SHOULD SEND TRUSTED PILOT NEXT FEW DAYS TO SOMERSET PICK UP ONE F-47

RECOMMEND MENDOT

C. HOWEVER URGED MINIMUM DISCUSSION.
2. Calligeris should also be notified that the P-38 is ready to be picked up immediately at Somerset for eventual turnover to Calligeris. Calligeris should send pilot over for P-38 immediately and wait few days before picking up F-47 para 1B above in order to let interest cool down.

3. It should be explained to Calligeris that reason he only getting one F-47 now is that spare parts and maintenance are such that one is maximum he could support. Calligeris should be told his request through Odyoke channels for additional A/C will get immediate action and he should be urged to do so at once.

4. Calligeris also to retain Cessna 180. Skimmer requests he turn it over to for exceptional services performed.

5. FYI: Ideal future solution to whole problem may be for to procure P-51's from Odyoke and sell all F-47's and spares to Calligeris who can then get additional support from Odyoke.

End of message
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 5 JULY 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4), DCI (5), D/DCI (6), DD/P/L (7), SA/PC/DCI (8), COMMAO (9)

LING 4690 (IN 25179) 04197 5 JUL 54 PRIORITY

TO: PRITY SHERWOOD, PRITY INFO: PRITY DIR CITE: SLING
RyBat PBSUCCESS
FOR BROADFROST/COMMAO

1. EFFECTIVE UPON RECEIPT, SAFETY ALERT SUSPENDED AND ALL
PBSUCCESS PERSONNEL MAY PROCEED TO LINCOLN AS PREVIOUSLY DIRECTED.

2. ABOVE CONSTITUTES AUTHORITY TO CLOSE SHERWOOD AGENT
CIRCUITS.

3. BROADFROST WILL BE GUIDED BY LING 4689 (IN 25180)

END OF MESSAGE
LINC 4719 (IN 26276)  23122 8 JUL 64  PRIORITY
TO:  DIR
INFO:  PRIORITY
SGAT  CITE:  SLINC
RYBAT  PBSUCCESS
RE:  GUAT 049 (IN 25993)

1. FYI: DE-BRIEFING OF KUBARK OFFICERS RETURNING FROM FIELD 
HAS REVEALED THAT CALLYGERIS DISPLAYED VERY LITTLE STRENGTH OF 
CHARACTER DURING INITIAL COMBAT STAGE AND PROCEEDED THEREAFTER 
WITH EACH SUCCESSFUL MOVE TO GAIN GREATER SELF-CONFIDENCE. NEVER-
THELESS IT IS LINC'S OPINION HE IS ESSENTIALLY A WEAK CHARACTER 
AND LACKS THE POWER OF DECISION WHICH IS NOW SO IMPORTANT.

2. VIEW ABOVE AND REF MSG IT IS APPARENT THAT SOMEONE MUST 
FORCE HIM TO DELEGATE AUTHORITY TO STRONG MEN OR HE HIMSELF MUST 
BE REMOVED BEFORE ALL IS UNDONE.

3. LINC NOTED THAT BARNISTER WAS HANDLING AND NOT 
ONTRICH. IF THIS IS SATISFACTORY WITH HQS, LINC WOULD APPRECIATE 
ONTRICH'S EARLY RETURN FOR PREPARATION OF PBSUCCESS REPORT.

END OF MESSAGE
DATE: 8 JUL 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4), COMMIO (5)

LINC L720 (IN 26279) 23122 8 JUL 54 ROUTINE
TO: DIR
RYBAT PBSUCCESS COMMIO

1. DEACTIVATION OF LINC IS SET FOR 15 JULY.
2. TERMINATION OF COMMIO FACILITIES MAY TAKE PLACE BETWEEN 12-15 JULY.
3. RECOMMEND COMMIO COVERAGE BE DECREASED TO 16 HOURS DAILY EFFECTIVE JULY 8.

END OF MESSAGE
DATE: 9 JUL 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS)(1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), SA/PG/DCI (7), WH (8)

LINC 4727 (IN 26549) 1946Z 9 JUL 54 PRIORITY
TO: (PRIORITY) GUATEMALA INFO: DIR
RYBAT PBSUCCESS
FROM ONTRICH

SITREP 6, 7 AND 8 JULY:

1. 5-6 JULY SITUATION WSBURNED MUCH UNREST. HAD EARLY MORNING MEETING WITH CALLIGERIS, 7 JULY.
CRACKED DOWN HARD ON CALLIGERIS AND , TOLD HIM COMMIES
MUST BE CONTROLLED IMMEDIATELY AND THE HE SHOULD TAKE OVER
CONTROL OF JUNTA BEFORE FRIDAY TO PERMIT HIS GROUP NECESSARY
CONTROL.

2. EARLY MORNING 8 JULY BY UNANIMOUS VOTE CALLIGERIS
ELECTED PERMANENT PRESIDENT JUNTA. CRUZ AND DUBOIS WILL STEP
ASIDE FOR 3-MAN JUNTA.

3. WITH STOPPED MASS DEMONSTRATION DUE TAKE PLACE
SATURDAY. SUCH DEMONSTRATION COULD WELL HAVE LED TO BLOODSHED.

4. SITUATION LOOKING MUCH BETTER. ALL APPOINTMENTS IN
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IN MINISTRIES, AND OTHER FAVOR CALLIGERIS. OSCAR MENDOZA MADE CHIEF ARMED FORCES, FITO MENDOZA WILL BE APPOINTED CHIEF OF AIR FORCE AND MIGUEL MENDOZA POSSIBLY CHIEF GUARDIA CIVIL. MINISTERS OF HACIENDA AND AGRICULTURE WILL PROBABLY BE REPLACED.

5. PLEASE SEND ANY SUGGESTED APPOINTMENTS. THIS IS THE TIME TO GET THEM IN.

END OF MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 9 JUL 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-5)
INFO: DCI (4), O/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), PP/AND (7), WH (8), SA/PC/DCI (9)

LINC 4731 (IN 26559) 2100Z 9 JUL 54 PRIORITY

TO: DIR
RYBAT PBSUCCESS PBcaboose
RE: A.

B.

1. LINC STRONGLY CONCURS WITH DESIRES FOR P-51'S AND SUBSEQUENT SALE F-47'S TO CALLIGERIS AND URGES ALL POSSIBLE KUBARK EFFORT TO INSURE FAVORABLE DECISION ON KMFLUSH REQUEST TO ODACIO AND EXPEDITIOUS DELIVERY OF AIRCRAFT.

2. AS EXPANSION OF ABOVE VIEWS AND TO INSURE FULLEST UTILIZATION OF EXPERIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE GAINED THROUGH PBSUCCESS THE FOLLOWING POINTS ARE SUBMITTED FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION.

A. PERSONAL

PBSUCCESS BOTH HAVE EMPHATICALLY POINTED UP OPPOSITION TO COMMUNISM, HIS CLEAR INSIGHT LATIN AMERICAN AFFAIRS AND HIS REALIZATION OF NEED FOR AND DESIRE TO

B. SKINNER AS AUTHORIZED BY HQS

CALLIGERIS RE HELP ON AIR SUPPORT

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE

Copy No.
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WHICH WHILE NOT OFFICIALLY ODYOEKE COMMITMENTS MUST BE MORALLY
RECOGNIZED AS SUCH AND FULFILLED IF ANY FUTURE ODYOEKE-LATIN AMERICAN
DEALINGS ARE TO HAVE PROPER FOUNDATION.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:

TEMPO COPY ISSUED TO AT 1700, 9 JUL 54.
LINC 4732 (IN 26604) 00392 10 JUL 54 PRIORITY
TO: DIR INFO: (PRIORITY)-GUAT CITE: SLINC
RE: A. DIR 07624 (OUT 59912)
B. RYBAT PBSUCCESS

1. RE REF A NOT POSSIBLE TO ESTIMATE FUNDS REMAINING UNSPENT CALLIGERIS HANDS REF B INDICATES ORGANIZATION BROKE. AS YOU KNOW ONLY CONTROL WE HAVE HAD ARE CALLIGERIS RECEIPTS, AS IT HAS BEEN IMPRACTICABLE TO FULLY ACCOUNT FOR MONEY ONCE IN HIS HANDS.

2. RE REF A PARA 2, LINC PB SUCCESS BUDGET ESTIMATE OF $750,000 FOR PERIOD 1 JULY 30 ANTICIPATED NEED TO STRENGTHEN NEW GOVERNMENT FINANCIALLY AND LIQUIDATE LIBERATION ARMY DEBTS. OUR UNDERSTANDING THIS ESTIMATE APPROVED. ALSO UNDERSTAND $200,000 SENT GUAT ON/AEOU 30 JUNE BY HQS AS SPECIAL FUND.

3. THEREFORE, RECOMMEND GUAT RELEASE IMMEDIATELY PREFERABLY TO THROUGH ONTRICH THE FOLLOWING MONEY. IF ONTRICH GONE, SUGGEST USE ESQUIRE.

A. ($100,000 TO LIQUIDATE LIBERATION ARMY DEBTS; MUSTER!
OUT PAY; SMALL SUM TO FAMILIES OF WAR DEAD.
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B. $100,000 AS GENERAL OPERATING EXPENSES OF NEW GOVERNMENT TO STRENGTHEN IT FINANCIALLY FOR INITIAL 30 DAYS. SUCH PAYMENT TO BE ON QUID PRO QUO BASIS, NOT AS A LOAN. THIS THEN WOULD COME UNDER PURVIEW PBSUCCESS AUTHORITY AND PROVIDE KUBARK UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY TO ACQUIRE INVALUABLE ASSETS IN STRATEGIC COUNTRY.

4. RECOMMEND THAT WHATEVER PAYMENT YOU APPROVE BE CLEARLY DESIGNATED AS FINAL ONE FROM SKINNER, AND ONTRICH/ESQUIRE BE INSTRUCTED SO TO ADVISE.

END OF MESSAGE
B-J.

ATTEMPT AGAINST GUATEMALAN GOVERNMENT ALLEGEDLY DOCTRINE

1. ACCORDING TO A BUSINESSMAN JUST RETURNED TO ED SALVADOR FROM GUATEMALA A REVOLT
AGAINST THE GUATEMALAN GOVERNMENT IS POSSIBLE DURING THE LAST WEEK OF JANUARY 1952.
IN GUATEMALA
IT IS GENERAL BELIEF THAT CARLOS CASTILLO ARMAS IS NOW IN MEXICO ON EL SALVADOR
AFTER A TRIP TO THE UNITED STATES WHERE HE IS SAID TO HAVE BEEN SUCCESSFUL IN OBTAINING
HELP FOR THE OVERTHROW OF THE ARENZA REGIME. SOURCE IN EL SALVADOR DOES NOT BELIEVE
CASTILLO IS IN EL SALVADOR.

2. CASTILLO ARMAS IS REPORTED TO HAVE THE SUPPORT OF ONE THIRD OF GUATEMALAN ARMY,
INCLUDING FIFTH ARMY DISTRICT AT QUEZALTENANGO.

CASTILLO FROM WITHIN GUATEMALA. ALSO POSSIBLE THAT
ARE-ALSO-Helping.

FIELD DISTRIBUTION: NONE
FORMAL DISSEMINATION Follows (END OF MESSAGE)
OUTGOING CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

SECRET

SECURITY INFORMATION

To: CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
From: OPC/OSO
Confirmation: WHO (1-2)
Information: IR (3-4), AD/SO (5), OPS (6), STC (7), S/C (8-9-10)

PRIORITY
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1956
OUT 51592

Paraphrase Not Required. Handle as SECRET Correspondence per Para. 51 (1) 60A AR-380-5

WASH 23889

TO: CITE: WASHFG
RE: TLB-1587

1. IT IS REQUESTED THAT JULEP LOCATE BUT NOT CONTACT CARLOS CASTILLO ARMAS IF IN SALVADOR OR HONDURAS. IF LOCATED, HEADQUARTERS SHOULD BE CONTINUALLY ADVISED OF MAJOR MOVEMENTS. REFERENCE GIVES REPORTED PERMANENT FC ADDRESS IN HONDURAS.

2. AUTHORIZATION GIVEN FOR JULEP TRAVEL HONDURAS DURING INVESTIGATION.

1AS

RELEASING OFFICER

ORIGINATING AND COORDINATING OFFICERS

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER

TOD: 2322Z 22 JAN 52

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE

Copy No. 2
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OUTGOING CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

SECRET

SECURITY INFORMATION

To: CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM

FROM: OPC/DSO

CONFIRMATION: KFC (1-2)

INFORMATION: IR (3-4), AD/SD (5), OPS (6), STC (7), S/C (8-9-10)

ROUTINE

RELEASE AS SANITIZED.

30JAN 52

OUT 53394

Paraphrase Not Required. Handle as SECRET Correspondence per Pars. 51 (1) 60A AR-380-5

WASH 25136

TO: 

CITE: WASHFG

1. UNCONFIRMED REPORT CASTILLO ARMAS ON FARM LOCATED BOTH SIDES GUATEMALA-SALVADOR BORDER NEAR JUTIAPA.

2. TRY TO VERIFY WITHOUT ALERTING CASTILLO.

TAS

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
To: CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
From: OPC/OSO
CONFIRMATION: WHD (1-2)
INFORMATION: IR (3-4), AD/SO (5), OPS (6), STG (7), S/C (8-9-10)

RELEASE AS SANITIZED 18 MAR 52
1998 OUT 63355

Paraphrase Not Required. Handle as SECRET Correspondence per Pars. 51 (1) 60A AR-380-S

WASH 31770

TO: INFO: CITE: WASHFG

PERSONALLY CONTACT LA LIMA, HONDURAS, IN TEGUCIGALPA WEEK OF 21 MARCH TO RECEIVE FIRST REPORT AND SET UP SECURE METHOD OF RECEIVING WEEKLY REPORTS THROUGH EMBASSY POUCH. WRITE IMMEDIATELY GIVING YOUR HOTEL TEGUCIGALPA AND WHEN YOU WILL BE THERE. SIGN YOURSELF GEORGE. HE WILL CONTACT. SEND ORIGINAL REPORTS TO HEADQUARTERS, PHOTOSTAT COPIES TO

RELEASING OFFICER ORIGINATING AND COORDINATING OFFICERS AUTHENTICATING OFFICER

TOD: 2012Z 18 MAR 52
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OUTGOING CLASSIFIED MESSAGE
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

SECRET

To: CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED

From: OPERATIONS

Confirmation: WH (1-2)

Information: A1 (3-4-5), AD/SO (6), AD/PC (7), OPS (8), STC (9), CAL (10), S/C (11-12-13), DDP (14)

Paraphrase Not Required. Handle as SECRET Correspondence per Para. 51 (1) 60A AR-380-5

WASH 32567

TO: CITE: WASHFG

RE:

1. AGREE CASTILLO MUST BE CONTACTED. HOPE CAN HANDLE.

2. WILL CONTACT YOU PROBABLY 25 MARCH. WITH YOU HE SHOULD ASCERTAIN: (1) OPPOSING FORCES, (2) OPPORTUNITY FOR BUYING SUPPORT, PARTICULARLY ARMY GUARDIA CIVIL AND KEY GOV'T FIGURES, FOR IMMobilizing FORCES NOT BUYABLE THROUGH STUDENT OR LABOR INSPIRED ACTION, (3) ALL DETAILS REQUIRED FOR ESTIMATING SUCCESS OF PROPOSED MOVEMENT AND HOW WE CAN ASSIST.

3. NOT WITH YOUR AT PRESENT OF OUR INTENT TO AID BUT IS FULLY CLEARED.

4. SUBMIT FULL REPORT OF CONVERSATIONS.

J. C. KING
RELEASING OFFICER

TOD: 1753Z 22 MAR 52

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
TO:

FROM:

WH (1-2) 2240

INFORMATION: R1 (3-4-5), AD/SO (6), QPS (7), AD/PC (8), CFD (9-10), S/C (11-12-13), CAL (14)

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM

WASH 46852

RELEASE AS SANITIZED

TO: WASH 46852

INFO: 1908

CITE: WASHING

RE: WASH 46792 / (CUE-85555)

"DETAILS NOT OBTAINABLE. HAS DECIDED TRANSFER $50,000 TO YOU IMMEDIATELY FOR USE WHEN AUTHORIZED. WILL PASS THROUGH GUATEMALA ENROUTE NEW ORLEANS, YOU OR ANOTHER EMBASSY OFFICIAL WITH WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION FROM YOU SHOULD MEET HIM AND TAKE OVER $25,000 IN DIPLOMATIC POUCH. HE WILL BRING ANOTHER EQUAL SUM ON RETURN TRIP AS INDICATED BY HIM. HE WILL DELIVER YOU. IN EVENT FLIGHT CANCELLATION, ABOVE WILL APPLY ON 25 JUNE,

RE: WASH 46792 / (CUE-85555) INFO SENT T.

IN 13081

J. C. KING
TO:  
FROM:  
DIRECTOR, CIA  
WH 4  

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM  
RELEASE AS SANITIZED  
1996  
22212 6 OCT 52  

INFORMATION:  
DDP 2, CF1, OPS, CPP 2  

DIR 22354  

TO:  
FROM:  
DIR-22251  

1. HOPE NOT TO "OVE EIGHT TONS OF SHIPMENTS TO MANAGUA BY AIR ON OR ABOUT 12 OCTOBER." THE BALANCE TO PUERTO CABEZAS BY WATER ON OR ABOUT 17 OCTOBER. IDENTITY ONE HAS ALREADY INDICATED TO IDENTITY THR & HIS UNIONS TO RECEIVE SHIPMENTS. AMBASSADOR NEED ONLY INDICATE HIS INTEREST AND CAPABILITIES.

2. IN ANSWER TO A YES, B IDENTITY ONE OR REPRESENTATIVE TO TAKE DELIVERY FOR IDENTITY THR &. C YES IF ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY. TO 2 YES BUT S.I.E AND WEIGHT OF CASES DICTATE PARTS: MACHINERY AND PARTS AND AUTOMOTIVE PARTS POSSIBLY FROM EXPORT FIRM OTHER THAN

J.C. KING  

SECRET  
COPY NO.  

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

20 OCTOBER 1952

SECURITY INFORMATION

OUT 62062

TO:

FROM:

DIRECTOR, CIA

PRIORITY

WH (1) CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM

RELEASE AS SANITIZED

1996

DIR 24482

TO:

PBFORTUNE

CITE: DIR

REQUEST DIRECT SHIPPER SHIP LOCALLY AVAILABLE FOR CARGO LOADING. CARGO IS SENSITIVE CARGO 73 TONS 4300 CUBIC FEET WITHIN TWO THOUSAND MILE RADIUS, UNDER COVER FISHING OR PLEASURE TRIP. SHIP SHOULD BE CAPABLE OF LOADING FROM OUR PINTER PIER W/PIER PREPARED FOR SUCH LOADING. CALL BACK AT 5:00 P.M. DISCUSS DETAILS. AT ArrIVAL FRIDAY.

[Signature]

J.C. KIM

COPY NO. 1

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
TO: PAPORTUNE
FROM: C/WH (1)

PRIORITY

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1956

1. FOLLOWING RECV FROM WEISBRECHT THIS DATE "VARIOUS SOURCES HERE OF WHICH ONE RELIABLE PERSONALLY KNOWN TO ESQUIRE, ALL INDICATE GROUP WILL GO
INFO ACTION NOVEMBER FIFTY OR EARLIER. BELIEVE RELIABLE GROUP WILL BEGIN
PRAY IMMEDIATELY THEY BEGIN. CONSIDER IT HIGHLY ADVISABLE RELIABLE GROTS CAN
RETURN FORWARDING TO INCREASE CHANCES OF SUCCESS, AND TO ALERT HIM AGAINST
POSSIBLE IMMEDIATE RETALIATION BY COMMUNIST. IF YOU ARE POSTED AS TO
TIMETABLE, ARE YOU GOING TO INFORM ME IN SUFFICIENT TIME?"

2. OUR REPLY TO WEISBRECHT "WE DO NOT HAVE TIMETABLE AND KNOW OF
NO PLAN FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION."

3. HAS KOFUS RECEIVED SUFFICIENT AID TO PERMIT HIS STARTING THIRTY DAY
PLAN?"
1. THE FOLLOWING SITUATION TO BE GIVEN HIGHEST PRIORITY RE KUOCHO ACTION
UNTIL OTHERWISE ORDERED.

2. GUATEMALA WITHDREW FROM OASCA DUE FEAR PROPOSED ANTI-COMMUNIST RESOLUTION.
THEY PRESENTED SPURIOUS CLAIM FOREIGN INTERVENTION TO US HOPING FOR INTERNATIONAL
CIVIL SUPPORT RATHER THAN SUBMIT CLAIMS TO THE ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES,
THE NORMAL INSTRUMENT FOR HANDLING CLAIMS OF THIS NATURE. PLAY UP: CASE TOO
WEAK FOR UNBIASED INVESTIGATION BY OTHER LATIN AMERICAN STATES.

3. IN ADDITION, QUAT CLAIMS, "URSR DOES NOT INTERVENE DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY
IN INTERNAL AFFAIRS OF QUAT JUST AS QUAT DOES NOT INTERVENE OR ATTEMPT TO INTERVENE
IT, OR DISTURB THE PEACE OF ANY OTHER COUNTRY." ALSO, "QUAT GOVERNMENT HAS
PURSUED AN UNAVERING POLICY OF RESPECT FOR DEMOCRATIC FREEDOM." IN REPUTATION,
STRESS THE FOLLOWING POINTS:

A. THE GUATEMALAN LABOR PARTY (CONQUI) LEADS THE ELECTORAL FRONT, THE
PRO-GUAT COALITION, THE OPPOSITION OBTAINS ONLY 5 OF 56 SEATS IN CONGRESS. THE
SUPREME COURT HAS BEEN PACKED WITH FELLOW TRAVELERS, COMMISS HAVEN GREAT STRENGTH.

CFO

Security Information

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
IN RAILWAY WORKERS AND TEACHERS UNIONS AND DOMINATE NATIONAL LABOR FEDERATION,
CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE ON AGRARIAN REFORM AND LABOR CODE REVISION, NATIONAL
ELECTORAL BOARD, NATIONAL AGRARIAN DEPARTMENT, INSTITUTE OF SOCIAL SECURITY,
LABOR COURTS, SECRETARIAT OF PROPAGANDA AND OFFICIAL AND PRO-ADMINISTRATION
PRESS AND RADIO.

B. WHEN STALIN WAS BURIED THE GUAT CONGRESS OBSERVED A MINUTE OF
SILENT TRIBUTE. ONLY WH NATION TO DO SO.

C. WHILE GUATS ACCUSED OTHERS OF USING FOREIGN ARMS TO INTERVENE,
COL. RUBERT JULIÁN BOASTED OF LARGE SCALE ARMS PROCUREMENT FROM SOV/SAT
COUNTRIES FOR GUAT GOVT.

D. GUATS HAVE BUILT LARGEST ARMY IN CENTRAL AMERICA ALTHOUGH
CLAIMING PEOPLE SOLIDLY BEHIND GOVT AND DEPLORING ARMED INTERVENTION IN THE
AFFAIRS OF OTHERS.

E. GUAT GOVT IS SENDING PAID MURDERERS THROUGHOUT CENTRAL AMERICA
POLITICAL REFUGEES, WHO FLED FROM
ORDERED TO ASSASSINATE REGIME, TARGETS
FOR ALL ALLEGED ANTI-COMMUNISTS. THIS ITEM TOP PRIORITY.
3. Within Guat political opponents are being murdered. Others are being jailed and tortured to obtain false confessions.

4. Paid Guat political agitators in Salvador seek overthrow of Saln Govt. and act as "finger-men" for Guat comze assassins.

4. Futility of the Guat Agrarian Reform:

A. Land is only leased to small farmers. They may remain on land only so long as they send their children to comze type schools - plant crops demanded by Govt. and in general - submit to comze type regimented society. Any deviation brings eviction without appeal.

B. The Agrarian Law grants no recourse to law. The Guat Supreme Court was dissolved when it had temerity to accept individual application for injunction to halt illegal seizure.

5. Detailed cabled recommendations to follow.

6. Cable progress reports at least twice a week.

End of Message
TO: J. C. King
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA

INFORMATION: COP, FI, FI/OPS, PP 2, FI/R 2

DIR 21969

TO:
CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1996

1. REQUEST YOU ADVISE EQ ANY SPECIFIC DATA REGARDING GUATEMALAN INTELLIGENCE, PAST OR PRESENT IN AFFAIRS OTHER NATIONS. REPORT INTRODUCTION OF AGENTS OR PROPAGANDA, OR SUBVERSIVE ACTIVITY OF PART OFFICIALLY ACCREDITED GUATEMALANS. ALSO AID TO NON GUATEMALAN-SUBVERSIVES. DATA MUST BE SPECIFIC INCLUDING IF POSSIBLE NAMES, DATES, PLACES, CIRCUMSTANCES.

DATE RECEIVED

ACTION TO

ACTION TAKEN

Remark:

[Signature]

C/OSI/DD/P

COPY NO.

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE.
DIR 23867
PBSUCCESS
TO: CITE: DJR
RE:

1. SHIPMENT ON GOVT B/L WOULD GREATLY COMPLICATE HANDLING HERE.
2. HIGHLY PREFERABLE ODACID ARMS ENTRY PERMIT HE RETAINED USA.
   PLEASE ADVISE WHY NEEDED
3. ANY MAINTENANCE CAN BE PERFORMED LEGALLY CONVENIENTLY AND
   OVERTLY FREE TRADE ZONE NY.
4. IN VIEW OF ABOVE CANNOT ALL REQUISITE WORK BE PERFORMED BY
   AND MATERIAL SHIPPED IMMEDIATELY UPON ARRANGEMENT COMMERCIAL TRANSPORATION BY HQ.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: RETYPED BY CABLE SECRETARIAT

ACRH C/F1/WH

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
TO: CHIEF OF STATION, GUATEMALA
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (1)
INFO: DCI (2), O/DCI (3), DD/P (4)

DIR 31394 (OUT 58448) 23552 18 DEC 53
BENEDICT
INFO: SLINC
PRESUCCESS/INTEGRITY

1. PROPOSED FILM WOULD HAVE LIMITED VALUE SINCE PRESUMABLY COULD ONLY BE SHOWN HEMISPHERE AND NOT GUATEMALA ITSELF.

2. HAVE DETERMINE A: EXACTLY HOW IDENTIFY PLANS FILM EXPOSE OF COMMUNISM B: EXACTLY WHAT FILM DISTRIBUTION OUTLETS HE HAS.

3. NO CONSULTATION DESIRED UNTIL ABOVE FULLY ASCERTAINED.

THROUGH PURCHASE ANY GOOD STILL SHOTS SHOWING
COMMUNIST MALFEASANCE AND FORWARD

END OF MESSAGE
TO: CWIT, Station, Guatemala
FROM: Director, CIA
CONF: WH (1)
INFO: DC1 (2), D/DC1 (3), DD/P (4)

DIR 3204/3 (OUT 59355) 2220Z 23 DEC 55
BE GUAT - 941 (IN 43822)
TO: SQUAT
INFO: SLING
CITE: DIR
PRECEDE

1. IN DEFERENCE AMBASSADORS PREFERENCE WOULD BE RECEIVED IDENT CHIEF AND THEN PASS HIM TO YOU FOR FUTURE HANDLING PROVIDING CIRCUMSTANCES PERMIT YOUR DOING SO IN SECURE NORMAL MANNER?

2. IF ABOVE AFFIRMATIVE YOU AUTHORIZED TO PROCEED ACCORDINGLY AND THEREAFTER REGARD SUBJECT AS ADDITIONAL SOURCE FOR PBSUCCESS TO BE HANDLED THROUGH LATER CHANNELS.

3. THE PROPOSED COURSE OF DIRECT DEALING MAKES IT ALL THE MORE IMPORTANT FOR THE CHIEF OF STATION TO ADHERE STRICTLY TO THE PRINCIPLES OF COMPARTMENTATION OF INFORMATION CONCERNING THIS PROJECT. THERE MUST BE NO GRADUAL SNEAKAGE OF INFORMATION TO MILITARY PERSONNEL SUCH AS WOULD TEND TO DISCLOSE THE EXISTENCE OF AN OPERATION. MOREOVER, IT IS UP TO KUBRAK TO PREVENT THESE MILITARY PEOPLE FROM GETTING INTO COVERT OPERATIONS WHICH WOULD COMPROMISE THEM.

END OF MESSAGE

J. C. King, WH
RELEASING OFFICER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE

Copy No.
DIRECT 32044 (OUT 59356) 2220Z 23 DEC 53

TO: SQUAT
INFO: SLINC

CONFIDENTIALITY

1. EFFECTIVE THIS DATE ALL ADDRESSEE WILL CONSTITUTE REGIONAL COMMAND WITH PROJECT HEADQUARTERS AT LINCOLN UNDER JEROME C. DURBAR, SPECIAL DEPUTY, WHD FOR THIS PROJECT.

2. HEREAFTER UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE SUBJECT WILL DEVOTE TOP OPERATIONAL PRIORITY TO THIS PROJECT RECEIVING THEIR GUIDANCE AND INSTRUCTIONS DIRECT FROM LINCOLN.

3. PRIOR TO 1 JAN 1954 ALL CABLES WILL BE DIRECTED TO DIR AS HERETOFORE WITH INFO LINCOLN (SLINC).

4. EFFECTIVE 1 JAN ALL CABLES WILL BE DIRECTED TO LINCOLN INFO DIR.

5. SEPARATE INSTRUCTIONS TO FOLLOW FOR REVISED POUCHING PROCEDURES.

END OF MESSAGE
DIR 32842 (OUT 60859)  21397 4 JAN 54

TO:  
RE: PBSUCCESS/RYBAT

1. P/A SHOULD BE BRIEFED BY CASE OFFICER THAT LATTER REPRESENTS UNOFFICIALLY A GROUP OF LATIN AMERICAN ANTI-COMMUNISTS WHO PREFER TO REMAIN ANONYMOUS. US INTERESTS SHOULD BE PLAYED DOWN.

2. SHORT RANGE OBJECTIVE OF PROJECT WAS DEFINED IN DIR 3172 (OUT 58903) AS SERVING PBSUCCESS. ALLOTMENT OF FUNDS WILL BE MADE IN STAGES AS CIRCUMSTANCES WARRANT.

3. LONG TERM OBJECTIVE MUST AVOID DEFINITION UNTIL OUTGOING OF PBSUCCESS. INHERENT VALUE KEEPS ASPECTS OVER LONG PERIOD SHOULD WARRANT CONTINUING AFTER PBSUCCESS AS NEW PROJECT.

J. C. KING, CWH

AUTHENTICATED  
Copy No.
4. PRESENT INTENTIONS ARE TO DEVELOP THIS KUHOOK POTENTIAL IN EVENT REQUIRED FOR SPECIAL ASSAULT OPERATIONS WITHIN PBSUC PROGRAM. WHEN AND IF REQUIRED, PROPOSAL WOULD BE MADE TO Y: P/A BY AN EMISSARY FROM PBSUCCESS WITHOUT REVEALING US INTEREST. ALL DETAILS OF TRAINING, PREPARATION AND DEPLOYMENT WOULD BE LED THUSLY BY PBSUCCESS. YOUR MISSION IS TO DEVELOP GROUP TO BE READY TO ACCEPT SUCH PROPOSITION BY ABOUT MARCH, 1954.

5. FOLLOWING PROCEDURES SUGGESTED BY DUNBAR ORALLY WIT: DEVELOP AS TIGHT KNOT CLUB, USE WAR BUDDY THEME, THOSE WHO FOUGHT TOGETHER AGAINST COMMUNISM MUST REMAIN VIGILANT IN THEIR OWN HEMISPHERE. CLANDESTINITY SHOULD BE PRACTICED TO AVOID LOCAL COMMUNISTS HAVING KNOWLEDGE THEIR ACTIVITIES, INSTILL SPIRIT OF AGGRESSIVE DEFENDERS OF DEMOCRACY.

6. SALARIES LEFT TO YOUR JUDGMENT TO MEET INDIVIDUAL CIRCUMSTANCES AND SHOULD BE INTERPRETED AS COMPENSATION FOR
TIME DEVOTED TO SUBJ APART FROM REGULAR JOBS. USE AS DEVICE TO ENSURE INDIVIDUAL SUPPORT AND AVOID PERSONAL HARDSHIP. YOU SHOULD AVOID MENTIONING TIME PERIOD AS YOU ARE ALLEGEDLY ONLY REPRESENTING OTHERS BUT ENDEAVOR TO ASSURE CONTINUING INTEREST SO LONG AS MENACE EXISTS.

7. CABLE WEEKLY PROGRESS REPORT INFO SLINC CONTAINING SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS AND YOUR COMMENTS. DO NOT SPECIFICALLY MENTION WSBURNT UNTIL SO DIRECTED.

END OF MESSAGE

J. C. King, C/WH

COORDINATING OFFICER

SECRET/RYBAT

RELEASING OFFICER

SECRET/RYBAT

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
TO: SLING

RE:

RYBAT/PRESUCCESS

1. HCC-A-563 TO DIR,

"8 DECEMBER, SOURCE OVERHEARD FRAGMENTS OF CONVERSATION BETWEEN AND MAJOR JAIME ROSENBERG, HEAD OF GUARDIA JUDICIAL. REMARKS WERE MADE WITH REGARD TO ACTIVITIES AGAINST GUAT GOVERNMENT BEING CARRIED ON IN EL SALVADOR AND NECESSITY FOR VIGILANCE OVER SUCH ACTIVITIES. REFERENCE ALSO MADE TO NEED FOR CONTINUING TO PAY (PHONETIC)" SOURCE: ESCROW. VAL B-3

SQUAT HAS NO RECORDS

2. APPEARS POSSIBLE IDENTICAL WITH PARA 1 REF

3. SUGGEST SLING:

A.

B. ADVISE LUCSON IN GUAT THREE APPARENT RUSUS MEN PARA 1, REF SHOULD HAVE NO FURTHER CONTACT UNTIL MATTER RESOLVED. IS

C. ADVISE AND ELIMINATE CHECK.

4. HCC TRACING. POUCHING HCC-A-563

COORDINATING OFFICERS

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE.
CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1996

DIR 33783 (OUT 62420) 1726Z 10 JAN 54

TO: SLINC
RE: LINC 075 (IN 470834)
ATTN: CADICK
RYBAI/FRSUCCESS

1. TSS PRESS TO MEET STATED DEADLINE. WILL PROCEED WITH
DEVELOPMENT AND COMPLETE MAXIMUM NUMBER RIFLES.

2. CAN CONVERT TO FOLDING STEEL STOCK. WOULD EXPEDITE
CONVERSION IF HINGED FOLDING WOODEN STOCK ACCEPTABLE. PLEASE ADVISE.

3. MUST RIFLES BE USED SINGLE SHOT? SUPPLY HAS 8 NEW GOVERNMENT
STERILE 22 CAL RIM FIRE SINGLE SHOT OR BOX MAGAZINE FOREIGN RIFLES.
PLAN USE THESE IF ACCEPTABLE AND PROCEDE REMAINDER LOCALLY.

END OF MESSAGE

J. C. KING
CHIEF, WHD

SECRET

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
Copy No.
1. JOSE LUIS ARENAS, GUATEMALAN ANTI-COMMUNIST CONGRESSMAN AND LEADING MEMBER OF THE PARTIDO UNIFICACION ANTI-COMUNISTA (PUA), PLANS VISIT CARACAS APPROXIMATELY 22 JANUARY TO Elicit FINANCIAL SUPPORT AND/OR OTHER AID FROM PREZ JIMENEZ OR BEHALF OF PUA MOVEMENT AGAINST INCUMBENT GUATEMALAN GOVERNMENT.

2. HIGHLY IMPORTANT YOU COVER THIS VISIT AND DETERMINE IF POSSIBLE:
   A. NATURE AND AMOUNT OF SUPPORT OFFERED ARENAS BY JIMENEZ.
   B. WHETHER ARENAS ACCEPTS FUTURE COMMITMENTS IN ORDER TO SECURE JIMENEZ SUPPORT.
   C. WHETHER OTHER ANTI-GUATEMALAN GROUPS FIGURE IN DISCUSSIONS BETWEEN ARENAS AND JIMENEZ.

3. PLEASE CONSULT IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS RE THIS ASSIGNMENT.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: SR. REP. LINCOLN
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (1-2)
INFO: 

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1996

DIR 35221 (OUT 65045) 2145Z 21 JAN 54

TO: SLC
EYMAT/PBSUCCESS
ATTN: CADDY

1. NOW HAVE 25 POUNDS HAPAIN MIX AND CLASSIFIED STAY-TAILED INSTRUCTION
PAPERS ON HAND FOR FIVALL. SHOULD THESE ITEMS BE SENT TO ENGLISH
FOR DELIVERY TO FIVALL?

2. SINCE PAPERS ARE CLASSIFIED FIVALL CANNOT RETAIN SARARRIK UNLESS SAFE
STORAGE PLACE AVAILABLE.

END OF MESSAGE

J. C. KING, OFFICER
RELEASING OFFICER

COORDINATING OFFICERS

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (1-2)
INFO:

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1996

DIR 36513 (OUT 67269) 123457 TO JAN LA

TO: INFO: (OPIM) LING CITS: DIR

EXBAT/PBSUCCESS

1. CAN ARRANGE FOR RADIO BROADCAST OF RECORDED RUFUS STATEMENT REFUTING KSBUUNT ALLEGATIONS. SIGNAL OF SUFFICIENT POWER TO REACH KSBUUNT DESIRABLE. SUGGEST SPONSORSHIP BY

2. ALTHOUGH ABOVE ACTION NOT YET DECIDED UPHO HSU DESIRES INFO RE CAPABILITIES TO FACILITATE ASSESSMENT AND PLANNING.

3. IN ASSESSING OPERATIONAL DO NOT CONTACT SM. IF ANY OXYEKE INTEREST WOULD BE TOPLIKED.

4. SLING COMMENTS INVITED.

END OF MESSAGE
DIR 36526 (OUT 67320) 1926Z 31 JAN 54

TO: Sling

PBSUCCESS/RYBAT

REF: DIR 36513 (OUT 67269)

IMMEDIATE ACTION

1. PLEASE INFORM CALLEGERIS THAT MR AND HIS GROUP FEEL SURE HE SHARES THEIR CONCERN THAT CONTINUED SILENCE HIS PART GIVES INCREASING INFERENCE OF WEAK POSITION. THEREFORE URGE HE TAKE THE FOLLOWING COURSE OF ACTION:

   A. PROCEED SOONEST POSSIBLY VIA HAVANA WITH PRESENT DOCUMENTATION FOR PURPOSE OF MAKING TELEPHONE LINES OF APPROVED SPEECH TO PRESS AND IF POSSIBLE RADIO BROADCAST AND ALL OTHER APPROPRIATE PUBLICITY MEANS AVAILABLE.

   B. WHEN THESE OUTLETS EXHAUSTED RECOMMEND HE RETURN VIA NEW ORLEANS.

   SUGGEST HE MAKE ARRANGEMENTS WITH FOR RECEPTION AND DISAPPEAREANCE FROM PUBLIC EYE.

2. WITH AUTHORIZATION IS GRANTED FOR PROVISION ADEQUATE FUNDS CALLEGERIS.

3. HQS CONSIDERS THE ABOVE ACTION ESSENTIAL AND COAGD COUNTER.

4. WHEN LINC RECEIVES CALLEGERIS CONFIRMS ABOVE ACTION LINC TO ADVISE THIS PLAN WHICH SUPERCEDES REP AT SAME TIME ADVISING NO LOCAL COORDINATING OFFICER.
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

TO: SR REP LINCOLN
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: INFO:

QIR 36526 (OUT 67320)

PRESUCCESS/RYBAT
PAGE TWO

CONTACT CONTEMPLATED.

END OF MESSAGE
CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED

TO: LINCOLN,
FROM: DIRECTOR
CONF: WH (1-2)
INFO: DCI (3), D/DCI (4), DD/P (L)(5)

DIR 36530 (OUT 67333)  04302 1 FEB 54
OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE
CITE: DIR 36530

TO: SLINC
INFO:

PBSUCCESS RYBAT

REF (A) SLINC 326 (IN 14171 )

1. BECAUSE WE CANNOT DISCOUNT POSSIBILITY OF PENETRATION WITHIN PROJECT AT THIS TIME MERTON SHOULD LEAVE KMFLUSH SOONEST IN ORDER TO PRECLUDE POSSIBILITY HIS IDENTIFICATION BY WSBURNS. SUCH IDENTIFICATION WOULD PROBABLY CONNECT PROJECT WITH KUBARK BECAUSE OF MERTON'S

2. PIVALL AND MIDDLECOTT MAY REMAIN AS RECOMMENDED REF (B)

PARA 7.

END OF MESSAGE

C. KING FOR
COORDINATING OFFICERS

SECRET

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

TO:
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (1-2)
INFO: 

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED 1995

DIR 36754 (OUT 67781) 22232 2 FEB 54

TO:

AKEAT/PBSUCCESS

THROUGH HBDIILL ATTEMPT TO GET IMMEDIATE ACTION ARRANGING LOCAL PRESS
INTERVIEWS AND/OR RADIO PUBLICITY FOR RECENTLY ARRIVED WSBURNT REFUGEES.
THIS ACTION RECOMMENDED IN OACID WSBURNT CABLE TO HQ OACID TOUSI-27
29 JANUARY. REFUGEES INCLUDE LABOR LEADERS, JOURNALISTS AND RADIO
COMMENTATOR. THESE SHOULD BE FEATURED. IF POSSIBLE OBTAIN TAPE
RECORDINGS OF ALL STATEMENTS. IF HBDIILL NOT COOPERATIVE PLEASE
ADVISE HQS GIVING REASONS.

END OF MESSAGE

Signed JH

SEE add’l outr

See addr out
caused or 4 Feb

J. C. KING/CWI
RELEASING OFFICER

COORDINATING OFFICERS

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER
TO: SLINC

FYBAT/FSUCCESS

1. A MEMBER OF ONE OF THE CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE Staffs received word that IDEN A and IDEN B were "KNOWLEDGEABLE" on communist infiltration of WSBURNT. Names provided as possible assistance KURARK activities.

2. IDEN A FORMER ODENVY AGENT LIVING IN SAN ANTONIO TEXAS WHO HAS MADE RECENT TRIPS WSBURNT.

3. IDEN B FORMER WHITE RUSSIAN IN CONTACT WITH REFUGEE GROUPS ARRIVING CUBA AND HAS PICKED UP INFO ON WSBURNT PENETRATIONS. CAN BE CONTACTED THROUGH IDEN C.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: CHIEF OF STATION, GUATEMALA
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (1-2) CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
INFO: RELEASE AS SANITIZED 1998

DIR 37395 (OUT 68874)  16122 6 FEB 54
TO: SQUAD  /LHC  CITE: DIR
IN ORDER PREPARE IMPORTANT MATERIAL CONNECTION OAS CONFERENCE CABLE
SURVEY AVAILABLE INFO ON FOLLOWING IN CONNECTION RECENT AGRARIAN
RIOTS ESCUINTIA:
1. IS ESCUINTIA TRAINING AND ORGANIZING CENTER FOR COMMUNISTS?
2. DOES EXPERIMENTAL FARM IN ESCUINTIA AREA PLAY ANY PART IN ABOVE?
3. WERE RECENT RIOTS TRAINING FOR FUTURE ACTIONS GREATER SCOPE?
4. DETAILS AND METHODS USED IN ELECTING COMMUNIST MAYOR GABRIEL CANES?

ACCORDING OUR INFO CANES WAS VISITING BEHIND IRON CURTAIN WHEN ELECTED.

END OF MESSAGE
CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED

DIR 57438 (Out 63953)  17312 7 FEB 54  ROUTINE

PESUCCESS/RYBAT

TO: SLINC

REF: LINCOLN 344 (IN 14827)

1. JUBILIST (IDEN A) IN CONTACT

a. WHICH HAD 18 NAVY VERSION SPITFIRE (SEAFIRE) FOR SALE.

2. JUBILIST APPROACHED BY IDEN B THROUGH IDEN C IN SPRING 53 RE AVAILABILITY
OF THESE AIRCRAFT FOR ALLEGED ANTI-REGIME ELEMENTS, WHICH IDEN B CLAIMED
HAD PREVIOUSLY COL. AS ADVISOR. JUBILIST BECAME SUSPICIOUS ABOUT ALLEGED BACKING,
THINKING MAY ACTUALLY BE FOR REGIME GOVT, AND QUERIED RENNEL 30 DEC 53 ON
ADVICE OF JUBATE (IDEN D).

3. JUBILIST STATED WAS WILLING TO SCRATCH DEAL IF RENNEL WOULD NOT BE IN BEST
INTERESTS OYUKO. DISPATCH DATED 15 JAN SAYS JUBILIST WOULD GO AHEAD BY 10 JAN
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTIFIED BY RENNEL.

4. SEEKFORD STATED TO RENNEL THAT IDEN B PROBABLY IDENTICAL WITH CALLIGERIS
HAD
MAN OF SAME NAME ALTHOUGH HE DID NOT KNOW OF THIS AIRCRAFT DEAL, AND
CONCLUDED THAT CALLIGERIS WAS TRUE SPONSOR IDEN B PURCHASE ME ATTEMPT.

5. DISPATCH BEING FOUCED.
CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1996

1. PROBLEM HAS ARISEN RE LENGTH OF TWENTY TWO CAL RIFLES:
   A. OVERALL LENGTH FOUR FEET REGULAR STOCK
   B. OVERALL LENGTH THIRTY EIGHT INCHES FOLDING STOCK
   C. OVERALL LENGTH FOLDING STOCK AND BARREL EXTENSION REMOVED THIRTY
      SIX INCHES

2. NEED IMMEDIATE REPLY AS TO WHETHER ANY CATEGORY NAMED ABOVE IS SATISFACTORY
   SO WORK CAN CONTINUE. IF FOLDING STOCK ESSENTIAL MORE TIME DESIRED BY KURIOT.

3. MY OPINION NONE OF CATEGORIES PARA 1 COMPLETELY SATISFACTORY, BUT MAY HAVE
   TO SUFFICE. BARREL CAN BE SHORTENED LITTLE MORE BUT DISPERSION PATTERN WILL
   INCREASE SIGNIFICANTLY AT 50 YARDS AND ABOVE.

4. ONLY OTHER SOLUTION IS DISASSEMBLE FOR CARRYING. SAFE MARGIN TWO TO FIVE
   MINUTES ASSEMBLE UNDER STRESS HOWEVER.

END OF MESSAGE
1. HEADQUARTERS CONSIDERS RECENT GUATEMALAN WHITE PAPER CHARGES A COMMUNIST INSPIRED PROVOCATION IN PREPARATION FOR DISRUPTION HEMISPHERE SOLIDARITY AT CARACAS AND BELIEVES ULTIMATE COMMUNIST OBJECTIVE IS, BY THESE CHARGES, TO ISOLATE U.S., MOREOVER, ODACID AND OTHER (UDOX) OFFICIALS VERY PREOCCUPIED WITH POSSIBILITY "BOGOTAZO" AT CARACAS CONFERENCE.

2. HEADQUARTERS REQUESTS SUBMIT RECOMMENDATIONS FOR COUNTER-ACTIVE KGUWN OPS RE PARA. 1. MEANWHILE TAKE FOLLOWING ACTIONS:

SCORNS:

A. THROUGH A PLACE ARTICLES, CARTOONS IN "ALERTA"
PLAYING-UP FOLLOWING THEMES: GUAT GOVT STOOGES USSR — GUAT COMMIE LABOR
DELEGATES RECENTLY RETURNED FROM MOSCOW BROUGHT BACK ORDERS TO TAKE ANY ACTION POSSIBLE TO BRING ABOUT HEMISPHERE DISUNITY THROUGH POLITICAL ACTION INCLUDING ELABORATE "TRUMPED UP" CHARGES OF INTERVENTION BY NEIGHBORING COUNTRIES AND DISRUPTION CONFERENCE BY PHYSICAL DISORDERS ON "BOGOTAZO" PATTERN.

B. HAVE

HAVE A PREPARE CARTOON POSTCARD WITH PICTURE MALE
KOV HOLDING PUPPET LABELED GUATEMALA. PUPPET HOLDS BOMB LABELED "BOGOTAZO" AND
IS BEING LOWERED INTO CONFERENCE.

3. IF ADDITIONAL FUNDS REQUIRED ADVISE HEADQUARTERS.

4. CABLE WEEKLY PROGRESS REPORTS HEADQUARTERS, INFO LINC,
UNTIL CONCLUSION CONFERENCE.

END OF MESSAGE

*CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: TREATED AS RYB/PHSUCCESS
TO: CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: 1H (1-2) • CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
INFO: RELEASE AS SANITIZED 1996

CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

1. AS FOLLOW-UP, MARTINEZ STORY PUBLISHED LATTER PART JANUARY, EL UNIVERSALTOR REPORTS THROUGH MONITOR, PLAN FOLLOWING STORY:

MARTINEZ, LEARNED FROM THE 'SCHWEIZERISCHES FREIKOMITTEE' (FICTIONAL "SWISS FREEDOM COMMITTEE") LOCATED IN BERNE, THAT MARTINEZ DIDN'T FLEE GUAT. THIS ONLY COVER STORY FOR REAL ACTIVITIES IN WHICH HE PRESENTLY ENGAGED. THE 'SCHWEIZERISCHES FREIKOMITTEE' REPORTS THAT MARTINEZ HAS MUCH MONEY AND IS DEPOSITING IN BERNE BANKS.

2. "SCHWEIZERISCHES BANKVEREIN" AND "SCHWEIZERISCHER BROKERNETZ" BANKS AND OTHER BANKS THAT NOW LEADERS INCLUDING ARBENZ, CONCLUDE SWISS LEADERS USED SAHPHARES IN EVENT LEADERS HAVE TO FLEE. THE AUTHENTICATION ORGANIZATION ALSO REPORTS THAT "OTHER CONTACT CONFIRMS ABOVE AND ADDITIONAL REPORTS." MARTINEZ ALSO EXECUTED AIRCRAFT AND AMMUNITION FOR ARBENZ. DOB VILASO BY "DOMINICAN ARMS DEALER"

3. "BLACK EAGLE", ARBENZ NEEDS TRUSTED FRIEND CARRY ON NEGOTIATIONS, HERE MARTINEZ'S ASSIGNMENT. MARTINEZ HAS ALREADY CONTACTED HERR JERE

(FICTIONAL), CZECH, NOTORIOUS IRON CURTAIN ARMS DEALER AND PREVIOUSLY ASSOCIATED DEALS WITH FAINTHEROM. 

SECRET

RELEASING OFFICER
IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER
Copy No.
2. STORY CAN BE FILLED OUT WITH DETAILS MARTINEZ CHARACTER AND BACKGROUND.

3. "CABLE REPORT ACTION TAKEN AND DISPATCH COPIES PUBLISHED"

END OF MESSAGE.

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: TREATED AS PBSUCCESS.
1. HQS NOT CONCUR LINQ RECOMMENDATION RE PARA 3 SINCE RESULTS
OUTCOME CARACAS CONF NOT PREDICTABLE AT BEST INFORMED SOURCES THIS
DATE. IF LIONIZER GOES OUT ON LIMB AND CONF RESULTS IN BIG FLOP, LIO-
NIZER WILL BE COMPLETELY DISCREDITED HEMI-WIDE AS TRUSTWORTHY, WELL
INFORMED SOURCE, THEN BECOME ONLY JOKE.

2. HOWEVER, IS SUGGESTED LIONIZER MIGHT TAKE FOLLOWING ALTERNA-
TIVE ACTIONS MAKING APPEAR POWERFUL, PROGRESSIVE GROUP:

A. SEND ADS TO KEY WH NEWSPAPERS STATING THEMES MENTIONED
DIR 37841 (OUT 69678) AND EXPRESSING SHAME AT PROBALE OFFICIAL GUAT
ACTIVITIES AT CARA CONF. THE SHAME OF ALL TRULY PATRIOTIC GUAT
PEOPLE. THEN EXPRESS HOPE REPEAT HOPE, ON PART ALL GUAT EXILES, THAT OAS WILL
PRODUCE REN PARA 3 ITEMS. LIONIZER DECIDES CURRENT STATUS GUAT/MOSCOW
AND PLEAS FOR POSITIVE ACTION ON PART DELEGATES.

B. SEND LETTERS FROM LIONIZER ALL FORMER LATIN AMERICA
SUGGESTING UPI SHAMEFUL ACTIONS OF GUATS: MURDER ARANA; EXPELLING

COORDINATING OFFICER

RELEASING OFFICER

SECRET

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE  Copy No.
PRIEST: EXPELING ANYONE LEADING IN OPPOSING COMMUNISM; CHAINING PRISONERS TO A PHONEY LAND REFORM, ETC. FOLLOW-UP WITH, "BUT WORST CRIME IS TRYING TO DISRUPT HEMI-UNITY FOR GLORY INTERNATIONAL COMMUNISM." ALONG LINES GIVEN DIR 37811 (OUT 69678). THE END OF LETTER WILL PLEA THAT TIME IS RIPE FOR REF PARA 3 ACTIONS. SEND COPIES THESE LETTERS TO KEY NEWSPAPERS IN MAT FORM.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: CHIEF OF STATION, LINCOLN

FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA

RELEASE AS SANITIZED

1. FOLLOWING INFO DEVELOPED ON SUBJECT OF REF,

ACCORDING TO IDENTIFIED SOURCE OF HIGH MORAL AND ETHICAL

STANDARD SUBJECT ONE OF RING LEADERS ABORTIVE UPRISING SALAMA, 28-29
MARCH 1953. NEWSPAPERS ON 6 APRIL REPORTED FOUR OF LEADERS SHOT DEAD
ATTEMPTING ESCAPE FROM JAIL, WHILE THREE OTHERS,
ESCAPED AND FOUND ASYLUM IN MEXICAN EMBASSY. SOURCE EXPRESSED OPINION

WERE GOVERNMENT AGENTS PLANTED IN SALAMA
TO FAKE UPRISING. SOURCE STATED THAT AT THIS TIME (ABOUNT MAY 1953)
WERE ENJOYING PAID VACATION IN MEXICO AND
WOULD PROBABLY RETURN UNCOLOSTED TO WSBURNT IN 6 MONTHS.

2. STATION IS ADVISED TO CHECK VERACITY OF THIS REPORT, AND INFORM

WHETHER FOC REQUEST

SHOULD BE CONTINUED.

END OF MESSAGE
ON 18 FEBRUARY, AMBASSADOR TO COSTA RICA ADVISED PRESIDENT JOSE A. REMON THAT HE HAD RECEIVED INFORMATION ON GOOD AUTHORITY THAT A "BOGOTAZO" (DISTURBANCE AS AT THE BOGOTA CONFERENCE) WOULD TAKE PLACE IN CARACAS DURING THE OAS CONFERENCE. REMON EXPRESSED GRAVE CONCERN FOR THE WELFARE OF SRA. REMON, WHO IS SCHEDULED TO ATTEND. REMON STATED THAT ROMULO BETANCOURT, FORMER PRESIDENT OF VENEZUELA NOW IN EXILE IN COSTARICA, WAS THE LIKELY CAUSE OF THE TROUBLE.

FIELD DISTRIBUTION: NONE
FORMAL DISSEMINATION FOLLOWS

(END OF MESSAGE)

THE ABOVE INFO BASED ON
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

TO: SLINC

FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA

CONF: WH (1-2)

INFO:

DIR 39619 (OUT 72393) 21367 24 FEB 64

ROUTINE

TO: SLINC

RYBAT PASSESUCCESS

RE: LINC 616 (IN 20315)

RE REF PARA 3: PHOTO SOV SUB FOUNDD IN WH PIX FILES. HAVE TO HAVE BACKGROUND DOCTORED SLIGHTLY. WILL SEND SOONEST.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: SR. REP., LINCOLN
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (1-3)
INFO:

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE IN FULL 1996

DIR 41616 (OUT 76639) 21662 10 VAR 54 ROUTINE

TO: SLMG

PYBAT/PSUCCESS

PM/AMD DESIRES TO BE KEPT ADVISED OF FOLLOWING ON CONTINUING BASIS:

A. STATUS OF REFUELING FACILITIES AT TARGET AREA;
B. FEASIBILITY OF EMERGENCY REFUELING AT KMFLUSH, DTFROGS,
   WSHOOPS, AND LOPANGS;
C. STATUS OF NEGOTIATIONS PERTAINING TO AVAILABILITY OF ADVANCE
   STAGING AREAS FOR PHASE 4;
D. ESCAPE AND EVASION ASPECTS.

END OF MESSAGE

J. C. KING, CIN
COORDINATING OFFICER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE

J. D. ESTERLINE
AUTHENTICATING OFFICER

Copy No.
To:       
INFO:    SLING

1. TO SUPPORT LABOR ASPECTS PBSDSUCCEED SUGGEST RELABILE OFFER TECHNICAL AND FINANCIAL AID TO FOR PREPARATION PROPAGANDA AIMED AT WSBURNT LABOR. DISTRIBUTION WITHIN WSBURNT TO BE UNDERTAKEN BY

2. RELABILE SHOULD UNDERTAKE SPONSORSHIP RADIO TIME IN MEXI FOR AND WSBURNT LABOR EXECS FOR PBSDSUCCEED PURPOSES.

3. SUGGEST RELABILE APPROACH TO BUY RADIO TIME UNDER NAME IN WSBURNT WITH HIS FINANCIAL SUPPORT. POSSIBILITY THAT PURCHASE SUCH TIME WILL BE ALLOWED IF SCRIPT PRESENTED CONCERNED PURELY UNION MATTERS. OBJECTIVE TO MAKE WSBURNT LABOR AWARE OF OUTSIDE SUPPORT OF THEIR INTERESTS BY ANTI-COMMUNISTS. IF WSBURNT GOVT REFUSES RADIO TIME WOULD GIVE ADDITIONAL FUEL ANTI-COMMUNIST PROPAGANDA AND STRENGTHEN OPPOSITION. MIGHT MOVE OTHER LATIN AMERICAN PHONE-OFFICERS ON ISSUE OF SUPPRESSION FREE TRADE UNIONISM.
4. FOLLOWING THEMES SHOULD BE EMPHASIZED UNDER PARAS ONE AND TWO:

A. SUPPORT OF ALL NON-COMMUNISTS BY

B. MASS OF LA LABOR AGAINST COMMUNIST SUBVERSION OF
REVOLUTION OF 1914

C. WHOLEHEARTED SUPPORT OF TRADE UNION OBJECTIVES WITHIN
WSBURN'T

D. INDICATIONS OF MASS WELCOME FOR DEFECTORS FROM CGTO
BY PRO-DEMOCRATIC LABOR

E. PLAY UP ANY SPECIFIC CASES OF GOOD CARE OF WSBURN'T LABOR
EXILES BY MEXICAN LABOR OR

5. CABLE REPIES REQUESTED CONCERNING ALL ACTIONS TAKEN REF
THIS MSG.

END OF MSG.

C. T. BARNES
C. T. BARNES
CPP

J. C. KING
COORDINATING OFFICER

J. ESTES LING
AUTHENTICATING OFFICER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
TO: SLINC
INFO: RYBAT PBSUCCESS

RE: LINC 838 (IN 23450), LINC 959 (IN 25290)

1. DUE ODACID POLICY DECISION AND SECURITY RE SOURCE OF REFERENCE INFO, NO ACTION WILL BE TAKEN RE REFERENCE THEM ES.

2. A POSSIBLE MEANS GIVING OVERT PEG FOR FUTURE KGUAN OPS RE REP THEM ES WOULD BE:

A. SEND 50 GUAT PROPAGANDA MIN ENVELOPES, ALREADY STAMPED, TO SQUAT. ENVELOPES BE ACCOMPANIED BY 50 SHEETS WHITE KIMEO PAPER WITH RUBBER STAMPED SEAL LOWER RIGHT CORNER.

B. SQUAT THEN PREPARE "PRESS RELEASE" CONTAINING AN ANNOUNCEMENT GUAT PRESIDENT PLANS BREAK WITH COM ITES.

C. SQUAT, IF SECURELY POSSIBLE, MAILS 20 LETTERS TO KEY NEWSPAPERS, AND REMAINING LETTERS TO TEN FOREIGN CORRESPONDENTS LOCATED GUAT CITY.

D. IN ADDITION SQUAT SEND REMAINING "PRESS RELEASES" THRU LATERAL POUCH TO SLINC PLUS TWO COPIES FOR HQS.

COORDINATING OFFICERS

RELEASING OFFICER
AUTHENTICATING OFFICER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
3. SQUAT WILL CABLE HQS WHEN ACT. TAKEN. HQS THEN WILL INSURE
KNOWLEDGE COVERAGE REF THEMES THROUGHOUT HEMISPHERE.

END OF MESSAGE
The following is review channels available and message handling procedure to assist message drafting and assignment precedence Pbsubmit traffic.

2. REBUNNT-MO active Kubark Radio station. Messages relayed thru ODAcid channels commercially.

3. Active Kubark Radio station with daily skeds utensil. Weekend skeds at 0300z, 1500z, and 2100z.

4. Active Kubark Radio same sked as para 2. Scranton has informed that due remoteness scranton, messages passed thru to pivall and middlecott either greatly delayed or not delivered.

5. (using signal plan doothub) daily contact according signal plan and qex. doothub has emergency procedure for passing messages from field to utensil at any time during day.

6. Thru ODAcid channels until radio station installed. You will be advised when installation completed and ready for traffic. Skeds same as in para 2 when activated.

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED

TO: CHIEF OF STATION, LINCOLN
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (1-3)
INFO:

DIR 44901 (OUT 83048) 2140Z 2 APR 54
TO: SLINC
RYBAT/PBSUCCESS

1. THE FOLLOWING IS REVIEW CHANNELS AVAILABLE AND MESSAGE HANDLING PROCEDURE TO ASSIST MESSAGE DRAFTING AND ASSIGNMENT PRECEDENCE PBSUCCESS TRAFFIC.

2. REBUNNT-MO ACTIVE KUBARK RADIO STATION. MESSAGES RELAYED THRU ODACID CHANNELS COMMERCIALLY.

3. ACTIVE KUBARK RADIO STATION WITH DAILY SKEDS UTENSIL. WEEKEND SKEDS AT 0300Z, 1500Z, AND 2100Z.

4. ACTIVE KUBARK RADIO SAME SKED AS PARA 2. SCRANTON HAS INFORMED THAT DUE REMOTENESS SCRANTON, MESSAGES PASSED THRU TO PIVALL AND MIDDLECOTT EITHER GREATLY DELAYED OR NOT DELIVERED.

5. (USING SIGNAL PLAN DOOTUB) DAILY CONTACT ACCORDING SIGNAL PLAN AND QEX. DOOTUB HAS EMERGENCY PROCEDURE FOR PASSING MESSAGES FROM FIELD TO UTENSIL AT ANY TIME DURING DAY.

6. THRU ODACID CHANNELS UNTIL RADIO STATION INSTALLED. YOU WILL BE ADVISED WHEN INSTALLATION COMPLETED AND READY FOR TRAFFIC. SKEDS SAME AS IN PARA 2 WHEN ACTIVATED.

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
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TO: CHIEF OF STATION, LINCOLN
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (1-3)
INFO:

DIR 44901 (OUT 83048) 2140Z 2 APR 54
TO: SLINC
RYBAT/PBSUCCESS

1. THE FOLLOWING IS REVIEW CHANNELS AVAILABLE AND MESSAGE HANDLING PROCEDURE TO ASSIST MESSAGE DRAFTING AND ASSIGNMENT PRECEDENCE PBSUCCESS TRAFFIC.

2. REBUNNT-MO ACTIVE KUBARK RADIO STATION. MESSAGES RELAYED THRU ODACID CHANNELS COMMERCIALLY.

3. ACTIVE KUBARK RADIO STATION WITH DAILY SKEDS UTENSIL. WEEKEND SKEDS AT 0300Z, 1500Z, AND 2100Z.

4. ACTIVE KUBARK RADIO SAME SKED AS PARA 2. SCRANTON HAS INFORMED THAT DUE REMOTENESS SCRANTON, MESSAGES PASSED THRU TO PIVALL AND MIDDLECOTT EITHER GREATLY DELAYED OR NOT DELIVERED.

5. (USING SIGNAL PLAN DOOTUB) DAILY CONTACT ACCORDING SIGNAL PLAN AND QEX. DOOTUB HAS EMERGENCY PROCEDURE FOR PASSING MESSAGES FROM FIELD TO UTENSIL AT ANY TIME DURING DAY.

6. THRU ODACID CHANNELS UNTIL RADIO STATION INSTALLED. YOU WILL BE ADVISED WHEN INSTALLATION COMPLETED AND READY FOR TRAFFIC. SKEDS SAME AS IN PARA 2 WHEN ACTIVATED.
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TO: CHIEF OF STATION, LINCOLN
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (1-3)
INFO:

DIR 44901 (OUT 83048) 2140Z 2 APR 54
TO: SLINC
RYBAT/PBSUCCESS

1. THE FOLLOWING IS REVIEW CHANNELS AVAILABLE AND MESSAGE HANDLING PROCEDURE TO ASSIST MESSAGE DRAFTING AND ASSIGNMENT PRECEDENCE PBSUCCESS TRAFFIC.

2. REBUNNT-MO ACTIVE KUBARK RADIO STATION. MESSAGES RELAYED THRU ODACID CHANNELS COMMERCIALLY.

3. ACTIVE KUBARK RADIO STATION WITH DAILY SKEDS UTENSIL. WEEKEND SKEDS AT 0300Z, 1500Z, AND 2100Z.

4. ACTIVE KUBARK RADIO SAME SKED AS PARA 2. SCRANTON HAS INFORMED THAT DUE REMOTENESS SCRANTON, MESSAGES PASSED THRU TO PIVALL AND MIDDLECOTT EITHER GREATLY DELAYED OR NOT DELIVERED.

5. (USING SIGNAL PLAN DOOTUB) DAILY CONTACT ACCORDING SIGNAL PLAN AND QEX. DOOTUB HAS EMERGENCY PROCEDURE FOR PASSING MESSAGES FROM FIELD TO UTENSIL AT ANY TIME DURING DAY.

6. THRU ODACID CHANNELS UNTIL RADIO STATION INSTALLED. YOU WILL BE ADVISED WHEN INSTALLATION COMPLETED AND READY FOR TRAFFIC. SKEDS SAME AS IN PARA 2 WHEN ACTIVATED.
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TO: CHIEF OF STATION, LINCOLN
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (1-3)
INFO:

DIR 44901 (OUT 83048) 2140Z 2 APR 54
TO: SLINC
RYBAT/PBSUCCESS

1. THE FOLLOWING IS REVIEW CHANNELS AVAILABLE AND MESSAGE HANDLING PROCEDURE TO ASSIST MESSAGE DRAFTING AND ASSIGNMENT PRECEDENCE PBSUCCESS TRAFFIC.

2. REBUNNT-MO ACTIVE KUBARK RADIO STATION. MESSAGES RELAYED THRU ODACID CHANNELS COMMERCIALLY.

3. ACTIVE KUBARK RADIO STATION WITH DAILY SKEDS UTENSIL. WEEKEND SKEDS AT 0300Z, 1500Z, AND 2100Z.

4. ACTIVE KUBARK RADIO SAME SKED AS PARA 2. SCRANTON HAS INFORMED THAT DUE REMOTENESS SCRANTON, MESSAGES PASSED THRU TO PIVALL AND MIDDLECOTT EITHER GREATLY DELAYED OR NOT DELIVERED.

5. (USING SIGNAL PLAN DOOTUB) DAILY CONTACT ACCORDING SIGNAL PLAN AND QEX. DOOTUB HAS EMERGENCY PROCEDURE FOR PASSING MESSAGES FROM FIELD TO UTENSIL AT ANY TIME DURING DAY.

6. THRU ODACID CHANNELS UNTIL RADIO STATION INSTALLED. YOU WILL BE ADVISED WHEN INSTALLATION COMPLETED AND READY FOR TRAFFIC. SKEDS SAME AS IN PARA 2 WHEN ACTIVATED.
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TO: CHIEF OF STATION, LINCOLN
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (1-3)
INFO:

DIR 44901 (OUT 83048) 2140Z 2 APR 54
TO: SLINC
RYBAT/PBSUCCESS

1. THE FOLLOWING IS REVIEW CHANNELS AVAILABLE AND MESSAGE HANDLING PROCEDURE TO ASSIST MESSAGE DRAFTING AND ASSIGNMENT PRECEDENCE PBSUCCESS TRAFFIC.

2. REBUNNT-MO ACTIVE KUBARK RADIO STATION. MESSAGES RELAYED THRU ODACID CHANNELS COMMERCIALLY.

3. ACTIVE KUBARK RADIO STATION WITH DAILY SKEDS UTENSIL. WEEKEND SKEDS AT 0300Z, 1500Z, AND 2100Z.

4. ACTIVE KUBARK RADIO SAME SKED AS PARA 2. SCRANTON HAS INFORMED THAT DUE REMOTENESS SCRANTON, MESSAGES PASSED THRU TO PIVALL AND MIDDLECOTT EITHER GREATLY DELAYED OR NOT DELIVERED.

5. (USING SIGNAL PLAN DOOTUB) DAILY CONTACT ACCORDING SIGNAL PLAN AND QEX. DOOTUB HAS EMERGENCY PROCEDURE FOR PASSING MESSAGES FROM FIELD TO UTENSIL AT ANY TIME DURING DAY.

6. THRU ODACID CHANNELS UNTIL RADIO STATION INSTALLED. YOU WILL BE ADVISED WHEN INSTALLATION COMPLETED AND READY FOR TRAFFIC. SKEDS SAME AS IN PARA 2 WHEN ACTIVATED.
TO: SENIOR REP, LINCOLN
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: DD/P (L) (1)
INFO: OGC (2), D/OGC (3), DD/P (4), WH (5-7)

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE IN FULL 1996

DIR 45571 (OUT 84522) 19027 8 APR 54
PRIORITY

TO: SLINC (PERSONAL ATTN DUNBAR AND NOTTING FROM WHITING AND GALBOND)

CITE: DIR

RIBAT FBSUCCESS

REF LIN01 1662 (IN 35088)

1. WHEREAS WE AGREE FULLY WITH PROPAGANDA VALUE OF ABORTIVE COUP AND ALSO CONSIDER LINES PROPAGANDA GUIDANCE IN REF MESSAGE FORCEFUL AND EFFECTIVE, THERE ARE CERTAIN CONSIDERATIONS OF OVERT IDING IMPORTANCE TO BE CONSIDERED. ACCORDINGLY YOU ARE REQUESTED GIVE FOLLOWING POINTS YOUR FULLEST CONSIDERATION WITH VIEW TO REVISING AND TONING DOWN AS NECESSARY CURRENT PROPAGANDA EXPLOITATION AND CONCENTRATING OUR EFFORTS FOR PRESENT ON INTELLIGENCE ASPECTS AND FULLEST POSSIBLE DOCUMENTATION OF THE EVENT AND PARTICULARLY EVIDENCE IMPLICATING WSBURNT.

2. IN HIGH LEVEL DISCUSSION YESTERDAY IT AGREED THAT THIS DEVELOPMENT MAY PROVIDE MUCH NEEDED BASIS FOR ARRANGEMENT AND CONVICTION OF WSBURNT BY GRS. HOWEVER OUR INFORMATION INADEQUATE AT MOMENT AND THOROUGH JOB DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED. MOREOVER IN VIEW THIS POSSIBLE USE OF INCIDENT IMPORTANT WE AVOID FORMS OF EXPLOITATION TENDING TO DISSIPATE IMPACT AND MORE ESPECIALLY WHICH MIGHT CONTAIN INACCURACIES AND OVERSTATEMENTS SUSCEPTIBLE OF DISPROOF, THIS TENDING TO DISCREDIT ENTIRE STORY.

SECRET

RELEASING OFFICER
IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE

AUTHENTICATING OFFICERS
Copy No.
DIR 45571 (OUT 84522)

IN ORDER TO AVOID THIS UNDESIRABLE RESULT YOU SHOULD CONSIDER URGENTLY INSTRUCTIONS TO FIELD MODIFYING REF MESSAGE.

3. DURING PRESENT PHASE MAJOR EFFORT SHOULD BE CONCENTRATED ON ELICITING ALL POSSIBLE INTELLIGENCE. THIS WILL REQUIRE FULLEST UNDERSTANDING AND COOPERATION I/MILUS AUTHORITIES CONCERNED AND EFFORTS SHOULD BE MADE TO GET THEM UNDERSTAND AND ACCEPT ESSENTIALLY DOING A THOROUGHLY PROFESSIONAL JOB DOCUMENTATION INCLUDING ELICITING — BY FORCE IF NECESSARY — FULLEST DETAILS OF EXPERIENCES, TRAINING, INSTRUCTIONS, ETC. OF INDIVIDUALS NOW HELD IN CUSTODY BELIEVED TO HAVE RECEIVED TRAINING IN WSBURNT.
CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED 1956

KYSAT/JK/SMMG

1. KUBAEX SUPPORTED HEMISPHERE ANTI-RED CONGRESS SCHEDULED MIDDLE MAY MEXICO CITY. WILL APPEAL TO ALL ANTI COMMIE GROUPS BUT ENSURES ATTRACTION NATURAL DELEGATES WHO POLITICALLY, SOCIOECONOMICALLY INFLUENTIAL THEIR OWN COUNTRIES.

2. IF OUTSTANDING LEADERS EXISTS WHO COULD BE INVITED AS SPEAKER WITH ROUND TRIP PAID, CABLE NAME ADDRESS TO LINC.

3. ALSO INCLUDE NAME ADDRESS ONE GROUP TO RECEIVE INVITATION BEARING OFFER FINANCIAL AID TRANSPORT DELEGATE OF GROUP'S SELECTION.

4. NO PERSON WHO IS WITNESS AGENT YOUR STATION SHOULD ATTEND CONGRESS.
DIR 45794 (OUT 84883) 18322 9 APR 54

TO: SLIM

REF: BAT/PSUCCESS

REF: LEC 1653 (IN-35062)

ALTHOUGH YOUR REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL C-47 AND CREW MAY BE PRESENTED
FOR RECONSIDERATION AT TUESDAY'S MEETING, IT IS DISAPPROVED AT THIS
TIME BECAUSE:

A. RISK OF EXPOSURE INCREASES GEOMETRICALLY WITH EACH ADDITIONAL
   CRAFT AND STEPPED UP FLIGHTS;

B. WHILE POSSIBLE TO ACQUIRE, IT WILL TAKE TIME, STRAINS EVEN
   FURTHER OUR CAPABILITIES, AND ADDS TO CONFUSION OF PRESENT
   COMPLICATED SITUATION.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: SLINC

CITE: DIR

1. PLEASE IDENTIFY REP. PARA. PROCLAMATION. IF IT IS "PHILOSOPHY"
PAPER OR SIMILAR TO, IT MUST NOT BE RELEASED AND CALLEDERIS SHOULD BE
DISABUSED OF ANY IDEA THAT IT REPRESENTS APPROVED THINKING.

END OF MESSAGE

COORDINATING OFFICERS

J.C.KING.CWH

RELEASING OFFICER

SECRET

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE  Copy No.
TO:

FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA

CONF: WH (1-3)

INFO:

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1996

DIR 45635 (OUT 84958) 21227 9 APR 54

TO: INFO: SLINC

PRELIM

RE:

1. DECISION RE LABOR BULLETIN NOT TO BE MADE UNTIL AFTER MEETING EXILES.

2. REQUEST ESHERALDITE SUBMIT DETAILED PLAN FOR CONSIDERATION.

3. BELIEVE THIS INDUCMENT WILL ENABLE KNOWLEDGE TO MORE CLOSELY DIRECT AND CONTROL MEETING EXILES.

4. TO SLINC WOULD ESTABLISHMENT OF LABOR ORGAN UNDER APPARENT EDITORSHIP IN MAY BE OF PERSUASION VALUE.

5. IMPORTANT TO REMEMBER KUBARK DOES NOT WANT TO MAINTAIN SOUNDOING BOARD FOR L.A. XXXX EXILES ON CONTINUOUS BASIS BUT IF BULLETIN TO BE OF MORE GENERAL NATURE EMPHASIZING BOGUS MENACE AND EXPANDING DOCTRINE OF FREE TRADE UNIONISM THEN BELIEVE WORTHWHILE.

6. SINCE BREACH WIDENING BETWEEN FARM AND L.A. LABOR MEMBERS CONSIDERS THIS EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY DEVELOP NEW LABOR PROJECT.

7. HOWEVER BELIEVE PRESENT BACKSTOP INADEQUATE FOR LONG TERM OPERATION. NECESSARY THAT NEW BACKSTOP BE CONSIDERED.
NOTE BELOW

DIRECTOR, CIA

WH (1-3)

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1996

DIR 46819 (OUT 86814) 18182 16 APR 54

TO:
SLING

RTBAT PBSUCCESS

RE:

1. RE PARA 10 REF ARRANGEMENTS MADE TO HAVE LEADERS IN ATTENDANCE AT SALEM (IDEN A) KUBARK CONTROLLED.

2. KUBARK HAS INDIRECT CONTACT (IDEN B). REPORTED HE SENDING MONEY TO LEADERS. CONFIRM.

3. BELIEVE CONTINUED RELATIONS LEADERS WITH SYNCARP OF VALUE PROPAGANDA WILD AND FOR FUTURE PROGRAM.

4. INFORM DIR, LINC, ANY DEVELOPMENTS BETWEEN SALEM AND LEADERS.

END OF MESSAGE

J. C. KING Q/WHD
RELEASING OFFICER

J. ESTERLINE
AUTHENTICATING OFFICER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE

Copy No.
DIR 47086 (OUT 87222) 2235Z 17 APR 54 ROUTINE
TO: SLINC
RXBAT/PBSUCCESS

1. IN VIEW ACTUAL ODACID RELUCTANCE INVOLVE ANY THEIR PEOPLE OPERATIONAL ASPECTS PBSUCCESS, YOU SHOULD INSTRUCT PAGE THAT UNTIL NOTIFIED OTHERWISE, HE SHOULD NOT REQUEST ASSISTANCE OF JMBLUG. WRITING LETTER HE PAGE TRIP UNTIL BURNED BEING HELD UNTIL RELIEVING COMPLETE CLARIFICATION FOREGOING WITH ODACID.

2. PAGE SHOULD BE ADVISED THAT PRESENT ODACID POSITION RE PARTICIPATION ODYOKE PERSONS IN PBSUCCESS MAKES IT EVEN MORE NECESSARY THAT HE:
   A. CONTACT ONLY UNDER MAXIMUM SECURITY CONDITIONS
   B. ABSOLUTELY AVOID PARTICIPATION IN OPERATIONS.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: SLINC

SUBAT PESUCCESS

RE: LINC 1956 (IN 38313); LINC 1978 (IN 38440)

1. HOOSDA DOES NOT CONCUR WITH TEAM'S EXITING AT EMFLUSH SINCE PAA MANIFEST WOULD SHOW SUBJECTS TO BE TRAVELLING THROUGH TO HTPLIME AND MIGHT START CHECK-BACK AT LATTER PLACE WHEN THEY NOT ON PLANE.

ALSO, PAA MIGHT NOT LET SUBJECTS OFF PLANE AT EMFLUSH SINCE NEITHER WOULD HAVE PROPER DOCUMENTS TO ENTER.

2. AS ALTERNATIVE, HCS SUGGESTS:

A. FLY COMMERCIAL UNIFORM ALIAS LINCOLN TO HTPLIME, GO BLACK WORK FLIGHT TO EMFLUSH AND RETURN, THEN RETURN COMMERCIAL TO PAAPLIME. CAN CARRY ALIAS DOCUMENTS WHILE IN EMFLUSH.

B. TO GO TRUE NAME DIRECT TO EMFLUSH COMMERCIAL FLIGHT AND RETURN. HE HAS PAAPLIME PSPT.

C. AND TO ARRIVE SEPARATELY PER ABOVE AND MEET ONLY AT SCRANTON. PRI: SUBJECTS NOT AT HCS TO REVIEW QUALIFICATIONS.

3. IF 23 MAXIMUM NER TO BE TESTED, ESTIMATES MAXIMUM 5 DAYS
NECESSARY AT SCRANTON, SCHEDULE WOULD THEN BE:

20 APRIL - ARR LINCOLN FOR BRIEFING

20-21 - LF FOR KFLUSH VIA RESPECTIVE ROUTES

22 - ARR KFLUSH

27-28 - COMPLETE TESTING AND RETURN LINCOLN

29-30 - TST ALIEN AT LINCOLN AND RETURN HQS

2. REQUEST LINCOLN CONCURRENCE:

a. ABOVE HQS ALTERNATIVE

b. AVAILABILITY BLACK FLIGHT REPLACEMENT TO KFLUSH AND RETURN AS MEDITED BY FOR ABOVE TEMPORARY SCHEDULE.

3. HQS ALSO NEEDS:

A. CONTACT INSTRUCTIONS AT KFLUSH AIRPORT FOR PRIOR TO HIS DEPARTURE FROM HQS LATE 20 APRIL. EXEME SINCE CONTRACT AGENT WILL NOT BE BRIEFED AT OR AMONG LINCOLN BUT WILL ONLY TRANSIT LINCOLN AREA TO GET VISA AIR TRANSPORT FOR KFLUSH.

B. TICKET LINCOLN TO KFLUSH AND RETURN TO BE READY WHEN HE ARRIVES LINCOLN ON EASTERN FLIGHT APRIL.

END OF MESSAGE
TO:  
FROM: DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE

CONF: DD/P (L) (1)
INFO: DCI (2), D/DCI (3), WH (4-6)

MOST ANXIOUS TALK WITH YOU ON YOUR ARRIVAL HQS BEFORE YOU ENGAGE BUSINESS OF DAY. SUGGEST YOU CALL FROM HOTEL EARLY MORNING OF ARRIVAL.

CABLE SECRETARIA: COMMENT: TREATED AS RYBAT PBSUCCESS

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1996
DIR 47423 (OUT 87936) 19382 21 APR 54 PRIORITY

TO: SR REP LINCOLN
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (1-3)
INFO: SO (4)

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED 1996

DIR 47423 (OUT 87936) 19382 21 APR 54 PRIORITY

TB: SLINC

RUBAT/PBSUCCESS/SECUR

RFF: LINC 2006 (IN 38915)

1. HQS CONCURS REF PLAN TO SEND LCL FLUTTER TEAM COMMERCIAL TO WHOOFS AND BLACK TO KMFLUSH, (IDEN A) AND WILL TRAVEL SEPARATELY, STAY DIFFERENT HOTELS WHOOFS, AND MEET ONLY AT EXAM POINT. TO GO TRUE NAME AND NATURAL COVER WHILE UNDER ALSIAS AS BFORF. KNOWS ALSIAS ONLY.

2. TEAM WILL DEP'RT FOR LINC APRIL, ARRIVING SEPARATELY AND STAYING AT DIFFERENT HOTELS LC AREA. 3 ENE ETD HQS FAL FLT WILL FOLLOW AND STAY IDEN B UNTIL CONTACTED BY HAV CONNIFF OR MEET.

3. HQS ESTIMATES HE CAN DO JOB IN BOTH WHOOFS AND KMFLUSH IN 111 TO DEP'RT AREA MAY, AND IS UNDER HQS INSTRUCTIONS TO DEP'RT MAY.

4. HQS REQUESTS DETAILS MODE OF BLACK TRAVEL WHOOFS TO KMFLUSH AND AFFILIATION OF TYPE AIRCRAFT IF CONTROVERSIAL BY AIR. OTHER OPS DETAILS TO BE SETTL'D AT LINC WITH 5. NOT HAVING LINC EXISTENCE AND SHOULD REMAIN SO. NOT TO BE USED IN ANY MANNER IN LINC AREA.

6. REQUEST LINC ARRANGE WHOOFS TICKETS FOR AND ON SEPARATE FLIGHTS.

END OF MESSAGE

COORDINATING OFFICERS

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE Copy No.
TO: SLINC

REF: A. LINC 1962 (IN 38364)
    B. DIR 47130 (OUT 87381)

KYBAT/PBSUCCESS

1. INSTRUCT CALLIGERIS MAKE REF A ARRANGEMENTS

25 APRIL. DATE OF SUBSEQUENT INGRESS REMAINS DEPENDENT
INSTRUCT ALSO THAT
OH OUR GETTING PLANS TO SEMANTIC AND CALLIGERIS IF MEET
ANY RESISTANCE DO NOT PUSH FOR MOVEMENT BUT ADVISE
MEET

2. REF B RESTRICTIONS AS AFFECTED BY ABOVE HAVE
BEEN REMOVED.

- END OF MESSAGE -
TO: HISSAT/PBSUCCESS

RE: A.

B.

C. DIR 47839 (OUT 38672)

1. TO EXPLOIT SUGGEST INVESTIGATE SOONEST POSSIBILITY FOLLOWING ACTIONS DESIGNED INFLUENCE MEXICANS AND PROVIDE SYMPATHY ANTI-COMMIE GUATS:

A. PARTICIPATION EXILES IN MAY DAY PARADE TO INCLUDE BANNERS PROCLAIMING EXISTENCE ORGANIZED OPPOSITION.

B. HAVE LAY WREATH IN NAME OF WSHURNAT REVOLUTION AT MONUMENT TO MEXI REVOLUTION.

C. THIS TO BE FOLLOWED BY SPEECH BY PAYING HOMAGE MEXI REVOLUTION AND RESULTANT BENEFITS WORKERS. BIG POINT TO BE EMPHASIZED IN SPEECH TO BE THAT MEXI REVOLUTION BEING FULFILLED BECAUSE OF MEXI DIRECTION WHILE GUAT REVOLUTION BETRAYED BECAUSE OF FOREIGN DIRECTION.

2. SUGGEST POINTS OUTLINED PARA ONE BE DISCUSSED WITH SOONEST. IF CONCURS THIS TO BE USED AS PRE-CONFERENCE PROPAGANDA.
PEG FOR HEMI-WIDE EXPLOITATION.

3. TRY IMPLEMENT ALL BRA ONE. REALIZE DIFFICULT JOB. ANY PART ALLOWED BY OF MUCH VALUE.

4. AIRMAIL ALL PUBLICITY AS DIRECTED IN REF B.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: SR. REP., LINCOLN
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), A/DD/P/P (7)

DIR 48169 (OUT 89373) 13532 27 APR 54

TO: SLING
RTANT/PHSUCCESS/PECABOOSE
RE: DIR 47503 (OUT-88038)
REQUEST YOU ARRANGE BLACK FLIGHTS TO LIFT REMAINDER KUCLUB GEAR
TO KNFUSH.

END OF MESSAGE

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED 1996
TO: SR. REP., LINCOLN

FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA

CONF: WH (1-3)

INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), A/DD/P/P/P (7)

DIR 48288 (OUT 89580) 2210Z 27 APR 54

TO: SLINC

RYBAT/PBSUCCESS

REF: LINC 2139 (IN-40841)

PRIOR TO COMMENCEMENT OF TESTS RE PARA. 3 REP, REQUEST YOU ADVISE
RANNISTER TO INFORM JMLUG-1 THAT JMLUG HAS REQUESTED HE BE INFORMED
THAT OYOKO KNOWS OF STATION. WHILE EMBASSY REPORTING ON IT SHOULD
HOWEVER, FOLLOW ROUTINE PRACTICE; IT IS DESIRED AVOID RAISING SPECULATION IN
ODACID AS TO PBSRME BACKING WHICH MAY BE ALLEGED BY GOV'T CONTROLLED
PRESS.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: SR. REP. LINCOLN
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), A/DD/P/P (7)

DIR 48289 (OUT 89581) 2210Z 27 APR 54

TO: SLINC
RIBAT/PBSUCCESS

1. WITH REGARD TO A PROPOSED MEETING SOME WEEKS AGO BETWEEN PEREZ JIMINEZ AND CALLIGERIS DO YOU BELIEVE IT TIMELY TO TAKE UP INVITATION NOW? HQS SEES FOLLOWING ADVANTAGES IN MEETING AT PRESENT TIME:

   A. INFO AS TO NATURE AND EXTENT OF AID PEREZ JIMINEZ OFFERED CALLIGERIS WOULD BE REVEALED.

   B. INVOLVEMENT OF PEREZ JIMINEZ IN SUPPORT CALLIGERIS MOVEMENT WOULD BE A SECURITY ASSET, I.E., WOULD BROADEN BASE OF ATTRIBUTION.

   C. INDICATION MAY EMERGE RE PEREZ JIMINEZ’S PLANNING FOR COSTA RICA AND/OR BETANCOURT.

2. PLEASE ADVISE YOUR VIEWS AND INTENDED ACTION.

END OF MESSAGE

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED 1996

COORDINATING OFFICERS

F. G. WISNER
RELEASING OFFICER

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
TO:   SLINC

FROM:   DIRECTOR, CIA

CONF:   WH (1-3)

INFO:   DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), A/DD/P/P (7)

DIR 18329 (OUT 89689)   14127 28 APR 54

TO:   SLINC

REF:   GUAT 375 (IN 39043)

RAISES

1. REF CONTAINS MINI-SECURITY IMPLICATIONS. WHAT COURSE OF ACTION ARE YOU PLANNING?

2. MOST FEWEST TO NOTE HERE THAT IDEN A CONSIDERS UNRELIABLE, DANGEROUS AND A "SNAKE". ONLY OFFICER BE SO CATEGORIZED. POSSIBLE HOWEVER THAT PAST PERSONAL RELATIONSHIP MAY HAVE COLORED HIS EVALUATION.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: SR REP: LINCOLN
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (1-3)
INFO:

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED 1997

DIR 48454 (OUT 89919)  2158Z 28 APR 54  ROUTINE

To: SLING

RYBAT/PCSUCCESS

1. SS WULFEBROOK, 2700 GT, GERMAN VESSEL, MAY BE CARRYING ARMS CARIBBEAN AREA.

2. SHIP LOADED IN GERMANY 11,300 KILOS "MARCHANDISES DIVERSES" CONSIGNEED TO KINGSTON, CONSIGNEE UNKNOWN. PAPERS HELD CLOSELY BY CAPTAIN AND SHIPMENT KEPT UNDER GUARD WHILE IN ANTWERP.

3. SAILLED ANTWERP 1500 HRS 22 APRIL GIVING BELIZE AS DESTINATION. ETA COMCARIBSEAFRON (APPROX. 28N/66W) 2 MAY, KINGSTON 1 MAY, BELIZE 6 MAY. OMI ADVISED RE FOREGOING AND AIR SURVEILLANCE BEING CONSIDERED.

4. WILL KEEP YOU INFORMED OF ANY PLANS WE CAN DEVELOP BUT WOULD APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS.

END OF MESSAGE -
TO : SR. REP. LINCOLN
FROM : DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF : WH (1-3)
INFO :

DIR 48900 (OUT 90851) 1614Z 1 MAY 54
ROUTINE
PRECEDENCE
CITE: DIR

TO : SLING

RIBAT/PBSUCCESS

REF : LING 2281 (IN 42389)

CONFIRMING TELECON 30 APRIL. HE PARA 2 REF TSS STATES EACH
UNIT REQUIRES:

A. TWO EVEREADY NUMBER 4/12 22.5 VOLTS

B. ONE EVEREADY NUMBER 1040 HEARING AID TYPE 1.5 VOLTS

END OF MESSAGE

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED 1990

COORDINATING OFFICERS

SECRET

J. D. ESTERLINE
AUTHENTICATING OFFICER

[Signature]

COPY OF THIS MESSAGE

[Copy No.

SECRETS

[Signature]
TO: SHERWOOD

FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA

CONF: COMM0 (1)

INFO: WH (2-3)

DIR 48956 (OUT 91096) 1839Z 3 MAY 54

TO: SHERWOOD

CITY: DIR

COMM0/HRAT

Sends personal congratulations successful test and
inauguration broadcast. Recognize the difficulties and adverse conditions
you have overcome. Good luck.

END OF MESSAGE.
TO: SR. REP. LINCOLN
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (PBS) (1-2)
INFO: WH (3), DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), SA/PD/DCI (7), A/DD/P/P (8)

DIR 49259 (OUT 91789) 17507 5 MAY 54 PRIORITY

RYBAT/PBSUCCESS

REF: LINC 2120 (IN 43752)

1. HQS HAS REVIEWED REF AND RELATED CABLES AND CONCURS WITH INSTRUCTIONS ISSUED TO PYCROFT RE 5 MAY MEETING WITH STORAX-1.

2. HQS SHARES LINCOLN'S DOUBT AS TO WHETHER QUERY BY STORAX-1 ACTUALLY EMINATED FROM STORAX. BELIEVE PYCROFT SHOULD INSIST ON PERSONAL MEETING WITH STORAX TO DETERMINE VALIDITY OF STORAX-1'S QUERIES.

3. RE: ACTION HAS BEEN TAKEN TO CONFIRM REQUIREMENT ESTABLISHED BY MAY 25.
1. Please inform Identity A that Identity B requests him after consultation with Identity C in Tegucigalpa, proceed soonest Puerto Barrios for purpose of:

(1) Advise as soon as info received that SS Wolfsebrook flying West German flag intends dock at Puerto Barrios and ETA.

(2) Delay docking and unloading SS Wolfsebrook as long as possible on any possible pretext.

(3) Take all permissible measures ascertain true nature cargo and advise us.

(4) Inform if exceptional security measures observed indicating unusual cargo.

(5) Advise with as much advance notice as possible departure time from Puerto Barrios of freight train carrying cargo.

2. This ship is suspected of carrying contraband arms under false manifest from behind iron curtain for West German government and although cleared...
DIR 49262 (OUT 91802)

FORGET THE QUARANTINE PORT MAY BE ESTIMATED THROUGH THE ARRIVAL AREA.

8 MAY.

3. IDENTIFY B IS REQUESTING IDENTIFY C PROCEED TECHNICAL.

4. REQUEST IDENTIFY A ARRANGE COMMUNICATE WITH HEADQUARTERS THROUGH

COORDINATING OFFICERS

RELEASING OFFICER

COPYRIGHT PROTECTED

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE  Copy No.
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

TO:   SR. REP. LINCOLN
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (PBS)(1-2)
INFO:  

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED 199b

DIR 19309 (OUT 91888) 20527-5 MAY 51 ROUTINE

TO: SLINC INFO: SRGBA OTER: DIR

RYBAT/PSUCCESS/PECABLOSE

REF: A. LINC 2381 (IN 45405)
B. DIR 19266 (OUT 91811)

1. INDIVIDUAL ACCEPTED PROPOSITION, WILL SIGN CONTRACT ON 6TH PROVIDING
   FOR FLAT $800 MONTHLY SALARY, PREVAILING PER DIEM RATES, $10,000 DEATH
   AND DISABILITY CLAUSE, PLUS SICK BENEFITS. IF SUBJECT USED AS COPILOT PAY
   WILL HAVE TO BE RAISED ACCORDINGLY.

2. FYI: INDIVIDUAL HAS CURRENT COMMERCIAL A AND B RATING, FLIGHT ENGINEER
   RATING, COMMERCIAL PILOT SINGLE ENGINE INSTRUMENT RATING. IN ADDITION
   HAS COPILOT TIME IN DC-4'S AND BEECHCRAFT.

3. CREWS NEW 10HOPEFUL SHOULD NOT DISCUSS SALARY OR PUDENSPECT AFFILIATION
   WITH NEW CREW CHIEF.

4. LINC SHOULD DEVELOP COVER STORY ALONG LINES USED FOR OTHER CREW. PLEASE
   ADVISE ACTUAL STORY GIVEN.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (PBS) (1-2)
INFO: CM (3)

SUBJECT:
RYBAR/PBSUCCESS

HEADQUARTERS URGENTLY REQUESTS DETAILS RE:

1. REPORTED LOCAL LABOR DEMONSTRATIONS AND STRIKES SINCE 26 APRIL.
2. TROOP MOVEMENTS INTO QUDNISTAN VALLEY TO PATROL ROADS AND TRAILS.
3. REASONS FOR DECLARING THREE CONSULS OF NEIGHBORING COUNTRY PERSONAL NON OPATA.

XX 4. ANY FURTHER INFORMATION INDICATING GENERAL UNREST.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: SR. REP., LINCOLN
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (PBS) (1-2)
INFO: WH (3)

RE: PUES SUCCESS

1. Suggest you attempt determine following as result of info received in Ref a.
   A. Whether is agent WSBurnt government.
   B. The effect and distribution of anti-Arenz speech by
      in WSBurnt.
   C. Any reactions to from WSBurnt unionists.

2. Believe determination of B and C will indicate soft spots
   WSBurnt labor.

END OF MESSAGE

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED 1990

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER
IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR, CIA

INFO: LINO

CITE: DIR

RYBAT/PB SUCCESS

REF: DIR 49406 (OUT 92018)

PLEASE USE ALL AVAILABLE ASSETS TO CONFIRM AND EXPAND ON FOLLOWING INFO RECEIVED BY HQS FROM SOURCES:

1. THERE ARE OVER 2000 STRIKERS ON MARCH FROM PROGRESO TO LA LIMA WHOSE PURPOSE IS TO CLOSE DOWN ELECTRIC PLANT.

2. HONDURAN GOVERNMENT IS MOVING TROOPS BY PLANE FROM TEGUCIGALPA TO SAN PEDRO DE SULA AND FROM THERE TO LA LIMA TO PREVENT STRIKERS FROM TAKING ELECTRIC PLANT, TO CAPTURE LEADERS BELIEVED LINKED WITH COMMIE PENETRATION OF COUNTRY, AND TO FORCE COMPROMISING CONFESSIONS.

3. OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE REPLY REQUESTED.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: SLINC

RYBAT/PESUCCESS

REF:

1. CONCERNED ABOUT CALLIGERIS RESERVATIONS AS REFLECTED PARA 4 REF MESSAGE.

BQS REGARDS VENEZUELAN AND DOMINICAN AS BEING OF GREAT IMPORTANCE AND NOT TO BE JETTISONED BECAUSE OF FACT THAT "SKIMMER HAS NOT ALLOWED SUFFICIENT TIME".

2. ALSO PLEASE ADVISE WHERE WE STAND REGARDING THE "TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN" LETTER. WE DO NOT REGARD IT AS TOO IMPORTANT WHETHER THIS LETTER SIGNED CALLIGERIS, BUT ARE ANXIOUS TO OBTAIN THE DEPRESSION HE HOPE IT WILL CREATE UPON BOTH OF THEM. ACCORDINGLY WHICHEVER ONE SIGNS LETTER, BOTH SHOULD KNOW OF IT AND SKIMMER'S INTENDED USE THEREOF.

END OF MESSAGE
1. Ref A through C inclusive appear to indicate increased tightening restrictions noticeably. Request your evaluation this fact taking into consideration Page's rapid departure from that area.

2. Ref D strongly support Ref action. Feel however more drastic action by calligraphers in order in view of damage subjects can implicit upon success unless dealt with firmly.

END OF MESSAGE
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (PBS) (1-2)
INFO: DCI (2), C/DCI (4), CD/P (L) (5), WH (6), A/CD/P/P (7), SA/PC/DC: (8)

DIR 49790 (OUT 92772) 2303Z 7 MAY 54

TO:

INFO: SLINC,

1. EARL G. KNOX PROCEED TEGUCIGALPA IMMEDIATELY FOR 60 DAY

TDY. PRESENCE REQUIRED AS RESULT CURRENT UNREST AND DISORDER WITH

INTERNAL HONDURAS DEVELOPMENTS.

CONSEQUENT NEED INCREASED INTELLIGENCE COVERAGE. REPORT ONLY TO

AMBASSADOR WHO EXPECTS KNOX AND WILL INSTRUCT. KNOX WILL NOT ASSUME

DUTIES

BUT WILL UTILIZE

ODACID ORDERS HAVE BEEN REQUESTED.

2. KNOX WILL OPERATE INDEPENDENTLY OF PBSUCCESS.

END OF MESSAGE

*CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:
TREATED AS RYBAT/PBSUCCESS.

[Signature]

COORDINATING OFFICERS
F.G. WILSON/JP

RELEASING OFFICER

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE

Copy No.
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

TO: SLINC

FROM: DIRECTOR

CONF: WH (PBS) (1-2)

SUBJECT: PB SUCCESS/PYBAT

RE: LINC 2523 (IN 44964)

1. WHITING HAS CONSIDERED VIEWS IN REF AND ADVISES AVOIDANCE
   IRREVOCABLE ACTION INVOLVING PBPRIME NOW IN MOTION-BASED ON INTELLI-
   GENCE AVAILABLE HEADQUARTERS CONCERNING MOVEMENTS OF VESSEL.

2. WILL FURNISH DETAILS MORNING 8 MAY.

END OF MESSAGE

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED 1995
TO: SR. REP. LINCOLN

FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA

CONF: WH (PBS) (1-2)

INFO: DCI (3), D/DCI (4), DD/P (L) (5), WH (6), A/DD/P/P (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

DIR 49887 (OUT 93040) 19244 8 MAY 54

1. FOR OUR INFORMATION AND POSSIBLE USE IN DEALING WITH HIGHER ECHELONS

PLEASE FORWARD TO EDS YOUR BEST CURRENT ANSWERS OR ESTIMATES IN REPLY TO THE

FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:

A. WHAT OPERATIONAL STEPS ARE SCHEDULED TO TAKE PLACE DURING NEXT TWO
   WEEKS; E.G. WHEN WILL ORGANIZERS MOVE FORWARD FROM THEIR PRESENT AREA;
   WHEN DO WE EXPECT TO COMPLETE BLACK FLIGHTS INTO WSHOOPS; WHEN DO WE PLAN
   TO MOVE HARDWARE OUT OF PRESENT STORAGE LOCATION AND PUSH IT UP TO FORWARD
   STAGING AREAS.

B. WHAT TONNAGE OF HARDWARE DO WE EXPECT TO BE PUT INTO WSHOOPS IF
   (1) DFPROGS DOES NOT OPEN UP AND (2) IF DFPROGS DOES OPEN UP WITHIN NEXT TWO
   WEEKS.

C. IF DFPROGS OPENS UP WHAT TONNAGE WOULD WE PUT THERE; WHAT WOULD BE
   TOTAL TONNAGE BY BLACK FLIGHT INTO DFPROGS AND WSHOOPS.

D. HOW MANY CALLIGRAPHIC MEN ARE CURRENTLY IN WSHOOPS, I.E. ESPECIALLY
   THOSE WHO ARE SCHEDULED TO GO INTO WSHOOPS.

[Signature]

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
E. WHICH IF ANY OF THE PERSONAGES LISTED IN PARA 6, PAGE II OF THE
"APPRECIATION BRIEF" DO WE NOW HAVE REASON, I. E. EVIDENCE, TO CONVINCE US
THEY HAVE NOW SIGNED UP OR INDICATED THEY HAVE GONE OVER TO SOVIET.

F. WHEN CAN WE EXPECT TO GET FULL REPORT FROM PAGE SUFFICIENT TO
REVEAL TO US EXACT DEGREE SUCCESS OR FAILURE HIS DEFECTION EFFORTS AND
WHAT CAUSED HIM TO LEAVE WSIBMNT SO RAPIDLY.

G. WHAT OFFICERS (NAMES) ARE BELIEVED OR KNOWN TO HAVE BEEN INCLUDED
IN THE LATEST GOVERNMENTAL RUNDOWN REPORTED IN REF.

H. DO WE YET HAVE ANY HIGH LEVEL PENETRATION OF THE WSIBMNT GOVERNMENT
SUCH AS WOULD GIVE US RELIABLE INFO ON THEIR STRENGTH AND CAPABILITIES TO
MEET AND DEAL WITH PBSUCCESS PLAN OF ACTION. IF SO, WHAT/WHO ARE
PENETRATIONS AND WHAT DO WE KNOW FROM THEM.

I. JUST HOW GOOD DO WE BELIEVE WSIBMNT INFORMATION IS ABOUT PBSUCCESS

J. WHAT IS LIKE'S ESTIMATE OF THE EFFECT UPON THE SUCCESS OPERATION
AND UPON THE STRENGTH AND ASSURANCE OF WSIBMNT REGIME OF (A) REFUSAL OR
(B) GRANTING OF SOME MILITARY ASSISTANCE TO LCPANGS GOVERNMENT.
2. WE APPRECIATE THAT ANSWERS FOREGOING QUESTIONS WILL REQUIRE SOME EFFORT ON LINC'S PART. HOWEVER, IT IS CONSIDERED IMPERATIVE THAT OBJECTIVE AND CURRENT ANSWERS TO THESE QUESTIONS BE PROVIDED AT YOUR EARLIEST OPPORTUNITY BECAUSE OF THE IMPORTANT BEARING WHICH THEY HAVE UPON THE MATTERS OF

A. PRESENT STATE OF READINESS

B. MOST SUITABLE FINAL TARGET DATES; AND

C. PROBABILITIES OF SUCCESS OR FAILURE OF OPERATION.

ALSO INVOLVED IS QUESTION WHAT ADDITIONAL MEASURES AND EFFORTS ARE NEEDED TO SUPPLEMENT OUR KNOWLEDGE, OUR STRENGTH AND OUR DECEPTION; AS WELL AS OUR NEED TO KNOW APPROXIMATE DATE OR STAGE AT WHICH ABILITY TO EFFECTIVELY CONTROL TIMING WILL BE LOST TO US.
TO: SR. REP., LINCOLN
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (PBS) (1-2)
INFO: WH (3)

DIR 49895 (OUT 93071) 1543Z 9 MAY 54

TO: SLINC
RHYTHM/PROCESS

REF: A. DIR 49811 (OUT-92824)
B. LINC 2547 (IN-45244)

SEE DIR 49885 (OUT-93028 93039). APPARENTLY ARRIVED LINC AFTER YOUR
REF. B. SENT HQS.

END OF MESSAGE
DIR 49987 (OUT 93306)  2115Z 10 MAY 54  ROUTINE

TO: SLING

RYBAT/PBSUCCESS

REF: NEARMAN PAYDON TELEPHONE TALK NOON 10 MAY.

1. THIS CONFIRMS ASCHAM INSTRUCTIONS THAT PILOTS CURRENTLY FLYING BLACK FLIGHTS MUST NOT REPEAT NOT BE USED FOR FLIGHTS OVER HOSTILE TERRITORY. MOREOVER IN VIEW SKILLET CONNECTION WHICH INCLUDES CURRENT

2. IT THEREFORE MORE THAN EVER URGENT THAT GALLIGERES HIMSELF FLIES PLANES AND BODIES

3. PLEASE CABLE BFST ESTIMATE DATE COMPLETION CURRENT SUPPLY FLIGHTS.

4. ACCORDING COVER PLAN PILOTS HAVE USED TRUE NAMES. HAVE THEY ALSO GIVEN TRUE NAME. IF ANSWER FOREGOING NEGATIVE DO YOU CONSIDER THEIR TRUE NAMES AND POSSIBLY OTHER INFORMATION KNOWN TO

5. ANYONE WHO COULD CONNECT THEM WITH SKILLET?
TO: SR. REP. LINCOLN 
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA 
CONF: WH (PBS) (1-2) 
INFO: DCI (3), D/DCI (4), DD/P (L) (5), WH (6), A/DD/P/P (7), SA/PC/DCI (8) 

1. HAVE COMPLETED FULL REVIEW COVER ARRANGEMENTS ALTERNATE STEWARDESS ARRANGEMENT RECOMMENDATION AND COVERED INCLUDING THAT VERY LIGHT ODEARL COVER BE USED. 

2. WOULD BE IMPLEMENTED FOLLOWING MANNER. TOP AND OFFICIALS WHO WITNESS KUBARK INTEREST WILL INFORM TOP OFFICIALS REGIONAL OFFICE VIA CLASSIFIED DISPATCH THEY TO BE VISITED THREE ODEARL OFFICIALS WHO WORKING HIGHLY CLASSIFIED PROJECT. THEY WILL BE DIRECTED TO COOPERATE FULLY. 

3. BE AND SECURE MAN ARRIVING MAKE ARRANGEMENTS SHIPPING EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL ACTUAL SHIPMENT WILL BE UNDER COVER. 

4. ALL PERSONNEL BEING CLEARED AND WILL BE REQUIRED SUB-SECRET AGREEMENT. BOTH AND WILLING REPLACE ANY PERSONNEL DEEMED NECESSARY. 

5. AFTER EXECUTING SECRET AGREEMENT PERSONNEL WILL BE TOLD ODEARL SENDING TEAM TO CLASSIFIED WORK. KUCLUB CREW WILL ARRIVE USING ALTITUDE AND NATURE OF WORK AND SPECIFIC UNIT DESIGNATION OF ODEARL WILL BE VAGUE. VAGUENESS
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE:

TO: SR. H.E.P. LINCOLN

FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA

CONF:

REFO:

PAGE 2

6. ONLY TOP OFFICIALS WASH AND REGIONAL OFFICER WILL KNOW UNIT AT NO WRITTEN RECORDS OF UNIT WILL BE KEPT EITHER AGENCY. OFFICIAL DENIAL UNIT POSSIBLE.

7. REQUEST YOUR COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS SOONEST.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: SR. REF. LINCOLN

FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA

CONF: WH (PBS) (1-3)

INFO: DCI (4), DD/DCI (5), DD/PO (L) (6), WH (7), A/DD/P/P (8), SA/P/O/DCI (9)

DIR 00263 (OUT 93909) 2037Z 12 MAY 54

TO: SLINC

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

RE: A. DIR 49989 (OUT 93309)
B. LINC 2608 (IN 46024)

1. REF A SENT PRIOR PLAYDON DISCUSSION RE HIGHLY QUESTIONABLE BALLOON PROGRAM.

HQS WILL NOT THEREFORE PROCURE BALLOONS WITHOUT FURTHER REQUEST FROM LINC.

WE HAVE HAD EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE BALLOON OPS WHICH LEADS US CONCLUDE THAT SUCH OPS REQUIRE EXTENSIVE PREPARATION AND EXPERTISE TO BE EFFECTIVE.

SAME TIME THE EXPERT USE BALLOONS WOULD BE FURTHER TIE IN U.S.

END OF MESSAGE

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED 1991
1. WHEREAS WE BELIEVE FOOT-Dragging ACTION INDICATED PARA 2 REP
IS GOOD GAMBIT FOR MOMENT, IT SEEMS TO US THAT IF IT CONTINUES TO THE
POINT OF BECOMING APPARENT IT WOULD ONLY AROUSE SUSPICIONS POSSIBILITIES
OF DELIBERATE PROVOCATION, I. E. CALCULATED-EFFORT ASCERTAIN EMBASSY
POSITION CONCERNING SHERWOOD MAY BE INVOLVED.

2. SUGGEST FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION AND POSSIBLE COMMUNICATION TO
USURBURN FOLLOWING THOUGHT: BE INSTRUCTED BY JMBLUG TO
GO TO HIS CONTACT THAT HE HAS CONSIDERED THE MATTER AND AS FURTHER
ANY ACTION HE MIGHT TAKE WOULD BE INTERPRETED AS INVOLVING
IN A PURELY INTERNAL USURBURN POLITICAL AFFAIR, WITH EMPHASIS ON "INTERIOR"
WE HAVE TENTATIVELY RULED OUT IN OUR THINKING POSSIBILITY USING THIS AS
OPPORTUNITY FOR DECEPTION AS TO DIRECTION OR LOCATION SHERWOOD SINCE IT
WOULD BE SO EASY TO CATCH US OUT ON ANY FALSE INFORMATION. FYI WE HAVE
NOT CHECKED THIS THOUGHT WITH ODACID OR ODEARL SINCE WE SUPPOSE JMBLUG
WOULD HAVE AT LEAST THAT MUCH LEGAL AUTHORITY.

Frank G. Wisner
Deputy Director (Plans)
TO: SR. REP., LINCOLN
FROM: DIR, CIA
CONF: WH (P2S) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DSCI (5), DE/P (1) (6), WH (7), A/DD/P/P (8), SA/PC/DCI (3)

DIR 00359 (OUT 04070) 2352Z 12 MAY 54

RE: LINC 2618 (IN 46061)

1. CONTENTS RFQ MESSAGE VERY GRATIFYING AND WE TRUST IT WILL BE POSSIBLE CONTINUE PRESS FORWARD THESE DECEPTION AND CONFUSION ACTIVITIES.

2. CONCERNING NEED FOR CONTINUING EFFORTS RE RUFUS J, WE CONTINUE RECEIVE REPORTS RUFUS BOASTS OFFICIAL ODYSSEY BACKING AND THAT THESE BOASTS ARE CURRENT KNOWLEDGE THROUGHOUT AREA.

APPRECIATE HE WOULD BE APT TO DO THIS EVEN IF HE DID NOT BELIEVE IT TO BE TRUE, BUT EVEN SO WE CONSIDER IT IMPORTANT FUZZ UP THIS ISSUE SOMewhat. HAVING IN MIND FUTURE WSBURNT CHARGES IT IS PARTICULARLY DESIRABLE CONFUSE THEM AS TO SOURCES OF FINANCIAL AND OTHER BACKING.

FRANK G. WISNER
DEPUTY DIRECTOR (PLANS)
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (1-2)

1. HQS has received reports indicating KUGOHN exploitation anti-GUAT material has or would endanger security of a given or de-mech.

2. HQS assumes and will assume that any HQS KUGOHN requests or suggestions which are inappropriate to local situation, or which would impair security, will be rejected by

3. In event any HQS KUGOHN requests/suggestions are rejected, will cable HQS: (A) Reason for rejection and (B) If possible propose alternate OP to accomplish objective.

END OF MESSAGE
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA

CONF: WH (PBS) (1-3)

INFO: WH (4)

DIR 00836 (OUT 94,994)  1837Z 15 MAY 54  ROUTINE

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

1. REQUEST ANY INFO RE SHIPMENT OF UP TO 25 AT-6 AIRCRAFT TO SUBSEQUENT IN COSTA RICA FOR OVERHAULING AND EXCEPT FOR PERMIT TO NOSBURNT.

2. FII-RECENT NOSBURNT REPORT CONCERNING ANOTHER MATTER STATED AN AT-6 RECENTLY ACQUIRED FROM COSTA RICA.

END OF MESSAGE

CIA HISTORICAL SCREEN PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED

1996

COORDINATING OFFICER

RELEASING OFFICER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
TO: SR. REP., LINCOLN
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4)

DIR 00225 (OUT 93843) 17247 12 MAY 54
TO: SLINC
BYRN/F BC/USC/SS
RE: LINC 2625 (IN-46152)

1. KUCLUB EXPERTS ON ANTI-JAMMING MEASURES STUDYING PROBLEM AND BELIEVE POSSIBLE EVADE CERTAIN EXTENT SOME OF HEAVY JAMMING.

2. SECOND RADIO OF ARRIVING WSBURN'T 13 MAY HAS BEEN BRIEFLY TO MONITOR SHEPPARD BROADCASTS AND TO GIVE FULL TECHNICAL ANALYSIS JAMMING, BASED THESE REPORTS, COUNTER MEASURES WILL BE TAKEN.

3. WILL DISCUSS PROBLEM ON VISIT LINC APPROX. 17 MAY.

END OF MESSAGE

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1996
DIR 00858 (OUT 95185), 1725Z 17 MAY 54

TO: SLINC

CITE: DIR

PRIORITY

RE: A. LINC 2724 (IN 47759)

B. LINC 2766 (IN 47822)

1. FOLLOWING FURTHER CONSIDERATION OF SABOTAGE POSSIBILITIES WE HAVE RECEIVED ADVICE FROM THE FIELD WHICH MAY PROVIDE ADDITIONAL GUIDANCE FOR LINCOLN AND THE FIELD. WE APPRECIATE THAT IT MAY NOT BE FEASIBLE TO WORK OUT ANY SUBTLE REFINEMENTS OF THIS EFFORT BUT NEVERTHELESS DESIRE YOU TO GIVE ALL POSSIBLE CONSIDERATION TO THESE HGS VIEWS AND REQUESTS.

2. WE STILL CONSIDER THAT DOCK WHICH IS REPORTED IN WEAKENED CONDITION WOULD BE MOST VALUABLE AND VULNERABLE TARGET IF AN APPRECIABLE QUANTITY OF ARMS REMAINS ON DOCK LONG ENOUGH ENABLE THE ATTEMPT BE MADE THERE. WE DRAW SOME ENCOURAGEMENT FROM ASSURANCES OF EFFORTS DRAG FEET AND OTHERWISE CONFUSE AND DELAY OFFLOADING AND ONWARD MOVEMENT.

3. OBVIOUSLY NO POINT IN ATTACKING SHIP IF ALL OR MOST OF CARGO REMOVED.

FURTHERMORE STRONGEST POSSIBLE ATTEMPTS BEING MADE DIRECT WITH SWEDISH GOVERNMENT AND BRITISH CHARTERING COMPANY OBTAIN RECALL OF SHIP PRIOR COMPLETION UNLOADING.
4. CONCERNING RAIL SABOTAGE THERE IS NOT MUCH TO BE GAINED FROM A RAIL
CUT WHICH WOULD NOT SUBSTANTIALLY DELAY TRANSPORT OF ARMS. OPTIMUM RESULT
WOULD OF COURSE BE ACCOMPLISH RAIL SABOTAGE IN SUCH WAY AS SMASH UP TRAIN BEARING
ARMS OR POSSIBLY FOLLOWED BY DIRECT SABOTAGE OF ARMS SHIPMENT. NEXT MOST DESIRABLE
RESULT WOULD BE SABOTAGE TO BRIDGE AT POINT WHERE PARALLELING HIGHWAY COMMUNICATIONS
POOREST. DESTRUCTION OF A MAJOR BRIDGE WOULD PROBABLY TAKE CONSIDERABLE TIME REPAIR.

5. YOU AUTHORIZED PROCEED AS BEST YOU CAN BUT HEARING FOREGOING POINTS IN
MIND AND PARTICULARLY FACT THAT MERE RAIL CUT WHICH COULD BE SPEEDILY REPAIRED
WOULD HARDLY BE WORTH THE CANDLE.

SCABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: TREATED AS RYBAT/PBSUCCESS.
TO: SR. REP. LINCOLN

FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA

CONF: WH (1-3)

INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L)(6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (R), A/OD/P/P (9),

DIR 00902 (OUT 95266) 20 MAY 54  ROUTINE PREFERENCES

TO: SLITE

PBSUCCESS TO ACTIVATE

HQS FEELS NEED FOR AGENT FOR INTEL PURPOSES IN PUERTO BARRIOS AREA WILL CONTINUE WILL BEYOND CURRENT ARMS INTERDICT C;ON OPERATION AND BE NEEDED IN ADDITION TO ARRANGEMENTS. ASCHAM REQUESTS YOUR PLAN EARLIEST ESTABLISHMENT OF EITHER KIARK- CONTROLLED AGENT OR CALLIGERIS MAN IN PUERTO BARRIOS. EITHER EQUIPPED WT.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: SR. REP. LINCOLN
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
SUB: TH (PBO) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), A/DD/P/P (8), SA/PC/DCI (9)

DIR 00916 (OUT 95282) 2120Z 17 MAY 54
TO: ELIC
INFO: (OP)

PURPOSEultz

REF: A. LINC 2766 (IN 47822)
B. DIR 00839 (OUT 953050)

1. ODACID REPORTS FROM TELEPHONE CONVERSATION JASLICG CONFIRMATION OF
BASIC FACTS ALREADY REPORTED TO US. FURTHER THAT 2000 TONS IS TOTAL AMOUNT
OF SHIPMENT AND THAT 5 FLAT CARS AND 2 BOX CARS ALREADY LOADED HAD DEPARTED
PORT FOR CAPITAL CITY.

2. COMMENT: ESTIMATE HAS BEEN MADE THAT FROM 200 TO 500 TONS COULD BE
TRANSPORTED ABOVE CARS. IF FOREGOING IS CORRECT YOU SHOULD HAVE SEVERAL TARGETS.

3. IN YOUR EXECUTION ABOVE INFO TO SKILLET ONTRICK INCLUDE ODACID VIEW
THAT THIS INFORMATION GIVES EXTREME IMPORTANCE TO PRESSING EFFORT TO GET
EVIDENCE REQUESTED PARA 3 REF B.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: SENIOR REPRESENTATIVE, GUATEMALA CITY, GUATEMALA
FROM: DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE

DIR 01050 (OUT 95602) 1920Z 18 MAY 54

TO: SEUAT
RS: GUAT 575 (IN 16177)

CITY: DIR
CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS 25JN 1996 IN FULL

INFO: DCI (2), D/DCI (3), SA/PC/DCI (4), WH (PBS) (5-7), WH (8)
A/DD/P/P (9)

1. POINT RAISED YOUR MESSAGE DISCUSSED AT LENGTH WITH RENNY AND OTHER ODACID OFFICIALS SUNDAY AND MONDAY. THEY WERE SO CONVINCED OF ESSENTIALITY MAKING SOME STATEMENT OR RELEASE THAT WE DID NOT DEEM IT FEASIBLE OR DESIRABLE OBJECT. IN FACT WE SAW SOME ADVANTAGES OURSELVES. MAINLY WE WERE CONVINCED ODACID SEEK TO CALL OFF DIRECT ACTION AND CONCENTRATED OUR ARGUMENTS TO MAINTAIN PRESENT GO-AHEAD ON SPECIFIC FORMS OF ACTION SUCH AS YOU HAVE RECOMMENDED IN THE PAST. WE WERE ABLE MAINTAIN THIS POSITION AND I HOPE FOR THE BEST. WE SHALL SEE.

2. THERE HAS BEEN FURTHER HIGH LEVEL CONSIDERATION HERE CONCERNING STATUS MILITARY MISSIONS AND YOU MAY HEAR MORE ON THIS SOON FROM ODACID. MEANWHILE HOWEVER IS THERE ANY CHANCE THAT YOU COULD PREVAIL UPON MEMBERS OF MILITARY MISSIONS AND/OR ATTACHES TO OBTAIN AND REPORT INFORMATION CONCERNING ATTITUDE OF LOCAL ARMED FORCES CONCERNING THIS SHIPMENT. IT IS OUR CONCERN THAT ARMY MAY BECOME VERY BOOSTED BY THIS GOVERNMENT-PRODUCED TRANSFUSION AND THAT THIS DEVELOPMENT MAY TEND CONSOLIDATE...
TO: SENIOR REPRESENTATIVE, GUATEMALA CITY, GUATEMALA

FROM: DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE

CONF:

INFO:

PAGE 2

DIR 01050 (OUT 95602)

ARMY SUPPORT FOR REGIME.

(Handwritten note)

(Handwritten signature)
1. SWEDISH SHIP PROBABLY THE ALPHI DELIVERED SHIPMENT OF ARMS AT PUERTO BARRIOS GUATEMALA MAY 15. PROBABLY SAILLED FROM STETTIN. ALPHI BUILT 1930 ODENSE DENMARK ACCORDING LLOYD'S REGISTER. HOME PORT UDDEVALLA SWEDEN, OWNERS ANGBATS, BOHUSLANSKA & KUSTEN INC. ALPHI FORMERLY THE GAUSDAL (1953) THE HOECH TRADER (1936) AND GULDBORG (1933).

2. URGENT YOU CONTACT IMMEDIATELY TO INFORM HIM THIS EVENT AND REQUEST HIS AID TO:

A. DETERMINE ALL HE CAN ABOUT SHIPMENT

B. WHETHER HE CAN DO ANYTHING AT THIS TIME TO PREVENT UNLOADING OR TRANSPORT INLAND IN GUATEMALA HANDLED OR GROUNDED AT DANGEROUS HIGH EXPLOSIVES.

C. WHETHER HE CAN CHECK ALL CURRENT SHIPPING TO GUATEMALA AND PREVENT SIMILAR SHIPMENTS

3. IF AWAY YOU AUTHORIZED TRAVEL TO CONTACT.
DIR.01090 (OUT.05666) 18 MAY 51

PRIORITY

CITE: DIR.

4. PLEASE UNDERLINE FOR IMPORTANCE OF THIS ASSIGNMENT AND HIS PERSONAL ATTENTION. THERE WILL BE NO LACK OF COOPERATION ON OUR PART TOWARD ANY PROPOSAL HE MAKES IN ORDER TO ANSWER ABOVE QUESTIONS.

END OF MESSAGE

COORDINATING OFFICER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE  Copy No.
TO: GUATEMALA -- SENIOR REP.

FROM: DIA, CIA.

CONF: WH (PBS) (1-3)

INFO: DCI (1), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), A/DD/P/P (8), SA/PC/DCI (9)

DIR 01598 (OUT 96198) 2329Z 19 MAY 54

RE: GUAT 587 (IN 48668)

EXTENSION APPROVED. REQUEST EARLIEST-CABLE HQ DIRECT SUMMARIZING

IMPRESSIONS ACTIVITY COVERING AS FULLY AS POSSIBLE INFORMATION

NOT HITHERTO REPORTED ON CURRENT ARMS SHIPMENT WITH PARTICULAR EMPHASIS

ON ATTITUDE OF ARMY TOWARD SHIPMENTS AND ATTITUDE OF ARMY TOWARD

AMERICAN COUNTERACTION, I. E. ODACID STATEMENT MAY 17.
RYBAT/LEOPARD

1. FYI U.S. CONSULATE KINGSTON BASED INFO ADVISES SS SAUMA OF GERMAN REGISTRY SIGHTED OFF COAST CUBA MORNNG EIGHTEENTH REPORTEDLY BOUND BELIZE CARRYING TWELVE CRATES ARMS OR EXPLOSIVES.

2. CANNOT IDENTIFY. BELIEVE GARBLE, AND OTHERS CHECKING WILL ADVISE FURTHER AS INFO AVAILABLE AND UPON POLICY COORDINATION.

END OF MESSAGE

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS AMENDED
1995
1995
1995

RELEASING OFFICER
IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
Copy No.
TO: SENIOR REPRESENTATIVE, LINCOLN

FROM: DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE

CONF: DD/P. (L). (1)
INFO: DCI (2), D/DCI (3), WH (PBS) (4-6), WH (7), 54/PG/TU1 (8), A/DD/P/P (9)

DIR 01418 (OUT 96323) 1557Z 20 MAY 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE

FOR: SMINC

SITE: DIR

RE: A. LINC 2521 (IN 18532)
B. LINC 2766 (IN 17822)
C. DIR 01050 (OUT 95652)
D. TELEPHONE CONVERSATION BETWEEN WHITING AND PLAYDEN MORNING OF 20 MAY.

HYBAT/PBSUCCESS

1. CONFIRMING REF D TELEPHONE CONVERSATION LINC NEEDS TO KNOW THAT MATTERS

HAVE PROGRESSED TO A POINT THAT AT THIS EARLY STAGE DEVELOPMENTS LAST 3 DAYS
NEGATIVE AND ADJOINING AREAS, WHEREAS WE AGREE SOWNNESS YOUR WISH AS EXPRESSED.

PARA 2 REF A AS MEASURED AGAINST PREVIOUSLY EXISTING SITUATION AND PLANS, THE PLAN
FACT OF MATTER IS THAT IMPORTANT PERSONS HERE NOW LOOK AT SABOTAGE EFFORT
AS TEST OF STRENGTH AND CAPABILITY CALLIGERIS ORGANIZATION, FAILURE OF WHICH, COMING
ON TOP INTELLIGENCE FAILURE CONNECTED ARRIVAL VESSEL, WILL INEVITABLY HAVE SERIOUSLY
PREJUDICIAL CONSEQUENCES. WE REALIZE THAT THIS IS A QUICK CHANGE OF FACE WHICH

BUT

DIFFICULT FOR YOU TO ADJUST TO, EVEN SO LINC THINKS TO HAVE HAD RIGHT IDEA IN

PARA 2.E. OF REF B.
2) In the light of the circumstances it appears to us that 1000 tons of gun has been committed current attempt. It may be too late to do anything more concerning present shipments and rail movements but it now appears more likely that there may be further shipments en route. We have very tentatively identified one such shipment which may arrive within few days possibly containing AMQ. Further particulars will be forwarded as rapidly as ascertained but it is not too soon now to begin further preparations for harassment and attempted interdiction.

3) Further as regards reputation and appraisal success at high levels here the tonic required at moment is a mixture of more and better intelligence on true situation plus some solid demonstration ability of Calligeris and company to deliver.

THEODORE K. JORDAN COMMISSIONER

For additional data section consider a number of these background and are in close contact of the FRG, and continuing efforts being made stir up the interest of Odearl, and Odoath, as regards all aspects of arms delivery matter. Odearl has promised to lay on complete surveillance Caribbean area and this being followed up difficult to predict at present.
MOMENT WHAT POLICY CONSIDERATIONS WILL APPLY IN EVENT IDENTIFICATION FURTHER
SHIPMENTS, BUT TEMPERATURES IN WASHINGTON DEFINITELY ON THE RISE.

5. AS TO 3.b. NO COMMENT FOR PRESENT, THIS IS OF COURSE POLITICAL JUDGMENT
REQUIRING CAREFUL WEIGHING BY SKILLET AND ODACID SINCE IN PRESENT PRECAUSIOUS
BALANCE WSHOOPS THIS MIGHT BE TOO DISRUPTIVE.

6. RE 3.c. AGREE ENTIRELY AND HAVE AGAIN PRESSED ODACID PUT MORE HEAT ON
FIGUERES ALONG LINES PREVIOUSLY COMMENDED.

7. CONCERNING WITHDRAWAL MIL/MIL THIS HAS AGAIN RECEIVED CAREFUL HIGH LEVEL
REVIEW AND AT MOMENT BALANCE OF OPINION APPEARS TO BE AGAINST HASTY REMOVAL AT
JUST THIS TIME — PERHAPS WITHIN 2 OR 3 WEEKS. (SEE Ouant 593 (IN 49063), PARA 11.)

8. RE 3.b. THIS IS MORE A PROBLEM OF PROOF THAN ANYTHING ELSE. PRESENT
DISPOSITION ODACID WOULD BE TO MOVE IN WITH REAL STRENGTH IF ANY SOLID EVIDENCE
WHSBURN T AGGRESSIVE ACTION AGAINST WSHOOPS. GALVEZ REQUEST FOR HELP WOULD OF COURSE
BE REQUIRED.

[Signature]

FRANK G. WISNER
COORDINATING OFFICER

DDP
RELEASING OFFICER

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
1. INFORMATION CONTAINED IN REF A RECOGNIZED HERE AS VITALY IMPORTANT.
REQUEST APPROVAL JMLUG THIS INFORMATION AND WHETHER HE HAS RECEIVED CONFIRMED
INFORMATION FROM ANY OTHER SOURCES.

2. RE REF B PARA 3 THIS IS ENCOURAGING DEVELOPMENT. PLEASE ADVISE IF YOU NOT
RECEIVING FULLEST COOPERATION IN RESPONSE YOUR REQUESTS AND WHETHER YOU BELIEVE IT
WOULD BE HELPFUL TO RECEIVE CONFLICT CHALLENGE TO MEMBERS OF MILITARY MISSIONS.

3. ALSO HOW DOES JMLUG EVALUATE AND WHAT ADDITIONAL INDICATIONS ARE THERE
CONCERNING REPORT OF ARENZ STATEMENT HE INTENDS RELEASE PRESENT MILITARY MISSION
BECAUSE MEMBERS KNOW NOTHING ABOUT ARMS AND WOULD BRING IN EUROPEANS? (SEE PARA 11

GUAT 593 (IN 49063).

Frank G. Winker
DDP
RELEASEING OFFICER
IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE  Copy No.
TO : SR. REP. GUATEMALA CITY
FROM : DIR, CIA
CONF : WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO : WH (4), DCI (5), D/DCI (6), DD/P (L) (7), SAV/C/DCI (8)

DIR 01605 (OUT 96718) 1550Z 21 MAY 54

1. WASHINGTON POST TODAY CARRIES EXCELLENT EDITORIAL ENTITLED
"COMMUNIST BEACHEAD WHICH TAKES LINE THAT THE SECRET SHIPMENT OF
ARMS FALSELY LABELED OPTICAL EQUIPMENT SHOULD REMOVE ANY LINGERING
DOUBTS THAT GUATEMALA IS BEACHEAD FOR ACTIVE COMMUNIST DESIGNS WESTERN
HEMISPHERE. REF ALSO MADE TO INDICATIONS GUATEMALAN INTERFERENCE
HONDURAS AND STATES US HAS FULL GROUNDS RAISE GUATEMALAN MENACE WITH
OAS WITH VIEW COLLECTIVE ACTION.

2. HOWEVER, ARTICLE FRONT PAGE NEW YORK TIMES S IDNEY GRUSON DECLARES
GUATEMALAN PEOPLE NOW UNITED BEHIND GOVERNMENT AS RESULT US ATTITUDE
APPEARS THIS PARTICULAR TOWARD ARMS SHIPMENT. ARTICLE GIVES AS ONLY EVIDENCE FOR STATEMENT
CERTAIN REF TO OLD NEWSPAPER ARTICLES... QUESTION AGAIN RAISED: WHAT IS GRUSON'S
MOTIVATION? WE HAVE SUGGESTED TO OMBuds THIS MATTER BE BROUGHT ATTENTION
TOP HIERARCHY NEW YORK TIMES AND WOULD LIKE SUGGEST YOUR CONSIDERATION
YOU HAVE SOMEONE ASK GRUSON WHAT IS HIS EVIDENCE AND ALSO POINT OUT THERE
IS MUCH CONFLICTING EVIDENCE EVEN AS TO ARMY ATTITUDE.

FRANK O. WISNER
DEputy DIRECTOR (PANS)

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER
Copy No.
TO: SENIOR REPRESENTATIVE, LINCOLN

FROM: DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE

CONF: DD/P (L) (1)
INFO: DC1 (2), D/DC1 (3), WH (PSS) (4-6), WH (7), SA/PC/DC1 (8)
A/DD/P/P (9)

DIR 01602B (OUT 96753) 1650Z 21 MAY 52

TO: SLINC
CITE: DIR

RE: LINC 2902 (IN 49425)

FROM WITTING TO PLAYDOM

REASON FOR REQUEST IMMEDIATE ISSUANCE PASSPORTS TO PRACTICALLY ALL TOP LINC STAFF NOT UNDERSTOOD AND VIEWED WITH SOME CONCERN. PLEASE ADVISE FOR BENEFIT ASHCAM, WITTING AND OTHERS HERE WHAT FIELD TRIPS ARE ENVISIONED, TO WHAT PLACES AND FOR WHAT PURPOSES. WE HAD NOT THOUGHT THAT PLAN CONTEMPLATED MOVE TO FIELD BY LINC TOP PEOPLE PARTICULARLY AT THIS PHASE.
TO: SQUAT (FOR JNLUG FROM WRITING) INFO: SLING... CITE: DIR.

PLEASE READ FOLLOWING MESSAGE TO ODIBEX AND ODUNIT SENIOR MEMBER
OF MIL/HIS IN WSBURNT:

QUOTE: THIS IS TO EMPHASIZE AND REAFFIRM THE VERBAL INSTRUCTION
GIVEN TO YOU PERSONALLY THAT IT IS IN THE NATIONAL INTEREST TO FURNISH
THE AMBASSADOR WITH WHATEVER INFORMATION YOU MAY HAVE OR CAN PROCURE,
WHICH REVEALS THE ATTITUDE OF THE MILITARY TOWARD THE REGIME.

DURING YOUR NORMAL AND PERSONAL CONTACTS WITH MEMBERS OF
THE WSBURNT ARMED FORCES IT IS DESIRED THAT YOU STIMULATE CONVERSATION
TOWARD OBTAINING AN EXPRESSION OF ATTITUDE WITHOUT ENGAGING IN
CLANDESTINE OR OTHER IRREGULAR CONTACTS OR PRACTICES.

THIS MESSAGE HAS THE CONCURRENCE OF ODACID, ODERAL
(ODINNAT ODUNIT) AND KUBARK. UNQUOTE.
FROM: DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE
CONF: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DGI (L), D/DGI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), A/CD/P/P (8), SA/PG/DGI (9)

DIR 01809 (OUT 97011) 22412 21 MAY 54 ROUTINE

TO: INFO: SLING
CITE: DIR

RYBAT/PBSUCCESS

RE:

FOR SKILLET

1. ANENS STOCKHOLM TODAY REPORTS SATISFACTORY INTERVIEW WITH OWNER ALPHEN WHO HAS AGREED TO CANCEL CHARTER AND ORDER CAPTAIN BY RADIO TO PROCEED AT ONCE TO NEW ORLEANS OR TAMPA AND THERE COOPERATE WITH U.S. AUTHORITIES IN FURNISHING ALL DETAILS OF VOYAGE.

2. OWNER HAS ALREADY FURNISHED COPIES OF BILL OF LADING, LOADING TIME SHEET IN STEITTN, TIME CHARTER AND OTHER PERTINENT CORRESPONDENCE RE CHARTER AND VOYAGE. WILL ALSO REQUEST CAPTAIN IMMEDIATELY SUBMIT BY RADIO PRELIMINARY REPORT GIVING ALL INFO AVAILABLE TO HIM RE SHIPPER AND CARGO.

3. THERE IS NO GUARANTEE FOREGOING WILL WORK AND OTHER EFFORTS COLLECT INFO AND EVIDENCE SHOULD CONTINUE IF NOT TOO RISKY.

END OF MESSAGE
CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED 1996

[Signature]
COODINATING OFFICER
FRANKLIN WILKINSON
OFFICER AUTHORIZING RELEASE
IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
RE: LIN 2954 (IN 19786)

1. MAXIMUM EFFORT EXPENDED TO OBTAIN DETAILS PER REF. SAGMA NOT LISTED IN ANY REGISTRY AND DETAILS THIS SHIP UNOBTAINABLE. FOLLOWING DETAILS ON ALFRED ARE BELIEVED ACCURATE:

A. DIESEL MOTOR VESSEL

B. 386 FT. LONG, 51 FT. BEAM, 25 FT. DRAFT

C. GROSS TON 4,900, DEAD WEIGHT 8,100

D. HULL TYPE AS FOLLOWS: VESSEL HAS SPLIT SUPER-STRUCTURE PLACED IN CENTER OF SHIP. THIS SUPER-STRUCTURE DIVIDED INTO TWO PARTS. FOREPART HAS BRIDGE AND MAST ON TOP, AFT PART HAS SINGLE FUNNEL AND MAST. IN SHIP LINGO THIS KNOWN AS TYPE 36 - PROFILE MKFM.

E. BUILT DENMARK 1930

F. STRAIGHT CARGO TYPE VESSEL. PRESUME REGULATION BOOMS RISE FROM DECK.

2. ABOVE TYPE INFO WILL BE PROVIDED ON CONTINUING BASIS IF AVAILABLE FOR ANY OTHER SUSPECT SHIP WHICH ARRIVES IN AREA.
RE: GUAT 605 (IN 49177)

1. RE PARA ONE INFORMATIVE STRANGERWIDE EXPLOITATION. TO FACILITATE SAME, FOLLOWING OPS SUGGESTED:

   a) SUGGEST STATE RE PARA ONE (A) AS FACT
   b) PARA TWO AS PREDICTION AND ONE (C) AS CONCLUSION. SHERWOOD ALSO MIGHT HAMMER SAME TYPE PROP ON STEADY BASIS AS LONG AS FEASIBLE.

   OR OTHER SYNOA RP PUBLICATION, PLAY UP, REF PARA ONE (B) SATIRICALLY. GUAT OFFICERS LIVING IN DREAM WORLD DOPED BY COMMIE Bribes AND GOVT SANCTIONED CORRUPTION WHILE COMMIES STEAL POWER FROM ARMY.

2. SO THAT HQS MAY HAVE SOURCES, PLEASE CABLE ACTION TAKEN, GIVE NAMES, DATE PAPERS USED AND SUMMARY CONTENT EACH ARTICLE. AIRMAIL COPIES HQS SOONEST THEREAFTER.

END OF MESSAGE

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED

1996
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

TO:  SR. REP. LINCOLN
FROM:  DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF:  WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO:  WH (L)

DIR 01872 (OUT 97090)  0006Z 22 MAY 54  ROUTINE

REFERENCE

RYBAT/PESUCCESS

REF A:  HULA 600, PARA 3

REF B:  LINC 2290

1. NO SUITABLE DEFECTORS PRESENTLY AVAILABLE FOR POLITICAL STATEMENTS.

2. FOR POSSIBLE STATEMENT RE SOVIET BLOC COMMERCIAL PLANS DOMINATE GUAT ECONOMY WITH SOME POLITICAL TIE-IN:

OF STARTING A PAPER, WOULD WELCOME PUBLICITY.

3. CONTACT THROUGH , KUGOWN OFFICER,

END OF MESSAGE

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED

RELEASING OFFICER

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE Copy No.
TO: SENIOR REP, LINCOLN
FROM: DIR, CIA
CONF: DD/P (L) (1)
INFO: DCO (2), D/DCI (3), WH (PBS) (4-6), WH (7), SA/DG/DCC (8)

DIR 01876 (OUT 97079) 1210Z 22 MAY 51

TO: SING

REF: QUAT 612 (IN 49475)

1. REF MESSAGE CONTAINS WHAT APPEARS TO BE VERY SOLID INTELLIGENCE.

THE DETAILS ARE BOTH SPECIFIC AND PRECISE AND PARAS ONE AND TWO HAVE
RING OF AUTHENTICITY. POSSIBLY

2. PARA THREE NOT CLEAR. COULD THIS MEAN HE IS GOING TO

3. DOES CALLIGERIS HAVE ANY CAPABILITY LOWER THE BOMB THIS LOW AND
DANGEROUS TYPE? IF SO RECOMMEND THEY PROCEED.

ASSUME SHERWOOD AND OTHER SELECTED OUTLETS WILL PLAY UP STRONGLY
THEME OF COMING FLOOD IRON CURTAIN OFFICERS AND TECHNICIANS AND APPALLING
CONSEQUENCES TO INSIGNIANT ARMY OFFICERS AND OTHER OFFICIALS.

FRANK G. WISNER
DEPUTY DIRECTOR (PLANS)

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1996

It is forbidden to make a copy of this message.
TO: SR. REP. LINCO_N
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4)

DIR 01906 (OUT 97214) 1919Z 22 MAY 54

SUBJECT HAS NOT ENGAGED IN PROJECT OPS AND IS WORKING OUT OF HQS. IT WAS NOT INTENDED TO CONTACT HIM DURING THIS PERIOD. BUT IN VIEW OF THE EXTREME IMPORTANCE ATTITUDE OF ARMY TOWARDS ARMS SHIPMENT HQS DECIDED HAVE HIM QUERYED.

END OF MESSAGE
TO:  SR. REP., LINCOLN
FROM:  DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF:  WH (PBS)(1-5) *
INFO:  WH (4)

DIR 01911 (OUT 97251)  00567 23 MAY 54  PRINCIPAL ROUTING
TO:  SR. REP., LINCOLN

1. RE GOODBROUN-DUNBAR CONVERSATION 22 MAY, SUBJECT MATERIAL
   BEING POUCHED REGISTERED MAIL AS FOLLOWS:

INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT POST OFFICE

2. MATERIAL RE LATIN AMERICAN PRESS REACTIONS TO ARMS SHIPMENT
   FOR USE SHREDWOOD YOUR DISCRETION.

END OF MESSAGE

* CABLE SÉCRETAIRAT COMMENT:
TREATED AS RYBAT/PBSUCCESS

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED 199b

COORDINATING OFFICERS
O. B. ESTERLINE

RELEASING OFFICER
IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE

Copy No.
1. REFG's raises possibility that Guatemala may be getting ready pass arms ago to strikers Honduras. In view this possibility EOS suggests that LINC consider desirability/feasibility initiating sabotage activity against material if confirmed.

2. This suggestion of course raises question of degree and extent we able or desire go prior general state of readiness.

3. Please advise.

END OF MESSAGE

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED 1996

COORDINATING OFFICERS

RELEASING OFFICER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
1. REP A VERY CONFUSING AND PORTIONS OF IT UNSATISFACTORY. YOU SHOULD POSTPONE ANY FURTHER ACTION WITH REGARD TO THIS MATTER UNTIL THERE HAS BEEN CHANCE FOR CLARIFICATION. WILL DISCUSS THIS WITH PLAYDON UPON HIS ARRIVAL.

2. RE PARA 5 REF A BELIEVE UNEESE BRODFROST DISCUSS PURCHASE ARRANGEMENTS WITH PARA 5 REF B CONTemplates APPROACH TO ONLY BY INDIGENOUS CALLIGERIS REPRESENTATIVES WHO SHOULD NOT INDICATE THAT SKINNER COULD PROCUREMENT AIRCRAFT. ANY FURTHER DIRECT DISCUSSION BETWEEN LINCOLN AND WILL ALMOST SURELY CONFUSE AND DAMAGE LARGER OFFICIAL PROPOSAL FOR PROVISION PLANES NOW BEING WORKED ON HERE.

3. REPEAT REQUEST THAT LINCOLN CONCENTRATE ITS ENERGIES AND FIELD FACILITIES UPON ACCOMPLISHMENT AGREED OBJECTIVES INCLUDING COMPLETION PREPARATIONS FOR PRINCIPAL OPERATION PLUS SABOTAGE EFFORTS AGAINST ARMS SHIPMENT.
REPORTS PRO COMMUNIST EX-PRESIDENT CARDENAS

BELIEVED BEHIND HONDURAN STRIKES, HANDLED THROUGH GUATEMALA.  WE
CANNOT CONFIRM CARDENAS CONNECTION WITH STRIKES.  THOUGH HE UNDOUBTEDLY IS SYMPATHETIC TO THE WORKERS.

2. CONNECTION CARDENAS NAME WITH STRIKES IN HONDURAS UNDESIRABLE WHETHER TRUE OR FALSE. THE NAME IS STILL REVERED IN LABOR
CIRCLES, AND PARTICULARLY IN MEXICO. ADVISE NO KUOMIN EXPLOITATION.

END OF MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 25 May 1954

TO: DIRECTOR, CIA

FROM: WH (PBS) (1-3)

CONF: WH (1), DGI (5), D/DCI (6), DC/2 (L) (7), 6A/PC/DCI (8), 2/DC/2/3 (9)

DIR 02075 (OUT 97730) 1249Z 25 MAY 54

OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE

SUBJECT: IMPORT SUGAR TO PUERTO BARRIOS

WITH HYBAT/POSUCCESS

1. SS Alfred, reportedly departed Puerto Barrios 0530 25 May bound for Nuevitas where will load sugar.

ENGINEER

DESTROY SHIP. WANTS CONTACT SWEDISH CONSUL.

2. OF UTMOST IMPORTANCE YOU ATTEMPT CONTACT AND DEBRIEF

THOROUGHLY ON ALL ASPECTS ARMS SHIPMENT TO GUATEMALA FROM IRENA

ENGINEER, I.E. CONTENTS OF CARGO, METHOD IN WHICH SHIPMENT WAS COMPLETED INITIATED AND HANDLED.

CLOSED AND IMPLEMENTED FROM BEGINNING TO END. FINAL DELIVERY PUERTO BARRIOS.

3. ADVISE PRIORITY BASIS YOUR ABILITY TO ACCOMPLISH ABOVE.

END OF MESSAGE

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE, AS SANITIZED
1996
RYBAT JMSWAG

1. RE SERIOUS SITUATION CENTRAL AMERICA, FOLLOWING IS KNOWN LINES:
   A. IRON CURTAIN ARMS SHIPMENT ILLUSTRATES CLOSENESS GUA/T/ISS.
   B. QUAT CONTESTNiES HAVE INTERVENED INTERNALLY IN NICARAGUA THROUGH
   DISSEMINATION CONTRA PROPAGANDA AND IN HONDURAS THROUGH SENDING
   AGENTS TO CREATE AND SUSTAIN PRESENT STRIKE SITUATION. INTERN.
   NATIONAL CONTRA LABOR FRONT, WFTU, HAS SUSTAINED SOLIDARITY AND
   BACKING.
   C. ATTEMPTED SABOTAGE ARMS TRAIN IN CASTANEDA, GUAT, WAS WORK GUA-
   TEMALAN RESISTANCE PATRIOTS, NOT "FOREIGN SABOTEURS", AS QUAT
   GOVERNMENT STATED.

2. POSSIBLE KNOWN SPECULATIONS RE ABOVE:
   A. ARMS RUMORED GIFT OF USSR -- = POSSIBLE DISTRIBUTION ARMS CONTRA
   "PEOPLE'S MILITIA" EVENTUAL COMPLETE TAKE-OVER GUATEMALA -- =
   SHIPMENT INCLUDED TANKS, PLANES, OTHER AGGRESSIVE WEAPONS USE
   INTIMIDATION NEIGHBOR COUNTRIES.
B. SOV/SATS MAY BE PROVIDING MONETARY ASSISTANCE STRIKING WORKERS
STRIKE FIRST STEP ATTEMPT: GUAT COMMIE COUP IN HONDURAS?

C. SABOTAGE ATTEMPT ONLY FIRST "BATTLE" STOP GUAT COMMIE MARCH TO
SUBJUGATE GUATEMALA — QUAT RESISTANCE GROUPS HAVE SUFFERED TOR-
TURE, IMPRISONMENT, SUPPRESSION OF INDIVIDUAL LIBERTIES AND NEED
SYMPATHY AND SUPPORT ALL FREE PEOPLES.

3. EXPLOIT AS INDICATED: 1B; AS SECURELY FEASIBLE;
AS REQUESTED DIR 01833 (OUT 970611); 1B AND 2A; 1A AND 2A;

ALT ABVE AS SUGGESTED DIR 01533 (OUT 96510); 1B AND 2B; and

ANY ABOVE WHICH FEASIBLE FOR RADIO ANNOUNCEMENTS.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: SENIOR REPRESENTATIVE, LINCOLN
FROM: DIR, CIA
CONF: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DC: (L), D/DC: (5), DC/O (L) (6), TM (7), 3A/DC/DCI (9)

DIR 0236A (OUT 98325) 2205Z 26 MAY 54

RYBAT/PBSUCCESS

1. IDENT A ADVISED CHIEF KUDOVE NIGHT 25 MAY THAT IDENT B FROM
   HAD HEARD FROM IDENT C UP FROM WSHOOPS THAT IT COMMON KNOWLEDGE THAT
   ODYKE SENDING LOADS OF ARMS TO TONCONTIN AND HAS BEEN DOING IT FOR SOME
   TIME. IDENT C STATED PLANES LAND, TAXI TO END RUNWAY, QUICKLY UNLOAD AND
   THEN TAKE OFF AGAIN.

2. IDENT A ADVISED IDENT B ABOVE INFO DID NOT FIT ANYTHING HE KNEW
   ABOUT AND ASKED HOW IDENT C HAD CONCLUDED THAT
   A. THE DELIVERIES WERE ARMS; AND
   B. ODYKE WAS SENDING THEM.

3. IDENT B STATED DID NOT KNOW EXACTLY HOW IDENT C KNEW SHIPMENTS WERE
   ARMS BUT THAT IDENT C STATED PLANES CONSPIRACIOUSLY ODYKE AIRCRAFT SINCE
   VERY BAD OVERPAINTING JOB ON INSIGNIA HAD BEEN DONE AND IT POSIBLE FOR
   ANYONE READ INSIGNIA THROUGH OVERPAINTING.

4. FOREGOING INFO PASSED PLAYDON IMMEDIATELY UPON RECEIPT BY RQS
   ^
   BECAUSE OF ITS BEARING ON EXECUTION 26 MAY OUTFITFLIGHT WSBURNED.

FRANK O. WILNER
DEPUTY DIRECTOR (PLANS)

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE

Copy No.
DIR 02449 (OUT 98420) 2311Z 26 MAY 54

TO:

CRYBAT PBSUCCESS

1. APPROVE USING AND APPRECIATE EFFORT SO FAR MADE.

2. LATEST INFO ALFHEMN MAY CALL KEY WEST PRIOR CALLING ANTILLA.

IF SO, HQS WILL ATTEMPT FULL SEARCH AND INTERROGATION THERE. IF EVEN MORE
HQS ONLY PARTIALLY SUCCESSFUL HOWEVER YOU MAY BE REQUIRED FOLLOW UP.

3. WILL ADVISE.

END OF MESSAGE

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED

1990

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
Copy No.
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DIR 02467 (OUT 98540) 15142 27 MAY 54

PRIORITY

DIR 02467 (OUT 98540) 15142 27 MAY 54

MAIN SEALING

PRIBAT/FUESUCCESS

REF: A. LING 3102 (IN 10785)

B. GUAT 655 (IN 10750)

C. GUAT 638 (IN 10214)

KIJUMA DEBRIEFED SUBJECT REF B YESTERDAY. WHITING WILL SEE

TELETYP. SUBJ WAS WARNED WBURNED GGS'T KNEW HE KNEW SOMETHING, GOT OUT

BY SKIN TEETH, DOES NOT WANT RETURN. UPSET--IDEM. B OF REF C

TOLD SUBJ HE HIMSELF WAS IN SO DEEP HE COULD NOT GET OUT.

END OF MESSAGE
1. We have noted the apparent success of the leaflet drop operation

and are interested to know answers to following questions:

A. What are your plans for immediate and near term

Future use and/or disposition of pilots?

B. Whether, and if so how many, and when you are planning or considering additional leaflet drop flights. We should like to know about this prior to any further such flights.

2. Also, please advise whether in light of trend toward increased role for air operations, it would be useful for Lincoln staff be bolstered by additional qualified air ops officers. We have in mind possibility that dropfrost may be in forward area good part of time, and that Lincoln may require air ops officers to backstop and review for you proposed field ops.

END OF MESSAGE

Frank G. Wisner
DIR 02508 (OUT 96604) 1857Z 27 MAY 54

Für weiteren Dienst

RYBAT/UNSWAG

1. Rabin has urged HADRILL attempt Platt story re Guatemala arms on non-
   attribution basis Mexico and other areas. Request you discuss HADRILL and
   covertly. 
   
   HLS
   
   Arrange to pick up if usable and alert overseas when story appears, for use other
   areas. Following themes were to be included:

   A. Guat people concerned over this evidence KREMLIN closing in on
      them;

   B. Guat foreign minister Toriellos's statement: "For us, communist
      controlled territory is the Soviet Union. Other countries are sovereign"
      indicates type sovereignty he would accept for Guat;

   C. If arms really paid for by Guat govt, why force this backbreaking
      expense on Guat people when no necessity for such arms;

   D. If arms given or sold cheap by Sov, orbit obvious: Sovs using them
      get foothold Latin America and create new satellite. Arms to be followed

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM

RELEASE AS SANITIZED

1999

6
BY SOV AND SATELLITE "TECHNICIANS" AND "INSTRUCTORS" AND THEN COMPLETE

TAKEOVER:

E. LATIN AMERICA CONCERNED RE QUANTITY AND TYPE ARMS WHICH INDICATE

CLEARLY THEY INTENDED FOR AGGRESSION NOT INTERNAL USE, UNLESS AGAINST

POPULATION ELEMENTS WHO REFUSE KNUCKLES UNDER TO KREMLIN ENCROACHMENT;

F. ARMS CONCRETE EVIDENCE THAT REGIME CLOSERNESS TO KREMLIN

2. EXTREME CAUTION NOT RPT NOT TO REVEAL ODYKE OR KIBARK SPONSORSHIP.

OF STORIES IMPERATIVE.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: SR. RESP. GUATEMALA CITY
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (1)

DIR 02661 (OUT 988895) 1525Z 28 MAY 54 ROUTINE

TO DAILY DOT

RIYAT PSSUCCESS

FOR JEBLUG

HQS MOST INTERESTED IN OBTAINING FROM YOU ALL INFO RE PRESENT ATTITUDE OF

PEOPLE OF GUAT AND THE ARMY ABOUT RECENT ARMS SHIPMENTS.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: SENIOR REP, LINCOLN

FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA

CCNF: DD/CI (L) (1)

INFO: DCI (2), D/DCI (3), WH (OBS) (1-6), WH (7), SA/OI/DC (9)

DIR 02070 (OUT 99197) 2124Z 28 MAY 54 ROUTINE PRECEDENCE

CITE: DIR KYBAT/3BUSUCCESS

RE: DIR 01912 (OUT 97289)

1. RE REP AND PRECEDING MESSAGES THIS SUBJECT. WE HAVE JUST BEEN INFORMED BY OMAHA THAT GIVEN OFFICIAL OPPORTUNITY PURCHASE EIGHT P-47 TYPE FIGHTERS AT APPROXIMATELY $25,000 EACH. OMAHA NOT YET CERTAIN WHETHER HE WILL AVAIL HIMSELF THIS OPPORTUNITY PURCHASE ALL OR PART OF PLANES OFFERED, BUT SUSPECTS HE WILL ATTEMPT TO DISCERN FOR MORE FAVORABLE TERMS. ONE KIND OR ANOTHER.

2. WE CONSIDER IT A REASONABLE ASSUMPTION THAT THIS DEVELOPMENT WILL ACHIEVE SOME CURRENCY WITHIN DAY OR SO. IF THIS ASSUMPTION CAN BE DETERMINED TO BE CORRECT BY BROFROST, TIME NOW ABOUT RIPE FOR CALLIGERIS PROCEED WITH APPROACH TO WITH OFFER PROVIDE SOME PART PURCHASE PRICE TWO PLANES IN RETURN, FOR ASSURANCE THEY WILL BE MADE AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST FOR CALLIGERIS USE. IT WOULD MAKE BEST SENSE FROM STANDPOINT COVER IF "RENTAL DEAL" COULD BE WORKED OUT WITH ON BASIS CONSIDERABLY LESS THAN COMPLETE PURCHASE PRICE OF THE TWO PLANES.

FRANK G. WISNER
DEPUTY DIRECTOR (PLAN)
1. REF. A. WIDE CONSENSUS OF OPINION HERE IDENTICAL TO YOUR OWN CONCERNING UNRELIABILITY AND EXTREMELY HARMFUL ACTIVITIES OF GRUSON. WE HAVE ASSEMBLED LARGE DOSSIER ON PAST ACTIVITIES AND ASSOCIATIONS AND DO NOT RULE OUT POSSIBILITY HE BEING USED PROBE US POSITIONS FOR BENEFIT REGIME. AT MOMENT HAVE SOME HOPE THAT HIS NEWSPAPER CAN BE PREVAILED UPON TO TAKE SOME SUCH ACTION AS YOU SUGGEST OR POSSIBLY EVEN MORE DRAMATIC. WILL KEEP YOU ADVISED OF ANY SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS IN THIS REGARD.

2. REF. B. CONCERNING REPORTS FORTUNY REMOVAL FROM OFFICE, BOTH ODACID AND OURSELVES ARE, OF COURSE, VITALLY INTERESTED IN FACTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THIS DEVELOPMENT AND ASSUME THAT YOU AND OUR STATION WILL REPORT ALL POSSIBLE INFORMATION PLUS YOUR OWN APPRAISAL SIGNIFICANCE SUCH REMOVAL.
3. REF C. SUBJECT HAS NOT YET ARRIVED HERE. YOU MAY REST ASSURED HE WILL BE MOST EXHAUSTIVELY DEBRIEFED IN ORDER ASCERTAIN BASIS HIS STRANGE attitude and behavior. YOU SHOULD KNOW THAT HE WAS MOST HIGHLY RECOMMENDED TO US BY NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS WHOSE JUDGMENT WE VALUE. COULD BE THE BOYS TOOK HIM INTO CAMP. HE SEEMED ALL RIGHT WHEN HE LEFT HERE.

4. REQUEST THAT STATION ADVISE IMMEDIATELY IF AND WHEN DEPARTS FOR THIS COUNTRY.

END OF MESSAGE.
DIR 02960 (OUT 99469) 1702Z 30 MAY 54 ROUTINE

TO: SR REP, LINCOLN
FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA
CONF: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4)

DIR 02960 (OUT 99469) 1702Z 30 MAY 54 ROUTINE

TO: SLING
FROM: J. D. ESTERLINE
CONF: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4)

RB: LINQ 3177 (IN 11588)

RE: LINQ 3177 (IN 11588)

1. ADDITIONAL INFO RE SUBJECT AS FOLLOWS:
   A) OWNER — CURT G. MATTSON, HELSINKI, FINLAND
   B) REGISTRATION — FINNISH/POLISH CHARTER.

2. VESSEL SUPPOSEDLY SIGHTED OFF DAKLA BLANCA, ARGENTINA

28 MAY.

END OF MESSAGE
DIR 03096 (OUT 99879) 2332Z 1 JUN 54

TO:  INFO: SLINC  CITE: DIR

KYPAT/PEBSUCCESS

RE: DIR 02967 (OUT 99495)

1. ODACID/KUBARK NOW PLAN INTERROGATE MASTER AND CREW AT HAVANA RATHER THAN ANTILLA.

2. IDENT A HQ LINGUIST ETA HABANA FOR INTERROGATION

3. DETAILS RE CONDUCT OF INVESTIGATION WILL FOLLOW.
DIR 03251 (OUT 50219)  2253Z 2 JUN 54

TO: SLING

REF: GUAT 611 (IN 49157)

ITAL/NBSUCCESS

ODACID MOST ANXIOUS ESTABLISH FACT SIX RAILWAY CARS WITH EQUIPMENT
ACTUALLY
FROM ALFHEM AND FINCA SANTA
INES DE GALLUSER. VERIFICATION OF PRESENCE THESE CARS OF DEFINITE
EVIDENCE. VALUE TO ODACID.

PLEASE ADVISE SOONEST IF CONCLUSIVE CONFIRMATION ABOVE AVAILABLE.

END OF MESSAGE
TO:  

FROM: DIRECTOR, CIA  

CONF: WH (PBS) (1-3)\#  

INFO: WH (4)  

DIR 03544 (OUT 50882)  2050Z 1 JUN 54  ROUTINE

TO: CITE: DIR

ATT:

SUGGEST YOU CONSULT WITH SACKBUT AND MAKE MAXIMUM USE HIS VALUABLE CURRENT AND BACKGROUND INFO.

END OF MESSAGE

\#CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:

TREATED AS RYBAT/PBSUCCESS.
CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1996

DIR 03501 (OUT 50939) 22137 1 JUN 51 ROUTINE

TO:

CITE: DIR

RE:

RYBAT JMJWAG

1. ANTI-RED CONGRESS MEETING ENDED MAY 30. MECHANISM ESTABLISHED TO IMPLEMENT RESOLUTIONS CONGRESS.

2. ADDRESSES REQUESTED FORWARD DIR, LINC, ALL PUBLICITY RE CONGRESS AND VIEWS OF RETURNING DELEGATES CONCERNING CONGRESS AND IMPLEMENTATION ITS RESOLUTIONS.

3. COURSE FOR KUBARK TO FOLLOW ON LONG RANGE BASIS RE MECHANISM ESTABLISHED DEPENDENT UPON INFO REQUESTED PARA TWO.

4. SLINC: SUGGEST YOU RELEASE THIS YOUR

END OF MESSAGE
CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE IN FULL 1996

DIR 03643 (OUT 51000) 2243Z 4 JUN 54

TO: SLINC

KYBAT/PBSUCCESS

REF. A. DIR 03642 (OUT 50999)

B. GUAT 729 (IN 13684)

REF PLAYDON/WHITING TELEPHONE CONVERSATION, SUGGEST LINCOLN DRAW ON

REF A FOR APPROPRIATE REPLY TO PAGE. YOU MAY ASSURE HIM THAT THERE IS NO

INTENTION WHATEVER EITHER ON PART ODACID OR OURSELVES RELENT OR RELAX

SHORT OF ATTAINMENT ULTIMATE OBJECTIVE. ALSO PLEASE INCLUDE STATEMENT

OUR APPRECIATION HIS SUGGESTIONS FOR MEANS APPLYING ADDITIONAL PRESSURES

AGAINST REGIME, SOME OF WHICH WE CONSIDER FEASIBLE AND ARE WORKING ON

WITH ODACID AND OTHERS WHOSE COOPERATION NECESSARY.

END OF MESSAGE
1. REF A.: AUTHORIZATION GRANTED ONE OF THE TWO FLIGHTS YOU RECOMMEND
WHICHEVER OF THE TWO YOU DEEM BEST.

2. HQS REASONING RULING OUT BOTH FLIGHTS AT SAME TIME FOLLOWS:
   A. WE DO NOT WANT TO SHOOT OUR BOLT SO COMPLETELY
   PRESENT PHASE. BETTER TO SPREAD OUT THIS EFFORT OVER PERIOD
   OF TIME THAN DELIVER MAXIMUM WALLOP TOO SOON.
   B. THE DOUBLE FLIGHT WOULD ALMOST INEVITABLY CREATE
   IMPRESSION BOTH INSIDE WBURNT AND GENERALLY THROUGHOUT WORLD
   THAT THERE MUST BE VERY SUBSTANTIAL AND PROBABLY OFFICIALLY
   SUPPORTED EXTERNAL RESOURCES FOR THIS TO BE POSSIBLE. REALIZE
   THIS ONLY MATTER OF DEGREE BUT STILL IMPORTANT CONSIDERATION.

3. URGENTLY REPEAT REQUEST TO LINC AND FIELD PUT SERIOUS EFFORT INTO
   ARRANGEMENT INDIGENOUS PLANES AND PILOTS FOR USE IN SIMPLE PERIPHERAL

COORDINATING OFFICERS

RELEASING OFFICER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
DIB 03726 (OUT 51236)  21097 5 Jun 51  PRIORITY
LEAFLET DROPS NOT REQUIRING PARTICULAR ACCURACY OR SKILL. FLIGHTS THIS
CHARACTER WOULD SUPPLEMENT FLIGHTS USING OUR PLANES AND OXYGEN CREWS, WOULD
HAVE MORE APPEARANCE INTERNAL ORIGIN, GIVING RISE SUSPICION BETRAYAL, ETC.,
AND MINIMIZING DAMAGE RESULTING IN EVENT MISFIRE.

4. FOLLOWING FROM ORDWAY: RE THE YELLOW ALERTS AND CONTACT REPORTED
REF B, YOU MUST INSURE THAT STEPS ARE TAKEN TO AVOID A REPETITION WITH
RESPECT TO THIS THING AS OCCURRED IN Refs B AND C. IF YOU FEEL UNABLE
TO ACCOMPLISH SUCH TIGHTENING UP AND NEED FURTHER HELP FROM HERE, PLEASE
INDICATE WHAT IS NEEDED. YOU SHOULD CONSIDER DESIRABILITY OF MAKING
SELECTED INDIVIDUALS PARTLY WITNESS SO AS TO HELP AVOID OR BACKSTOP FUTURE
FIAPS.

FRANK G. WISNER
DEPUTY DIRECTOR (FLAS)
CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED IN FULL 1996

DIR 03728 (OUT 51238) 21067 5 JUN 54

TO: SLING

RHFAT/PBSUCCESS

1. WE NOTE FROM FBIS MONITORED REPORT OF SALVADOR BROADCAST JUNE 5 THAT AFTER COMMENTING ON "FALSE CLAIM" BY GUATEMALAN GOVT OF DISCOVERY AND CAPTURE OF "VOICE OF LIBERTY" STATION, THERE WAS COMMENT ON "VOICE OF LIBERTY" PROGRAM OF JUNE 1 TO EFFECT THAT NATIONS OF AMERICA TAKING STEPS IMPLEMENT CARACAS DECLARATION AND THAT THIS NEWS CARRIED PRESS OF WORLD EXCEPT THAT OF GOAT WHERE CENSORED.

2. WHILE THIS IS EXCELLENT LINE FOR "VOICE OF LIBERTY" BROADCASTING UP TO THIS POINT, WE ASSUME YOU WILL NOT LET "VOICE OF LIBERTY" GET ANY MORE SPECIFIC CONCERNING OBVIOUS PROGRAM OR GIVE OTHER INDICATIONS BEING TOO KNOWN AND MORESOME. IF BLACK CHARACTER OF "VOICE OF LIBERTY" IS TO BE MAINTAINED ITS PROGRAMS MUST CONTINUE HAVE INDIGENOUS CHARACTERISTICS AND SHOULD AVOID EITHER GETTING TOO CLOSE OBVIOUSLY OFFICIAL POSTITION OR LINE, OR GIVING TOO MUCH EVIDENCE AWARENESS SPECIFICS OF EXTERNAL EVENTS.

FRANK G. WISNER
DEPUTY DIRECTOR (PLANS)

RELEASING OFFICER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
DIR 03739 (OUT 51305)  1711Z 6 JUN 54

TO:

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

1. REQUEST PRIORITY INITIATION OF INVESTIGATION DETERMINE WHETHER GUATEMALAN, RECENTLY ARRIVED ECUADOR FROM GUATEMALA AND IF SO HOW DID HE ARRIVE AND WHO ACCOMPANIED HIM.

2. ADVISE WHETHER YOU HAVE PEPRIQE CUTOUT AVAILABLE WHO COULD CONTACT SUBJECT WITHOUT JEOPARDIZING HIS UTILITY TO OPERATION.

END OF MESSAGE

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED 1996